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PREFACE

This book is a revised 6rsion of,..my Harvard Ph.D. dissertation entitled
The Social Ties of Negroes in an Urban Environment (1966). In preparing the
dissertation for publication I have made numerous editorial changes, but because
of time and space limitations I have not undertaken a thorough revision of
the literature discussion or an expansion of the data analysis. Surprisingly,
and unfortunately, little empirical or survey research on the social structure
of ghetto communities has been conducted since 1966; most of the further
research proposed in this monograph remains to be done. Those readers interested
in an updated review of the literature on the social structure of black communi-
ties may refer to David Perry and Joe Feagin, "Stereotyping in Black.and White,"
in People and Politics in Urban Society, edited by H. Hahn (Beverly Hills:
Sage, 1972), pp. 433-463.1 Those readers interested in the final research
report on the larger Boston Housing Study, the research study from which the
data in this monograph were taken, may refer to Joe Feagin, Charles'Tilly, and
Constance Williams, Subsidizing_ the Poor (Boston: D. C. Heath and Co., 1972).
Bibliographical references to the low-income housing literature will be found
in this latter volume.

Most of the data analyzed in this monograph were obtained through my
participation in an evaluation study of a low-income housing demonstration
project Parried out by the Boston Housing Authority and financed by the Law-
Income'Housing Demonstration Program in what is now the U. S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD). I am grateful to Mr. George B. Nesbitt
of the Low-Income Housing Demonstration Program and Mr.-Ellis Ash of the
Boston Housing Authority for permission to use in this monograph some of the
interview results from that evaluation study.

I am also indebted to the Sociai'Science Quarterly, Social Forces, and
the International Journal of Contemporary Sociology for permission to publish
here the original chapters on which articles for those journals were based.2

I would particularly like to acknowledge the wise guidance and counsel
of Charles Tilly, my Ph.D. dissertation adivser, and of Thomas F. Pettigrew
and Harrison White in shaping the original research plan behind this mono-
graph. And I would like to"thank my Fife, Clairece Bopher Feagin, and Nancy
Becker, for their gracious typing assistance, without which this monograph
would never have been published.'

1Two recent studies not included in that review'might also be noted:
William C. Hays and Charles H. Mindel, "Extended Kinship Relations in Black
and White Families," Journal of Marriage and the Family, 35.(February, 1973),
51 -57; Marvin Olsen, "Social and Political participation of Itlicks," American -

Sociological Review, 35 (August, 1970), 682-697. A few general studies are
also of relevance. to the comprehensive study ofilOcial organization in black
=Immunities, such as Gerald Suttles, $rhe Social)Irder of the Slum (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1968).

iii
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2Joe R. Feagin, "The Kinship Ties of Negro Urbanites," Social Science
Quarterly, 49 (1968), 660-665; Joe R. Feagin, "A Note on the Friendship Ties
of Black Urbanites," Social Forces, 49 (19701, 303-308; Joe R. Feagin "Social
Organization of the Black Ghetto," Inkrnational Journal of Contemporary
Sociology, 9 (1972), 108-116.

3
I am also greatly indebted to the dedicated research staff of the

. ,Boston Housing Study.

/
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CHAPTER I

1

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION IN THE BLACK GHETTO

For several decades now obitUary notices concerning the demise of personal
social ties in modern urban communities have been appearing in the writings of
some sociologists and other social scientists. Certain classical sociologists,
such as LOuis Wirth and Georg Simmel, sat time ago presented a picture of urban
anonymity and the absence of binding social ties, beyond the formal association
level, for urban dwellers. In a famous essay,."Urbanism as a Way of Life,'-' Louis
Wirth set forth a number of identifying characteristics of the city, such as
density and heterogeneity .? and the impact; that suchlIctofs have had upon the
social ties of urbanitesfl In this very influential statement of his position
he argues that the emerging urban, way of life,.more.particularly the urban soci
way of life, is chimacterized by

.r
.the Substitution et secondary for primary contacts, the

weakening of bonds of kinship, and the declining social
significance of the family, the disappearance of the neighborhood

'2.

acid the undermining 'of the traditional 'basis of social solidarity.

7

Contemporary writers on community life and urban society have absorbed'
these rather specific ideas about urbanization and have perpetuated them in
sometimes more subtle, Sometimes more gxandiose, forms. In a recent book
dealing with studies of American community life, Maurice Stein takes a
neo-Whrthian position on the effects of urbanization.'. He argues that Urbani-
zationOlas been essentially a disorganizing force and that most modern
urbanites arecaUght up in an impersonal world of intense dompetition and
interpersonal manipulation. Depersonalizing trends have transformed,. personal
social relationships into object relationships valued only as sources of
atatus and material reward. As individuals have become increasinglyrdependent .

upon impersonll bureaucracies and forma4'organizations, personal loyalties,
such as neighborhood And family ties, have generally declined or disappeared.
Alienation'and anomie predominate in "our huge impersonal cities, -where most
human encounters are mediated y superficial amenities."4

This,neo-Wirthian theme o the "eclipse of, community," of isolation,t
impersonality, and isorganization; has also stayed with.us in the more .

general literature*moaning.the alienation And anomie-of modern.urban
.

civilization. Herbert Marcuse, in e.ff. 'believes that Orwell's 1984
has aLready arrived. Centralized auth 'i ties and impersonal manipulators,
such as mass media administrators, have already replaced traditional social
controls, presumably those controls once furnished by the late lamented
kinship, friendship, and local community ties. The removal of these pernicious
centtaliped'a thorities woulfi only "plunge the individual into a traumatic void."5

.

12
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Aiguing ill a similar vein,lRobert A. Ni et views with alarm the decline of
intimate personal ties in an increasing) urban society. He argues that .

"alienation from place. and property turns out to be, at bottom, estrangement
from close personal ties which.give lastin' identity to each."6 He also..

a notes an intense "quest for community," a'quest which has succeeded only in
the formatibn of "pseudo-intimacy" with others, a pathetic reliance on super:-
ficial symbols of friendship and association\

4
rnished by,Hollywood and the

other-ass media. In general, Nisbet sees co emporary urbanites as a mass
of insecure, lonely, and Unattached individuals), whose ordinary social relation-
ships -- where they do exist -- are devoid of psYchological meaning. The
social ties generated under the umbrella of bureaucratic authority and impersonal
formal organizations are devoid of effective meanink\and cannot replace the
loss of "small social and local'groups within which the cravings for psycho-
logical security and identification could be satisfied."7 These themes of
impersonality, anonymity, acid disorganization can also be found as undercurrents
in writings in other areas,' but the aforementioned studies should suffice
to show how subtle, and not-so-subtle, versions of Wirth's original position
have remained with us in the general literature on community life and urban
society.

.

..f.Other students of community life and urban society have challenged this
general point of view, presenting general evidence for the extensiveness of
primary group life in all urban areas, including substantial-evidence for
the persistence of neighboring patterns, kinship networks, friendship cliques,
and family life. In addition, recent studies of voluntary association member-
ships of Americans have indicated that a majority belong to no secondary
organizations except, perhaps, a church; even formal work settings seem to
be conducive to primary group behavior, such as friendship and cliques.
Extensive documentation for these points can be found in Greer., Bell-and
Boat, and Hausknecht, among others, and will not be elaborated here.9

Wirth-like arguments about urbanization and urbanism have also had a
heavy influence onyiews of slum and ghetto subcommunities within urban
complexes. Some researchers hays seen the slum as accentuating the worst
features of-urban life, particularly its isolation, anonymity, and social
disorganization. Burgess and his fellow ecologists early adopted,a vieWpof
the city as a series of concentric circles or zones.1° Zone I, encompassing
the central business district of the city, is surrounded by a zone of transition;
this zone of transition is the slag heap'of urban pociety, characterized by
deteri,prated housing, high juvenile delinquency rates, high morbidity, and
excessive crime. This picture of social disorganization in the zone of transition
was substantiated in the Studies of Shaw and Zorbaugh.11 In his cla'ssical

.

study of Chicago's North Side, Zorbaugh found an, area of anomie, isolated urban
dwellers, and social disorganization.12 11.4 D. McKenzie's comments indicate
the tone of much of the early thinking about social structure p the slum:

Slums have been characterized as "areas of lost'souls and missions,"
areas where individuals and family groups are living in enforced
intimacy with people whom they naturally shun and avoid,; areas where
there are no standards of decency or social conduct'except those imposed
by outside authority: In such an environment the individual hap no
status, there is SID representative citizen, the human desires for

..-

recognition and security remain unsatisfied.13

a
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C. C. North has argued in similar fashion that the lower socioeconomic
brackets operate within a spheie of met tal isolation and preoccupation with
"the more trivial interests of life." 7Knupfer brings some data to bear
on this question and argues that lower status persons are quite limited in
face-to-face contacts. "Informal social activities, such as visiting friends,
are more infrequent,among them."15 She concludes that low status produces a
lack of interest in social activities, formal and informal; a concomitant
lack of self-confidence results in a withdrawal from participation in these
social areas and a greater dependence on the mass media for their ties lo the
community. Even today one finds that some urban renewal administrators and
their Chamber of Commerce propagandists, arguing, for the demolition.of slum
areas, emphasize their anonymity, juvenile delinquency, and crime 2 as Gans

suggests in his discussion of urban renewal in Boston's West End.L6
Although somewhat less influential, another view of the Um is radically

different. Some time ago William F. Whyte raised some very se ious doubts
about the general view of the slum as an urban jungle.17 He argued that
the,Chicago'sociologists, such as Burgess and Zorbaugh, based their specu-
lations about the slum on ad hoc impressions rather than upon sy_ptematic obser-
vation. His own procedure was to do a participant observatiop sty in a
slum area;, it was an underlying impulse of Street Corner Society to show that
extensive social organization does exist in the slum.18 Whyte did not find an
urban jungle, but a well-organized slum area. On the basis of his own research
he further argues that there are different types of slum areas, ranging from
highly individualized rooming-house districts to highly organized immigrant ghettos.
A recent study of Boston's West End was motivated by a purpose similar to that
of Whyte: to show the extent of organization in an area termed "blighted"
and destined for slum clearance. Participant observation in the West End
revealed to Gans an'"urban village2" populated by Italian immigrants adapting
their institutions to urban life.19 Gans concludes that

the basis of adult West End life is. peer group sociability....
West Enders live within the group; they do not like to be alone.
Thus, what has been noted earlier about teenagers -- that they are
quiet and passive by themselves and burst into activity only
with their peers -- is true almost as much among adults. Indeed,

for most West Enders, people who have been trained from childhood
to function solely within/the group, being alone brings discomfort
and ultimately fear. The discomfort was expressed by housewives
who got their housework done quickly so as to be able "to visitE"20

For some people the West End had all the earmarks of a slum: old, somewhat
deteriorated, some fire hazards, a low-rent area housing a heterogeneous
collection of poor people. But Gans emphasized that one must distinguish

between a low -rent area which is an urban village, that is, which is poor
but proud and organized, and an urban jungle which is poor and disorganized.
In like manner, students of other ethnic slums, such as Jewish ghettos, have
emphasized the intimate kinship and friendship ties which proliferate within
a low- status area encapsulated by law and custom. 21 These two radically
different views of the slum can be summarized as follows: (1) one sees the
slum as a jungle, emphasizing the worst features of Wirth's.picture of urban
life; and (2) the other sees they slum as a village, emphasizing the intimate
social ties among its residents and usually distinguishing an ethnic slum,
or ghetto, from other slum areas.

14
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At a time when some are beginning to look beyond the soc
of ethnic (white) slum life to its social organization, others are still'
writing one-sided accounts of the black ghetto. Some time ago in An American
Dilemma Myrdal argued that the characteristic traits of the Negro' community
were forms of social pathology: the unstable, black family, the insUfficient
recreational activities, the narrowness of interests of the average black
American. Even the social organization which he did find, "the plethora of
Negro sociable organizations A" was viewed as little more than a pathological
reaction to 'caste pressures.Z2 Some recent students of the black ghettos
have not modified this view of the ghetto as institutionalized pathology.
Kenneth Clark in his book on Harlem contends that

the dark ghetto is institutionalized pathology; it is chronic,
self- perpetuating pathology; and it is a futile attempt of those
with power to confine that pathology so as to prevent the spread
of its contagion to the larger community. It would follow that
one would find in the ghetto such symptoms of-social disorgadt-
zation and disease as high rates, of juvenile delinquency, veneral
disease among young pelnle, narcotic addiction, illegitimacy,
homocide, and suicide.

And he comments on the established and sect ch \zrches:

Established Negro churches, the many storefront ch rches and the
sporadic Negro quasireligious cult groups, like Fat r Divine's
and the late Daddy Grace's followers, play chiefly a athartic
role for the Negro.24

Partially influenced by this Harlem study, a recent federal government report,
The Negro Family: the Case for National Action, moves in non sequitur fashion
froM an analysis of the family instability of a minority of families within
black ghettos to a description of the whole black community as disorganized and
in a state of "massive deterioration."25 It seems that the authors of this
report, along with others, let the disorganization of a minority obscure
their view of the organization of the majority. One-quarter of black families
may be "broken," but the other three-quarters are intact. Certainly family
problems, as well as other types of social problems, do exist to a dispropor-
tionate degree in black ghettos. But surely it'ts an exterme exaggeration to
state as a matter of fact that

to those living in.the'heart of a ghetto, black comes to mean not
just "stay back," but also membership in a community of persons
who think poorly of each other, who manipulate each other, who
give each other small comfort in a desperate. world.26

. Such views of life in a black ghetto seem one-Sided and overstated. They
tend to depict the whole of ghetto life as nothing more than a pathological
reaction to %hite 'segregation and discrimination. This distortion overlooks
important organizational aspects of a black community. Are thde no unbroken
homes in a ghetto? No ordinary friendships? No functioning kinship networks?
Could it be that for a hundred years Negroes have only been reacting ?1 Does
not ordinary social life exist, even, in a poor black ghetto, for'a majority of
the residents?,

15
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An adequate answer to this latter qutstion would be oritical for several,
reasons. In the first place, such an answer would help correct the "ghetto

jdisorganization" image usually applied to black areas, Of the two radically
differeLear, tot the in the literature the "slum as jungle" has usually
been applied tolrlackghettos, whildthe "slum as village" has generally
not been used in regard to these same ghettog. /dthesecond place, certain
research evidence suggests that existing social organization within a black
ghetto may be u.S4ful in explaining, in part at least, non-migration phenomena.
A recent study of the Boston ghetto revealed that most of agroup of middle-
income families who could afford to move out of the ghetto had not seriously
explored the possibility.27 Just when some good housing is becoming available
for Negroes in dertain areas of Boston, many of them expressed unexpected
reticence toward leaving the ghetto.28

In 1965 I interviewed twenty black "leaders" in the Boston ghetto
probing for their thoughts on the general housing situation in Boston.'9 Some
of them gave explanations of this non - migration phenomenon which further
suggested the importance of systematically studying the social ties of a
representa-4ve group of ghetto families. In addition to the expected explana-
tions of fear of discrimination and vested interest, I was surprised that
half of the leaders who gave explanations for the ffon-migration gave answers
largely in terms of social ties. Some answers to the question fell intothe
general category of "attachment to the community." One of the black politi-
cians put it this way:

I don't see how Roxbury can become desegregated. People like to
live in this area. Some Negroes have even been making complaints
about the whitei in 221(d)3 projects taking the-place of Negroes ,

,yho are site tenants.

The past president of a civil rights organization, Adamant about the right
of blacks to move out of the ghetto, still felt that

NegrOes.like where they are living. It is the individual Negro's
prerogative to move. Plenty of Negroes are moving out -- to
places like Randolph. But people like me don't want to move
anyplace. Mly daughter has decided to live nearby because of
transportation and the quality of the housing. But the masses
(sic)'of Negroes don't want to move. They stay where their
roots are.

This last metaphor was used by several leaders with whom I talked; one
young civil rights leader, a militant who sees herself as 'a leader of lower-
class blacks, said that she wants her child "to hall roots," this being
given as one of the reasons why she never intends t move out of the Roxbury
area.

Proximity, either of mother and child or friend and friend, results
'more often than not in continued proximity. Coupled with this proximity
is the accumulation of shared experiences, opinions, and values. The growth
of such sharing and communication increases the cohesiveness of the social

'force between two or'more units. One of the forces which keeps blacks
(who are potentially able to move) in the Roxbury area may well be the same
as that which tends to keep East Boston predominantly Italian and South
-Boston substantially Irish: intimate kinship and friendship 'networks.
"All my friends," concluded a newspaperman, "live in the ghetto." He went on:
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, .

Some young collegiates with fewer attachments are moving out to
the suburbs. The strongest ties to the ghetto are friends and
relatives. Relative ties are strong on a relative basis, and

. also on a race basis. There is strength in such bunches.

In response to a probe on what brings migrants to Boston, he further
suggested that "migrantscome.to Boston mostly because of friends and
relatives, But, if I were in Detroit, I would say they mostly came because
of work." Others, including leAders of lower -class (oriented) organizations, did
mention in discussing the question of why they personally would not move,
their fear of breaking community ties, of being out of touch with their friends,
and of having to commute to see their relatives and attend organizational.functions.

Admittedly, other major reasons for this reticence to move were suggested
by the leaders, Several mentioned the vested interest of Negro businessmen,
professionals, and politicians; a certain preference for "urbanity" was also
suggested as a reason, that is, preference for easy transportation, for the
bustle of life in the city, for the night life and entertainment facilities.
Nevertheless, the comments which leaders made to me in these unstructured
interviews -- at the very least -- suggest that it is time that positive
social forces in urban ghetto's were systematically investigated.

Although there has been a general failure to study systematically these
positive social forces within black communities, some studies in the area
of race'relations have touched, usually indirectly, upon the social contacts
of blacks. The direct concern of most of the studies has been with interracial
contacts. One large group of studies have focussed upon discrimination in
rather small, and usually southern, towns. For example, one classic study,
Deep South, primarily deals with the interracial contact patterns and segre-
gation of a Mississippi town;'' other typical studies, such as Caste and Class
in a Southern Town and After Freedom, deal similarly with caste patterns in
education, politics, and religion.3I Each of these three studies does spend
some time examining the internal class structure of small southern towns.
Only Deep South goes into any detail on the social contacts and cliques of
some of the black residents; and this analysis of cliques is hampered by its
being used primarily as a tool for the analysis of class differentiation.

Studies: of black communities in large urban areas also concentrate
on interracW contacts, segregation, and social disorganizition; two works,
Dark Ghetto and Beyond the Melting Pot,33 focus on discrimination patterns
in Harlem's job, housing, and school arenas, the former emphasizing its
essential pathology and the latter its lack ofinternal community organization.
Partial exceptions to the preoccupation with discrimination and disorganiza-
tion can be noted. St. Clair Drake and Horace Cayton in their classic study
of Negro life in Chicago have given us a significant glimpsepto the class
system of a northern, urban community.34 Although they are Primarily concerned
with the hi'story of segregation, its contemporary patterns, and class structure
in Chicago, they also mention the organizational life of Negro urbanites.
More will be said about their view of black associational life in a later chapter.
Following their lead, Babchuk and Thompson have completed the only systematic

,,t-study of the voluntary associational memberships of blacks.35 And Meadow,36
although pzimarily concerned with black-white differences, has reported some
data on th,it informal social ties of blacks in Detroit. Thus Meadow and
Babchuk do provide mime data on the social ties of blacks in urban ghettos,
data which will be used in later chapters for comparative purposes. Certain
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studies of housing and migration, although, only indirectly concerned with the
internal integration of the.black community, can also be milked for some
useful comparative data.37 In general, as of the mid-1960's, it appears
that there has been a preoccupation in the race'relations literature with
discriminatioh against blacks and disorganization or pathologi'within black
ghettos. At a time when it has become fashionable to discuss the disorganization
of urban black communities, we have to admit that we know little about
the ordinary social organization and social integration of those same
communities; that is, few have systematically investigated the integration of
black families into the urban social fabric.

In the literature of the social sciences one can find several different
meanings given to the term "social integration." In the field of race
relations it is often synonymous with racial integration, the bringing of
black Americans into positions of equal status with whites in American society.
This is not the sense in which I am using the term. In a suggestive theoretical
paper Werner Landecker specifically answers the question "What is,kntegration?"
and attempts to suggest how social integration might be measured.' He suggests
four types of integration: cultural, normative, functional, and communicative.
"Cultural integration" refers to the degree of consistency or inconsistency
among the standards of a culture, while "normative integration" relates to
the degree of conformity of individuals to these cultural standards. "Func-
tional integration" is integOtion in the sense of,econoMic interdependence
and division of labor. More pert=inent -toy pose here is Landecker's
conception of "communicative integration." This type of social integration
concerns the way in which people are integrated in relation to one another,
that is, the extent of interpersonal interaction. One quantitative index
of communicative integration, Landecker sUggests, would be the percentage of
the members of a particular group who are in social isolation.

The importance of interpersonal interaction, or communicative integration,
has been emphasized by Lazarsfeld and Katz:

Interpersonal relations seem to be "anchorage" points for
individual opinions, attitudes, habits and values. That is,
interacting individuals seem collectively and continuously
to generate and to maintain common ideas and behavior patterns
which they are reluctant to surrender or to modify"unilaterally.39

They go on to assess the significance of small, intimate groups in terms of
the intervening role they play in the influence process; small group inter-
vention between the mass media and the individual is of central concern.
Their survey of extant research substantially supports the importance of
communicative integration in urban social life; communications do proceed
along informal interpersonal networks. Opinions are anchored in such net-
works. Communication between individuals end families need not be construed
only in terms of messages, opinions, or "news." Broadly conceived, communi-
cation can be seen as including the exchange of help, money, and aid between
relatives or friends, the exchange of marriage partners between families
which have for a long time been friends, or the exchange of job favors
between relatives or friends. And, in socio-psychological terms, interpersonal
relations often provide for the exchange of effectual support and emotional
security.

4
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Conclusion

The general neglect of social organization within black ghettos strongly
suggests the need for an intensive examination of this organization, including
interpersonal relations in both formal and informal settings. The "jungle"
image of the slum has, as noted earlier, been cFiticized by several researchers,
although it is still the prevailing image of th black ghetto. To offset this
undue emphasis on social disorganization, this monograph will investigate the
extent to which urban black residents maintain interpersonal ties, even within
the Boston ghetto. Landecker, Lazarsfeld, and Katz -- among others -- suggest
the profound significance of interpersonal relations as anchorage points for
individual attitudes, habits,.and values and as media for the exchange of
those important communications which provide the cahesiveness of the urban
social fabric. It is the general premise of this report that interpersonal
relationships are of the same basic significance for black Americans as they
are for other urban residents, including those living in other racial-ethnic
"slums." The specific indices of interpersonal relationships which will be
used in this report are as follows: (1) the extent, intensity, and sources of
friendship contacts; (2) the extent and,intensity of neighboring; and (3)
the extent and intensity of kinship contacts. Two further types of social
participation will be examined in order to give a fuller picture of the social
integration of these black families: (1) the extent and intensity of 16,1untary
association memberships; and (2) tertiary participation through the mass media
and junkets into the city. In addition to examining the structure of social
participation in a black community, it is a major purpose Of this monograph r
to look at two types of variation in such patterns: variations due to incar6
and to the effects of a short-range move into new housing within the Boston
black community.

r
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CHAPTER II

BOSTON: THE CITY AND THE-SAMPLE

y. The City
;

Boston is a remarkable` city in that many ethnic communities have persisted
for a long time beyond' the first surges of immigrant settlement. In the mid-
1960's South Boston is still distinptively Irish; East Boston, Italian;. Matta-
pan, Jewish. Just south of the preponderantly Yankee Back Bay section of Bos-
ton and southwest of the downtown district is the Roxbury-South End-North
Dorchester area, a section of the city now containimmost of Boston's black
population. Beginning at the middle of the nineteenth century the South End was
settled by white upper-class families. In the 1860's the northern part began_to
see an invasion of working class families, while the rest was rapidlytecoming
middle class,and upper-class families were beginning to leave. Some fifty years
later the black population began to filter into this area from their original
residences nearer the core of the city.1 "Over the next few decades Negroes
led,by those of their group of the higher income brackets moved first into
the suburbs of Roxbury below Dudley Station and slowly and deliberately, fol-
lowing the main traffic arteries, expanded into Upper Roxbury and Dorchester."2
Much of the housing in this area, being abandoned by the former Irish and
Jewish inhabitants, had begun to deteriorate. "The homes available to them
were either inadequate buildings or adequate buildings on inadequate Land,
and even before Negroes arrtvectRoxbury had become a neighborhood of houses
divided to keep each family% rent bill small."3 BlaCk Americans came to
replace the Jewish population,of the area, which in. its turn had generally re-
placed the Irish.

Toward the beginning of World War II a significant influx of blacks from
southern and border states into the Boston area began to swell the size of the
ghetto community. In 1940 the black population in Boston was about 24,000;
from 1940 to 1960 the black population increased nearly threefold. As of the
1960 census, blacks were about 39. of the Boston SMSA population.4 However,
this percentage is by no means distributed equally over all of the SMSA census
tracts. About 817. of the metropolitan area's black residents live in the city
of Boston proper; and about 987. of this number live in concentrated tracts in
the Roxbury area of Boston.5 Included in the "Roxbury area" designation are
those disproportionately minority census tracts of the South End (including
the Back Bay edgeand North Dorchester which border on Roxbury proper. In
these three districts approximately 61,000 of Boston's 63,000 black residents
reside.6 The core census tracts in Roxbury are more than 907, black;' those
surrounding the core are disproportionately black.7

The Roxbury area ghetto reflects the effects of both historical and "

contemporary discrimination on'the part of whites. The current focal point
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Boston is a remarkable city in that'many ethnic communities have persisted
for a long time beyond the first surges of immigrant settlement. In the mid-
1960's South Boston is still distinctively Irish; East Boston, Italian; Matta-
pan, Jewish. Just south of the preponderantly Yankee Back Bay section of Bos-
ton and southwest of the downtown district is the Roxbury-South End-North
Dorchester area, a section of the city now containing most 'of Boston's black
population. Beginning at the middle of the nineteenth century the South End was
settled by white upper-class families., In the 1860's Ole northern part began to
see antinvasion of working class families, while the rest was rapidly becoming
middle class atd upper-class families were.beginning to leave. Some fifty years
later the black population began to filter'into this area from their original
residences nearer the core of the ditY.Ice!'Over the next few decades Negroes ,

led by those of their group of the highey 4ncome brackets, moved first into
the suburbs of Roxbury below Dudley Stafion and slowly and deliberately,'fol

,

lowing the main traffic arteries, expanded into Upper Roxbury and Dorchester."2
Much of the housing in this area, being abandoned by the former Irish and
Jewish inhabitants, had begun to deteriorate. "The homes available to them
were either inadeqUate buildings or adequate buildings on inadequate land,
and even before Negroes arrived 11.oxbury had become a neighborhood of houses
divided to keep each family's rent bill small."3 Black Americans came to
replace tie Jewish population of the area, which in its turn had generally re-
placed'the Irish.

Toward the beginning of World War II a significant influx of blacks from
southern and border states into the Boston area began to swell the size of the
ghetto community. In 1940 the black population in Boston was about 24,000;

,

from 1940 to 1964 the black population increased nearly threefold. As of the
1960 census, blacks were-about 37. of the Boston SMSA populatian.4 However,
this percentage is by no means. distributed equally over aid of the SMSA census
tracts. About 817. of the metropolitan area's black residents live in the city
of Boston proper; and about 98% of this number live in concentrated tracts in
the Roxbury area of Boston.5 Includedin the "Roxbury area" designation are
those disproportionately minority census tracts of the.South End (including
the Back Bay edge) and. Ndrth Dorchesfer' which border on Roxbury proper. In
these three districts approximately 61,000 of Boston's 63,000 black residents
reside.6 The core census tracts in Roxbury are more than 907. black; 'those
surrounding the core are disproportionately black.7

The Roxbury area ghetto reflects the effects of both historical and
contemporary discrimination on the part of whites. The current focal point
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of controversyobetween the minority subcommunity and the white power structure
is de facto school On occasion the black ghetto is viewed in
"slum as jungle" terms by whites ooth inside and outside this city pokier
structure. If such a label refers to certain pressing social probleds which

'

characteize the lives of some of the minority poor, in general the area
partially fits the label. It -does have a disproportionate are of Boston's
housing dilapidation, school deterioration, reported crime, Aid to Families
with Dependent Children, and reported juvenile delinquency. tFor example,
for the city as a whole, 49% of nonwhite dwelling units are in deteriorated
or dilapidated condition (according to the 190 Census of HoUsing),*while 21%
of all dwelling,units in the city are'in such condition: Although Anwhites
make up one-tenth of the city's population, they occtry sore than one-fifth
of the substandard dwelling units. These very units are alsoovercroOded.9
Moreover, according tb a data sheet published by the Boston Northern Student
Movement, a private association providing tutorial and educational programs
for disadvantaged children and their parents, the tuberculosis rate and infant
mortality rate for the Roxbury area are albontthe highest. in thesstate, as
are the Yates of juvenile delinquency and crime. Too often, however, an
impression of personal and social disorganization, of anomie and,social

ite, probable

ng-class population
carry on reasonably norms social lives, relatively unaffe d by crime,
juvenile delinguswor, and omie, and in site of some housing nd school
dilapidation.lu Nor does soc al isolation characterize their lit s -- such
is the geheral argument of,this monograph.

X isolation, has come.to dominate the image of the area. It is
though often overlooked, that a majority of &the black wor

The Sample

This report utilizes interview data obtained when I participated in an
evaluation stmply of a low- income 'housing demonstration program in the Roxbury -

area carried out by the Boston Housing Authority with the financial assistance
of the Department of Housing and, Urban Development. Under the demonstration
program a number of large low-income families displaced by urban renewal
were enabled to move into new nonprofit, middle-income housing financ d under
FHA Section 221(d)3, a section which provides mortgage insurance for inancing
at a below-market interest rate. The law-incode tenants pay rents ccording
to their incomes; the difference between the rent charged and the ount
they can afford is covered by the low-income housing demonstrat on grant.

Originally a matched set design was chosen for the evaluation; each of
the rent supplementation families was tobe matched with a similar family
in two alternatiye Roxbury area housing markets, private housing'1and -public`
hodsing, and also with a middie-income family moving into 221(d)3 housing at

/the same time as the supplementation family. Private housing names were
secured from the.Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA); rent supplementation
and public housing names, from the Boston Housing Authority (BHA); middle-income
lames from. the private developers. The three low- income samples, publi
private, and 221(d)3, were each to be match eel on race, age, income, famil tyke'

and size; the middle-income sample was to bematched on the same Variables
except, of course, income. The original interviewing design was as follows:
each wifeAwife of head or female head) in the four samples was to have been
interviewed three times: before moving, approxi ately six weeks after, and
six months after.

I
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Some serious technical problems did arise. Two major ones developed
in'regard to the matching design. Since our original rent supplementation
sample was to be selected by the Boston Housing Authority, according to the
rules governing the demonstration program, we had no control over the,selection
of the sample, which was intentionally composed of relatively large low- income 40e

families. Because of this we had decided.on the aforesaid matching design in
order that our alternative housing samples would be comparable to our basic
sample, at least in regard to the major independent variables on which we
could obtain preliminary data. Thus, ws., needed to obtain preliminary matching

information on public housing families frbm the BHA, on middle-income families
from 221(d)3 developers, and on private housing families from the BRA as soon
as possible. before such familie's were to move; this was in order that we might
have at least three weeks for matching and for getting a successful interview,

with those inevitable callbacks, before the family was actually in the trauma of
moving.

f
Establishing regular channels for securing this information from diverse,

and occasionally competitive, agencies in enough time before the anticipated
move became a major difficulty. By the time fairly regular procedures for
securing these names had been set up a number of possible matches were lost.
To prevent as many losses as possible it was necessary to do some anticipatory
matching, that is, to select a family coming into the private or public
housing market before we received notice of the exact characteristics of the
supplementation fathily. Thikis just one of the methodological,problems
involved in doing research in conjunction with public, agencies. Such agencies
are generally not oriented toward research, and _their processing procedure2
seldom allow for the extra time needed for research intervention (paiticullrly
in before/after longitudinal studies). An additional restriction on the number
of possible matches was the initial character of the basic rent supplementatiOn
'sample; the number of large low-income Negro families in the BRA, BHA, and
private devefoper'pools for matching with the basic sample was usually
insufficient. This fact priniarily accounts for the reduced size of the
public housing, private housing, and middle-income samples (see Table 2:1).

The original interviewing design, a "before" interview and two "after"
interviews, was too optimistic. Although most wives were successfully
interviewed ore to three months before the move, two serious problems
developed in regard to the "after" interviews. The interviewing design, as
well as the hiring of interviewers and coders, was originally based upon a

time-schedule set 'out by the housing offiCtals at the beginning of the
'study:- rent supplementation and middle-income families would be moving in
from August to October, 1964 and again from March to May, 1965; private movers
and public housing movers would also be moving at that time. Unlike one
previous longitudinal study, that of Wilner and his associates we had no
control over the move-in dates of any of our sample families.4 Private'
deVelopers set tfienove-in dates for middle income and rent supplementation,
families; similarly the public housing authority and the Boston.Redevelopmentet-
Authority had control over the move-in dates of the public housing and private
houlOrng families. These agenciei' were generally unable to coordinate their
operations (and the move-in dates). Of course, respondents themselves
sometimes varied their own move-in dates from those set by the agnecies,
occasionally disrupting the interviewing time-schedule. These factors combined
to produce an overall move-in pattern of families moving at several different
times. The original plan was also vitiated by tardy construction completion

Z7
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and delays in selection procedures. Most of the samples actually moved between
August and November, 1964 and between June and October, 1965; but some were
moving in a few of the months in between. Since the largest group of families
moved in about four to five months late, well.past the original period
designated for interviewing and well into the original tabulation stage,
the final follow-up interviews an these particular families usually took
place from one to ten weeks after their moves. For this reason and because of
the problem,of scheduling "after" interviews at (many) staggered intervals,
the idea of a short six weeks "after" interview was discarded at a relatively
early date, and during the months of July to October, 1965 all families were
given one long "after" interview, which included the extensive questions on
.social participation used in most of this analysis. An additional problem
also developed: some of the families who had been predicted to move on the
basis o' preliminary information from agencies decided not to move. This
resulted in the grOup of private non-movers now included in the general
sample.

Such research. problems are generated bythe nature of intervention in
real social processes, particularly those (an increasing number) under the
sponsorship of public agencies. Longitudinal research on ,thaeffects of
job retraining, of literacy programs, Dr of poverty programs would undoubtedly
face similar methodological problems.

Since it is not the,purpose of this report to prir.,i'de a general
discussion of 'the implications of these methodological problems for socio-
logical research, the basic characteristics of the black samples actually
interviewed before and after their moves can now be examined. For the purposes
of this report the original matched set design will not be used. The reduced
sample of rent supplementation families with completely matched sets is,on the
order of four or five. Since the selection of families for the alternative
housing samples was aimed at matching them with large low- income rent supple-
mentation families, I will be dealing mainly with roughly matched housing
subs.Ies rather than with matched individuals when I,examine the effects
of a move on the social participation of these Negroes. The chapters on
social participation will deal mainly with the collected sample of all four
original housing samples, togethe; with a fifth group consisting of non-movers
who remained in private housing. Altogether this collected sample includes
120 black wives. Table 2:1 indicates the numerical breakdown by the housing
subsamples.

The representativeness of this black sample can be examined in two ways:
(1) What proportion of large black families in these housing markets in August
to November, 1964 and June to October, 1965 does the sample comprise? (/)

ftow does the sample compare with what can be ascertained about the Boston
Negro population from the 1960 census?

TABLE 2:1

BOSTON BLACK SAMPLES

Number

Rent supplementation sample 35
Middle-income sample. 29

Public housing sample 24

Private housing sample (movers) 16

Private housing sample (non-movers) 16 (-

Total 120
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The housing subsamples comprise, as measured by the available lists at
he e of seledtion, the following approximate proportions of their corre-
spon ng housing markets: (1) 80% to 907, of those large black families moving
'int 221(d) housing in the Roxbury area;' (2) 70% to.80% of those large low-
-income black families directly forced to find housing in the private market
because of urban renewal; (3) 70% to 80% of those large black families seeking
public housing accomodations. These estimates exclude families in the various
markets during the months we were not interviewing between August, 1964 and
October, 1965. At'the specific time we entered the housing markets and for
the population of large black families in those markets, our Roxbury area
sample is more than just representative, including some 70% to 907, of the
families in each of those markets at that time. Although refefence will
henceforth be made to the Roxbury 9rea "sample," the group is in this sense a
specialized (nearly total) population. dne housing market is represented
by only a few respondents in the sample of private movers: those moving into
private housing in the Roxbury area during this time but not under the

f

ur ss'of urban renewal.
An argument can also be made for the representativeness of this sample

Vis-a-vis the Boston black population.' The original matching design
under the guidance of which these 120 r
demographic variables: family type, ag
income. It will be useful to examine t
variables for the Boston black popula
Roxbury area sample's characteristics,
population.

Since the sample is composed of wives only, it is of interest to note the
differences in age distribution between nonwhite and white females in the
Boston area. About 40% ofthe nonwhite women in Boston are under twenty
years of age, as compared with 30% of Whites women.13 Approximately 47% of
nonwhite females, compared to 437. of white females, fall into the "20 to 54"
bracket. In the "over 54" bracket are 13% of nonwhite females and 277
of white females. These statistics are by way, of introduction to Table 2:2.
The figures there indicate the age distributions of the Boston nonwhite popu-

. lation and the'Roxhury area sample. As can be seen, the housing sample was
drawn predominantly from the younger age brackets, *i.e., those women who
are most likely to have large numbers of children still living at home.

spondents were chosen included four
of wife, number of children, and
distribution of each of these

ion and to compare them with the
s well as with the Boston white

TABLE 2:2

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF NONWHITE WOMEN

Sample Adult Females
(N=119)

Boston Adult Females
a

(N=20,938)

Between 20-34 61% 40%
Between 35-54 36 39
Over 54 3 21

Total-

I

100% 100%

'aU.S. Bureau of the Census, op: cit.; p. 52
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Thenousing,subdivisions of the Boston Negro sample were generally
matched for marital status. Table 2:3 indicates that the Boston nonwhite
population has a greater percentage of women whO are no longer married than
the white population. This differentiation is accentuateoLby the data on the
sample. Since all the respondents in the housing subsamples were selected
so that they would be comparable to the rent supplementation respondents, and

since these tespondents were somewhat more likely to be in ,the no-longer-
married category, the overall sample is composed of a larger percentage of.
"broken homes" than the general Boston white or nonwhite populations.

The housing subsamples were also matched on the number of children in
the household. There are about 1.12 children per household head in the city
of Boston as compared iith 1:16.children per nonwhite household head.14 The
data on the black sample indicate a ratio of 4.5 children per household head,
a figure dramatizing the large family character of the Boston.sample.

TABLE 2:3

WOMEN OVER 14 NO LONGER' MARRIED AND ONCE MARRIED

Boston Black Boston Nonwhite
b

Boston White
b

Sample Population Population

Numbera Percent Number Percent Number Percent .

Total now married 63 537, 11,987 63% 123,901 71%
Total separated,
widowed, and
divorced 56 47 6,849

4,

37 51,685 29

Total 119 1007. 18,836 100% 175,586 100%

aOne respondent listed herself as "single"; no evidence of
marriage was indicated elsewhere in the interview.

b
U.S. Bureau of the Census, op. cit., p. 52.

The last variable on which the housing samples were matched was income.
Sharp differences in income between the white and nonwhite populations are
indicated in Table 2:4. Nonwhites make up about one-fifth of Boston families
in the under $2,999 income bracket, although they are only 9% of the Boston
population. Moveover, they comprise approximately one-twentieth of the families
earning over $6,000. The Roxbury area sample's median income ($4,100) for
the year 1965 is somewhat less than the 1959 figure for Boston nonwhites ($4,235),
while the percentage of sample families with incomes under $3,999 is comparable
to the percentage for the nonwhite population. However,"the sample has a larger
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percentage in the under $5,999 bracket than the city population of nonwhites
and a smaller percentage under $2,999.

TABLE 2:4

FAMILY INCOME (YEARLY)

Income

Boston Negro Boston Nonwhiteb Boston Whiteb'
Sample- Population. Population

Numbera Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Under 2,999 24 21% 5,060 337. - 22',299 154
3,000-3,999 29' 25 2,206 14 14,05Q 9
4,000-5,999 43 38 3,859 25 40,77r 27
Over 6,000. 18 16 ' 4,341 28 71,622 48

Total 114 100% 15,466 100% 148,749 99%

' aTh ese figures are for the year 1964 and were taken from verified
agency records. Six income figures were not obtainable.

b
Calculated from U.S. Bureau' of the Census, op. cit., pp. 14, 165,

Figures are for the year 1959.

Of course, the relatively law-income character of -the sample would be dramatized
even more if it could be compared to 1964-1965 census data, currently not
available, (The national,mediaft is up approximately 20% over the 1959 figure.)
Chapter VII will analyze status variations within the sample. It should be
noted at this point that the sample is composed, with a few exceptions, of
working-class families. Thus, the nonwhite population of Boston is a younger
'one than the white population and has a greater number of female-headed families,
and families with low incomes. It was from the black portion of this nonwhite
population that the Roxbury area sample was drawn. As can be seen from the
tables above,, the collected sample is representative Of the larger, younger,
and poorer of these black families. The sample does not contain representatives
of the unmarried portion of the black population, nor does it include
respondents from the best paid portion of that minority population; it also
contains 10%a more female-headed families than the nonwhite population taken
as a whole.

Research Procedures 31
The wives in our sample of black Bostonians were interviewed, in the

cases of those who aivally moved, before and after their move into a new
housing environment. Non-movers were interviewed twice, using the "before"
and ',after" schedules. All black respondents were interviewed by black inter-
viewers. The "after the move" interView schedules, completed on all respondents
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betweenJuly 15 and October 15, 1965, contained the most extensive battery of
its on social participation. Data on social participation presented in
subsequent chapters are drawn from these schedules except for the before-after
comparisons in Chapter VIII. A copy of this schedule may be secured by writing
the author. Standard research procudures were followed in training interviewers
and in coding the interview data; the error rate for coding was about .7% for fixed-
response items and about 1.7% for openended qucstions. The tabulation of the
data was accomplished with the aid of the Harvard Computation Laboratory.
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FOOTNOTES

(Chapter II)

IRheable M. Edwards, Laura B. Morris, and Robert M. Coard, "The Negro
in Boston" (Action for Boston Community Development, 1961), p. 18. (Mimeo-
graphed.) Sam B. Warner, Jr., Streetcar Suburbs (Caimbridge: Harvard
University Press and The M. I. T. Press, 1962), pp. 68-97.

2
Edwards, Morris, and Coard, op. cit., p. 10

3lbid., p. 11.

4
LB. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Censuses of Population and Housing: 1960%

Census Tracts: Boston, Mass. Final Report PHC(1) 18. (Washington: Government
Printing Office; 1962), p.14.

II

5lbid.; and Edwards, Morris, and Coard, op. cit., p.48. In addition, 39%
of the 14,616 Negroes living outside the city of Boston live in the half-century
old Cambridge ghetto; another 31% live in predominantly Negro tracts of Lynn,
Everett, Malden, Medford, and Newton.

6
Edwards, Morris, and Coard, op. cit., p.48.

7
U.S. Bureau of the Census, op. cf1., pp. 14ff. and pp. 165ff. For

additional eration the concentration of Negtspin a few census tracts vide
Charles Tilly, "Metropolitan Boston's SocialStrUcture," Social Structure and
Human Problems in the Boston Metropolitan Area. Metropolitan Area Planning
Council, Commonwealth of Massachusetts (Cambridge: joint Center for Urban
Studies, 1965), pp. 1-41.

8
For a discussion of this important problem vide Massachusetts State

Board bf Education, Because It Is Right -- Educationally: Report of the
(Advisory Committee on Racial Imbalance and Education (Boston, 1965),
\especially pp. 27-28, 63, 87ff.

9
U.S. Bureau of -the Census, op. cit. Tabulated by districts in Edwards,

orris, and Coard, op. cit., pp. 49, 228ff. Negroes make up 92% of the
oston nonwhite population. )

10
This should not be construed as playing down,th importance of removing

the restrictive barriers of racial and economic oppres ion.

11Milner
et al., op. cit.

12
Hereafter this collected sample will be referred.to as the "Roxbury

e k

ar a sample." A few white families, also interviewed)for the evaluation
st dy, have been excluded from the following analysis, except where noted.

4'
13d.S. Bureau of the Census, op. cit., p. 52. It should be noted that

the e 1960 census figures are based on data collected six years ago.
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14
Calculated from ibid., pp. 14, 165. The figures report "children

under 18" per "head of a primary family."

15
All of the 120 families resided in the Roxbury area when they were-

selected. By the "after" interview three of the private movers had moved to
the fringe of the area (Jadaica Plain, South Dorchester), and two of the
public housing families were placed in an East Boston project. They have
been retained in the sample because their respective samples are rather small
and because they maintain ties to the ghetto.
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Social ties can b,e loosely grouped into three ranked categories:

primary, secondary, and tertiary. Primary interaction, such as friendship,
telvis to involve more of an individual's whole personality than secondary
or tertiary ties involve; that is, an individual's innermost self and
desires are more likely to be known by his close friends than by his fellowP

PTA member or museum director. As noted earlier, Lazarsfeld and others have
emphasized the importance of primary ties in the communication of basic
social values and norms. In this sense, primary ties, such as friendship
and kinship, are more important sources of communicative integration than
secondary and tertiary ties. At the very least, primary ties filter communi-
cations received through other channels. This chapter will focus upOn three
basic types of primary relationships friendship, kinship, and neighboring.
The two following chapters will examine secondary ties, that is, membership in
voluntary associations, and teritiary ties, a variety of less intimate links

.

into the urban social grid.
4

The general questions to which the subsequent data on primary4social
participation are addressed can be stated as follows: (1) What.is the extent
of intimate social interaction for black urbanites? (2) What is the intensity.
(frequency) of this interaction? (3) How does this extensiveness and intensity
of participation compare with other relevant studies of white and black samples?
and (4) To what degree is this intimate social interaction restricted to the
black ghetto and its fringes? The analysis,a theoretical issues and current
research, presented in Chapter I, suggested these substantive questions. Each
question will be examined in some detail in the specific discussions of the
Boston data to follow. Theconclusion to this chapter will summarize the
general answers suggested by the Boston data.

CHAPTER III

'PRIMARY SOCIAL TIES

Friendship

One important type of communicative integration into the urban-social
fabric is friendship, t social tie usually characterized by its high degree
of intimacy. The friendship patterns of urban dwellers, slum dwellers and
otherwise, have been investigated by several researchers. Two classic studies:
of friendship patterns can be mentioned. Over a decade ago Lazarsfeld and
Merton did an analysis of friendship networks in two housing projects, one in
New Jersey and one in Western Pennsylvania.1 Respondents were asked to designate
tkeir three closest friends, whether they lived nearby or not. About 10% in
both communities reported no close friends; the remaining 90% (some 1350,
families)'listed approximately 2,000 friends. Another study done in the
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1930's by Lundberg and Lawsing found only three people completely isolated
from friends in a New England Village of 256, using a2sociometric type of data
collection patterned after the method of J.L. Moreno. In addition, several
English and Australian researchers, particularly Mogey, Oeser, Hammond,
Willmott, and Young, have completed research on friendship and kinship links
in the urban (largely working-class) areas of the Commonwealth. For example,
in his Family, and Neighborhgpd Mogey briefly examines fiendship patterns in'
the central city of Oxford." He found that 607. of the families,interviewed
there reporea no friends, 307. reported one friend, and 107. reported more

than one. However, only 30% of a group of comparable families who moved out
to a new housing development ("housing estate") in the suburbs reported no
friends. These figures suggest that, at least for the socioeconomic levels
investigated, British urbanites tend to be more isolated from friends than
Americans so far studied.

What do we know about the social and geographical extent of friendship
in a black community? Very little, unfortunately. Babchuk'and Thompson
have reported one quite condensed breakdown on the extensity of friendship but
not its intensity.° Their data can be seen in column two of Table 3:1. The

classic community studies, north and south, generally neglect the subject of
friendship networks in black communities, although Deep South does discuss
informal Pliques.7 Keeping a tally from newspaper records of social affairs,
lists of church and association members, and field observation records, they
counted twenty-six cliques in the black community of Natchez, Mississippi
(5,000 persons). They were primarily interested in the "value homiphily"
of friends, as Merton and Lazarsfeld call it; hence, their data tell us little
about the extensiveness of friendship cliques in the Negro community.

Our study of black Bostonians in Roxbury and the surrounding area was
designed to investigate in some detail both friendship intensity and extensity
for individual,blacks in a ghetto.area.8 Table 3:1 compares the distribution
of the Roxbury sample with that of the black community in Lincoln, Nebraska.
Since all previous studies, to my knowledge, have found at least a few
isolates, the Lincoln sample is quite unusual. 'All of their respondents
reported at least one "intimate friend"; in addition, a majority of the
Lincoln respondents had four or more intimate friends. Such an extremely
high degree of intimacy and friendship interlinkage was not found in the
Boston ghetto. Four of the 120 respondents reported no friends; two-thirds
of the rest reported three or fewer friendship links. They average three

friends apiece. When compared with pessimistic prophecies of few primary
contacts and high individualization for urbanites, the extent of friendship
ties, foremost examples of,primary links, is substantial. Of the 120 res-

pondents 116 are tied into friendship networks, that is, are not isolated
frgm at least this one major type of primary social contact.
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TABLE 3:1

PERCENTAGE. DISTRIBUTION OF FRIENDSHIPS

Number of
Friends

Boston
Black Samplea

(N=120)

-

lack Sampleb
(N=120) ti

0 3.37. 0,0%
1-3 68.4 45.0
4 -5 20.8 35.0' //
6 or More 7.5 20.0

Total 100.0% 100.0%.

aThe Boston sample is composed os 120
female respondents.

b
Adapted from Bbchuk and Thompson, op. cit.,

p. 652. Their sample was composed of 60 males and 60
females.

Although she did not examine friendship extensity, Meadow did investigate
the friendship sources for a Detroit sample of black families. Table 3:2
indicates her breakdown of friendship sources, compared with the Roxbury
area sample sources.

TAB 3:2

SOURCES OF ENDSHIPS

Sources
Boston Detroita
Blacks Blacks

As neighbors .-
Through friend-
Through organization
Grew up together (school)
At work
Through husband
Through children
Through relative
Other (vague references)

37
Total'

33.3%
6.4

11.7

16.5.
10.2
3.8
3.5
3.2
11.7

35.1%
16.2
21.6
8.1
5.4

10.8
n.d.

2.7 .

300.3% 99.9%

aAdapted from Meadow, op cit., p.329. Female household
heads were the "preferred.regOondents." N.d. means 'no data."

.
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The percentage'of respondents making friends because of physical proximity,
i.e., as neighbors, is about the same for the Detroit and Boston Megrd
samples. The other percentages differ, with 10% more of tOe Detroit sample
making friends "through a friend" and "through an organizaEion." The bleat
Bostonians reported a larger percentage of friendships made because the. pair
grew up together. They also reported 5% more friendships through their owns
work contacts and 77 less through the husband or his job. Since the Detroit
sample was not coded for the possible source "through children," an important
link into city life for many housewives, or for "through relatives," no
comparisop.can be drawn in this respect. It is interesting to note that
3.57. of the 'friends reported by these urbanites had been made through their
children and 3.2% through other relatives. The residual category. is higher
for the Roxbury housing study because vague codes, such as "at sq-and-so.'s
house," were dlassifleehere, rather than placed in friends or neighbors
categories. If this were done, it might eliminate the 10% difference between
the two samples on previous friedds as sources.

Another impoitant question concerning friendship interlinkage is:
What is theintensity of contact with friends? In this dountry "social area"
analysts have undertaken several detailed studies of frinedship interaction
and its variation from one economic,orfamilistic area to another. Greer
and Rube selected four Los Angeles communities which were alike in relatively
high social tank; but varied.in degree offamilisrn, (a composite of the
,fertility ratio, women in the labor force, and number of single-gamily dwelling
units).9. They discovered that at least 70% of the female residents in each
of the four areas visited with friends as ofted as once a month or more.°
Bell and"Boat completed .g.:-Similar study in Sgn Francisco; however, they allowed

,

social rank to vary as well as familism." Axelrod conducted a comparable study

in Detroit.11 Atleast two-thirds Of each of the Detroit and San Francisco
samples% as with.thepreitiously mentioned Los.tingeles savages, reportedly
get together with friends once a month or morel' The level of isolation from
friends (12.57) for the high socioeconomic area in San Francisco corresponds
with studied.suah as those of Merton and Lundberg. The San Francisco data
also present a general impression of the extent of friendship in relatively
low- income, large fadily.areas, comparable, to the ROxBury area of Boston. Even
inthe tow socioeconomic area of San 'Francisco two-thirds of the subjects
are in Contact with friends once a month or more, although about one-fifth
are quite iiolatedfrom friendship contacts. 'For black families, however,
there is as yet little published data on friendship contact frequency. Thus
Meadow reports terselythat W. of her black respondents visited with friends
at leastothree'times a week.".

Eath of theRoxbury area respondents was asked to list. her friends
until she ceased naming any. Each friend's detailed address was secured,
together with the friendship source, the''getting together" contact frequency.,
and the phone contabt frequency. One-aside is worth inserting here. Any
doubt as to whether respondents were listing friends or just "acquaintances"
should be dispelled by the fact that all friends had to be listed by name
and with a full and detailed-address. Approximately 95% of these addresses
were readily locatable on a Boston city map. Frequencies of ".getting together"
and phone contact 'pre scored from 0 ("never see") to 6 ("three times a week
or more often"). Then.the intensity scores for the friends in each respon-
dent's set were summed to get an overall friendship contact score. Table 3:3
gives the distribution of intensity scores for each of six proximity categories;
each of the proximity categories is mutually exclusive, that is, "friends

0
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living within a 2000-foot radius" exclUdes those living within a 500-foot
'radius. Only 4.2% of the Roxbury respondents did not interact at all with
friends.

TABLE 3:3

-
INTENSITY OF FRIENDSHIP CONTACTS CLASSIFIED

BY PROXIMITY: BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120) ,

g

b

Intensity Score

None 5 or 6-15 16 or Total
Less More

Friends Living
Within

500' radius 70.8% 6.7 17.5 5.0 100.0%, '

2000' radius 75.0% 13.3 9.1 .2.5 99.9%
1 mile radius 54.1% 16:7 23.3 6.0 100.1%
'2 mile radius , 65.8% 14.2 20.0 0.0 100.0%
In Boston SMSA 73.3% 15.0 '10.9 .8 100.0%
Outside Boston SMSA 97.5% 1.6 .8 0:0 99.9%

Total Area (All 4.2% 14.1 52.5 /29.2 100.0%
Brackets)

About 827. had an intensity score of at least 6 (one friend seen three times
a week or the equivalent), and 29% had a score greater than 16 (three friends
seen twice a week or the equivalent). The Veen contact score for the whole
sample was a sizable 13.2, while the mean number of friends is three. Scanning
the interview schedules reveals that such a score typically means that a
given respondent has intensive contact (several times a week) with two friends
and a tenuous ("seldom see ") relationship with another. Although not
directly comparable with the Detroit and-San Francisco data, these figures
suggest a level of friendship interaction at least as intensive as the earlier
studies of whites and blacks, if not more intensive.14 In any event, these
Boston women are hardly, isolated from intimate primary ties even in the
midst of an ethnic slum area. They fit neither the stereotype of the isolated
urban or the anonymous slum dweller; in fact; at least three quarters of them
seem to be engaged in weekly (or nearly daily) friendship relations.

Several studies of neighboring have substantiated the contention that
families neighbor with others most accessible to them.15 This suggests
the'following'hypothesis: urbanites tend to maintain friendships with persons
Who live close to them. Or, better, the overwhelming majority of friend-
ships for a given group Of urban residents,will be drawn from the local
residential communi4y. Table 3:4 demonstrates this fact. For the whole
'distribution of 3424friendships one -third fall within a four-black radius
-(2000 feet) and two-thirds within a one-mile radius. As ,the distance from
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the respondents is roughly doubled'(and the area is mudh more than doubled),
the percentage of all friendships dilWn from increasingly distant areas
declines substantially, as does the mean number of friends for each successive
category.

27

TABLE 3:4

'NUMBER OF FRIENDS CLASSIFIED BY DISTANCE FROM RESPONDENT
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

Total Number Cumulative Mean Number
of Friends Percent Percent of Friends

Per Respondent

Friends Liying
Within
2000' radius 116 34.0% 34.0% .97
1 mile radius 108 31.6 65.6' .90
2 mile radius 69 20.2 85.8 .58
In Boston SMSA . 43 12.6 98.4 . .36
Outside Boston
SMSA 6 '1.8 100.0 -.05

.

Total 342 ' 100.27.
O

Since the area circumscribed by a circle with a radius of two miles and its
0 center on a respondent would include virtually the entire Boston ghetto,

and since some 867. of the friends of the Roxbury sample live within such
a two-mile radius,. the overwhelming majority of friends seem to live
within the ghetto area. Platting the addresses of all 342 friends listed by
these black respondents definitely revealed that approximately'95% reside
within the Roxbury-Dorchester-South End area.

Even within the ghetto, the areas nearer the respondent tend to provide
the larger percentage of intimtate friends. The mean intensity' of friendship

itc

contact also varies inversely th the distance, with the dean contact under
one bli?ck equal to 5.64 and th ontact for each increasingly larger area

0decreasing as one moves way from the respondent.
4

40
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TABLE 3:5

MEAN INTENSITY CONTACT PER FRIEND
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

Friend Living
Within

Mean Contact
Per Friend

500" radius 5.64
2000' radius 4.54
1 mile radius 4.41
2 mile radius .4.21

In Boston SMSA 4.16
OutsNe Boston SMSA 2.7 1 1 i

Summarizing these data, it is evident that these black urbanites draw their
friends primarily from propinquant areas. The relationship between physical
proximity and intensity of interaction also seems to be borne out; those
friends who live farther away are less likely 'to be seen as often as those
who live nearby.

Several of us who' interviewed early, in the Roxbury Study came to the
cipcludion that "getting togetheeis not the exclusive form of communicative
contact between friends. Some of the first respondents commented to the
effect thatl "I'don't see her much, but we talk every day on the phone."
Thus, the follow -up interviews on which this chapter on primary ties is
based included a listing of phone contact with all friends. The diStri- -

bution of this contact can be seen in Table 3:6. Since intensity of phone
communication was coded in exactly the same categories as visiting frequency,
the mean amount of contact in each instance can be directly compared: The
mean visitation score was 13.8, while the mean phone contact was somewhat
less at-t'.4.46 is equivalent --,to one friend, called three -plus times a week),
which is still high for these,relatively low-income and low-middle-income
"slum" families. Fewer law-income familPes have phOnes than 'others in the
city. Phone installment rates are exorbitantly high in the, Roxbury area;

_:,,very large money deposits are required. In'spite qt this; the;average
black wife in our sample called some friend daily or at least several times'
a week.

r-
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TABLE 3:6
(7'

PHONE CONTACT WITH FRIENDS CLASSIFIED BY
DISTANCEOF FRIENDS FROM RESPONDENT

BOSTON BLACK SAMPLE (N=120)

Percentage of Respondents

Mean Phone
, Contact
Per FriendNever

Phone
Phone Total

Friends Living
Within

500' radiusll 91.74 8.3* 100.07. 1.25
2000' radius 86.7% 13.3 100-.070 '2.16
1 mile radius 66.77.. 33.3 100.070 3,51
2 mile radius 71.7% 28.3 100.0%
In Boston SMSA 83.37. 16.7 100.070 2.98
Outside Boston
SMSA 100.07. 0.0 100.070' 0.00

One hypothesis which suggested itself prior fto the collection of this
telephone data was as follows: the farther friends live away from the
respondeq, the'more frequent will be the telephone interaction between them.
Eatly theorists of primary group interaction emphasized its face-to-face charactet
but the telephone has become a communications link forprimary group inter-
aotfon, even though it does 'not involve face-to-face confrontation. The
significance of this communications link for respondents separated from.their
friends by increasing distances can be seen in column five. The afore-
mentioned hypothesis is supported by the data up to a point. Within the
two-mile radius friends living farther away have-more phone contact with
the respondents, on the average, than friends living closer. For example,
the sixty-four friends living within 500 feet f the respondents had a
dean contact of 1.25,'a figure representing'a ry low level of phone inter-
action for friends living within one block of ch other. The figure for
interaction goes up by increments for friends 1 ving within each increasingly
distant cutoff point, at least up to two miles. This phenomenori may be due
to the fact that many in the sample have in thd last few months moved from
one to two miles away from their previous residences; the fairly high (4.0)
average for theoneto-two-mile bracket may indicate continuing phone interaction
between friends now living at an inconvenient distance from one another. Phone
contact within the lwo-mile-to-SMSA radius is less intensive than in the one-
to-two-mile bracket, thus going against the direction of association suggested
by the hypothesis. However, even in this most distant bracket mean phone
contact per friendFis higher than for the two brackets closest to the respondent.
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The distribution of total contact with Mends, including phone contact
and visiting together, can be seen below.

TABLE 3:7

TOTAL CONTACT WITH FRIENDS: SUM OF PHONE CONTACT
AND "GETTING TOGETHER" FREQUENCY

BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

Iniedsity Score_
sO.

. .

None "- 1..:5 6-10 11-15 16-24 25+

7.5% 20.8% 11.7% 20% 36.7%

(Mean contact = 21.6)

A majority of the sample falls at a score of 16 or above, indicating substantial
-contact, in person and by phone, with friends in this particular black community.
Approximately two-thirds of the sample have a contact intensity of 11 or
greater. This is especially notable since a majority of the sample have lived
in Boston less than fifteen years; in fact, three -quar rs eve come to Becton
since WorldWar II.

Summarizing, the general picture of black friendship _ies seems to be
quite normal, if "hormal" means' "similar to that present by other studies-
of friendship." These hodgewives, either in spite of or per taps because of
their large numbers of children and low income, seem to have a'many friends
and as intensive friendship contacts as other urbanites, or for that matter,
rural citizens, Certainly there are internal variations, as will be seen
in a later chapter. Ono the whole, however, an average of nearly three friends
and of daily to weekly contact with them does suggest that McKenzie was incorrect
when he described the slum as an area where "individuals and family group
are liyjng in enforced intimacy with people whom they naturally shun and

Neighboring

About one-third of the Roxbury area sample's friendships came into being
as a result of residential proximity; the respondent and her friends at some
time lived in contiguous apartinents or houses. The importance of such neighbors
has long been recognized'in the western world: the medieval Anglo-Saxon owed
his loyalty to his "kith and kin," that is, his neighbors and his relatives.
For several decades some rural and urban sociologists have contended that
rural-urban migration has meant the disappearance of neighborhoods (in the
rural meaning of the term).17 They have said that the meaning of neighbor-
hood is only residential for urbanites; neighbors are no more than nigh-dwellers.
"Thus, if the city dweller speaks of somebody as his neighbor, he means that
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the person referred to happens to live near him, perhaps within walking
distance, but he does not recognize any specific social obligations in
relation to this person."18 Heberle goes on to argue that the "mutual aid"
type of neighboring characteristic of. rural 'areas is virtually non-existent
in urban areas. This is an interesting hypothesis. Undoubtedly there is some
truth here: at least the content of "neighboring" may change from rural
to urban areas. Since urban neighboring is predicted to be on the decline
in general, one supporting this Tosition would undoubtedly predict that
neighboring in a Negro slum is virtually extinct. Mutual aid should virtually
be unheard of. The ROxbury areas respondents were asked, "Do you think of this
area where you live as a neighborhood?" Three quarters of them replied yes;
an additional,117 did not give an unequivocal "no." In addition, Ehree-quarters,
of all responses to a follow -up question on why they did (or did not) consider
the area a neighborhood indicated that they were thinking in terms of such
social considerations as mutual helpfulness, friendliness, and visiting
patterns. Prompted by Heberle's contention that the norm of mutual aid no
longer prevails in urban neighborhoods,.I included a direct question on this
point: "Do you feel you owe it to a neighbor to help out when he or she is
sick?" Eighty-eight percent replied "yes" unconditionally; another 57. gave a
conditional "yes" answer. Admittedly, this question does not directly
measure behavior. But it does suggest what the norm is: the overwhelming
majority of these Negroes feel that they have ,a 'duty to aid their neighbors.
At the very least this does suggest that the rural-urban contrast drawn by
Heberle and others needs much further examination.

Commenting on the social phenomenon of neighboring, Various journalists
and sociologists have spoken of it as an essentially middle-class phenomenon.,
A strong argument in the literature runs something like this: other-directed
men in grey-flannel suits, Whyte's "organization men," live primarily in the ,

suburban areas bordering on our cities,19 These men and their wives, persuaded
by the social ethic, intensively (and usually superficially) engage in clubbing
and neighboring. Some empirical support for this phenomenon _has been adduced,
usually in the form of a case study of a suburb. Fava.has, however,.presented
evidende for more and less urban areas.20 Using the Wallin neighboring scale,
she found that neighboring' was distributed in gradient fashion, with the
outer suburbs having the highest average neighboring score. She argues that
the physical intimacy, low density, and homogeneity of the. suburb favors
neighboring.

Shuval has argued that casual neighboring is affected by both class
position and ethnic origin,,as have Knupfer and others.21.The suggestion
has been that economic restraints, such as no ,facilities or monies for
entertaining,' and the physical exhaustion of unskilled laborers, limit the
time and resources which a lower -class family has for social interaction.
In addition, Several case studies, such as Middletown and Working-Class Suburb,
haye found that working-class housewives have a certain suspiciousness of
others and are not very well socialized to the informal clubbing and neighboring. 22

Using a sample of husbands and wives drawn from an Israeli housing
community, Shuval examined predisposition toward neighboring and found that
527. tended to enjoy.. it and 48% were at.least a bit negative about it.
The percentage which was positively oriented went down with class position;
the lower-status respondents were the most negative. With regard to ethnicity
she found that "the Europeans indicate a lower predisposition to interpersonal
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contact (45%) than do the
non-Europeans157%),"probably a cultural diffeten-

tia1.23 Europeani and non-Europeans
likewise show a consistent decline in

actual neighboring
behavior as one moves down the status scale.

Several important
studies which go more into detail,nn the extent

of neighboring in the lower socioeconomic brackets
should be noted. In an

article cited previously, Bell and Boat reported the extent of neighboring

for families in different areas of San,Francisco. .About 41% of the males

in the high-familistic,
low-economic-status area never visited with their .

neighbors; 31.5% of the males in the high-familistic, high-economic-status

area did not get together with their'peighbors at al1.24 The low-familistic

areas had 50% or.more respondents in the "never neighbor" bracket. For a sample

of female respondents Greer and Kube found a similar phenomenon in Los Angeles.

High-familistic areas had more neighboring than low-zfamilistic ones.25 One

of the most important of these neighboring studies is that of Caplow, Stryker,

and Wallace.26 They investigated the extensiveness and intensity of neighboring

in twenty-five
barrios in San Juan, Puerto Rico, most of which were relatively

low- income areas. One major difficulty in such research is the definition of

a neighborhood. Some view
neighborhoods as a physical unit such as a

residential block; others conceptualize
socially in terms of a network of

interacting
nigh-dwellers centered on an individual resident. In the San

Juan study a neighborhood was
arbitrarily defined as twenty physically

contiguoud dwellings. A family's knowledge of and interaction with the

other nineteen families were the criteria for neighboring extensity and

intensity. They found that only 3% of their 500 female household heads were

completely isolated from their neighbors; that is, they,did not know either

their neighbors' names or their faces. The mean amount of neighboring on a

. scale running from 0 to 6 was 2.4, representing an average level of neighboring

about the level of "stopping and talking regularly" with each neighbor

ennumerated.27
The studies cited above give some idea of the greatly varying number

of respondents (from 3% of females in San Juan to 41% of the males "in one

area of San Francisco) who are completely insulated from their neighbors; but,,

the studies done in the continental
United States suggest that-the range

is from 32% to 50% and that respondents with large families (in "high-

familism" areas) consistently have higher levels of neighboring. However,

these studies have generally dealt with white or mixed ethnic samples. Up

to this point in time, only two studies have shed light on the extent of

neighboring for black respondents alone. Meadow asked her Detroit sample

"How many neighbor's do you know well enough to call on?" The mean number

of neighbors.given by blacks was 2.58; fewer were named by those who had

resided in the community less than nine months than by those who had been

there longer than nine months.28 This difference did not exist for the white

families in the,sample.
Based on extensive interviews with black housewives,

another study in a Baltimore slum revealed that 27% of them did no visiting

witI their neighbors.29
Table 3:8 indicates the questions asked of and answer's given by the

Roxbury area subjects. The questions are
ordered from less (A.) to more (C.)

intimate levels of neighboring;
respondents tend to know more names than ,

people and talk more often with,neighbors
than visit in their homes., As

can be seen, 34% of these housewives have done no visiting of their neighbors --

at least in their neighbor's homes. Twenty-three percent
hale not talked with

an of their neighbors
and 21% do not know the names of any of their neighbors.
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These data seem to jibe relatively well with those for the Baltimore sample
Just noted above. The data suggest that two-thirds of the Roxbury area
respondents know at least ona or two of their neighbors well enough to have
visited in their homes; this may mean an average number of neighbors some-
what -lower than that"found by Meadow in her Detroit study.

TABLE 3:8 '

- 2.-

NEIGHBORING ITEMS
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

ef

Percentages

Answers
Question Aa Question Bb Question e

None 20.8% 23.3% 34.27.
1-2 33.3 45.0 35.8
3-5 24.2 18.3 , 16.7
6 or more 20.0 13.3 12.5
No answer given 1.7 . 0.0 .8 +-

Total 100.0% 99.97., 100.0%

aQuestion A: "How many of the names of your neighbors do you know?"

b
Question B: "How many of your neighbors do you talk with often?"

°Question C: "How many of your neighbors' apartments (or house's) have you
been in since you moved here?"

The items are clearly ordered, and their coded scores can be sumed
to create a total neighboring scale. The figures in Table 3:9 indicekte the
overall distribution of scores on a scale whichcan range from 3 (no
neighboring whatever) to 12 (extremely intensive neighboring).

TABLE 3:9

TOTAL NEIGHBORING SCORES
BOSTON SAMPLE (W-120),

Neighboring Score Percen age

3 (None)/incomplete 14. %
4-5, 24.'
6-7 25.

8-9 17.5
f410-12 18 3

Total 100 07

1
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The mean score for.the 120 black respondents was 6.6 Such an average score
might mean for a typical respondent that she knows the names of, talks with,
and has visited in the homes of two of her neighbors.

Approximately two-thirds of the entire Roxbury area sample have visited
in their neighbors' homeS, a neighboring figure which is all the more
significant since it does not include visiting with neighbors in one's own
home. Since the issue of,status differences in neighboring is an important
one in the literature, it-is important to notes that 63% of the low- income
respondents in the Roxbury area sample have visited with their neighbors and
that 75% of the middle-income respondents have so visited. But the order
of magnitude of this visiting figure for the lower income respondents is .

roughly equivalent to that which Bell and Boat found for respondents in their
high- familistic, high-economic-status neighborhood." It is actually higher
than. that which they found for their low-income area. It is also about the
same as the percentage (62%) which Greer and Kube found for their highest--
familistic, high-income area in Los Angeles.31 The overall a% visiting figure,
for the combined Boston sample is not greatly different from the figure which
Smith, Form and Stone found for their white midwestern sample.32 These
comparisons indicate that these black respondents are probably as well inte-
grated with their neighbors as whites in various socioeconomic areas of our
urban complexes. Most urbanites do have regular and relatively frequent
contacts with some of their neighbors, and it would seem that the black
families are no exception.

Kinship'

A third type of primary social contact foriurban residents is with
relativeS. Various classical soc,iologists,such as Simmel and Durkhe.im, have
noted that the isolated (from extended kin) nuclear family is essential to
geographical and social mobility in urban societies with a high degree of
division of labor. More recent sociologists, such as Parsons, similarly argue
that the independent and isolated nuclear f4Tily is a requisite for the

-development of'an urban industrial society. Tenuous ties with some extended
kin Ray still exist, but they are of no major significance to the functioning
of the nuclear family since they no longer meet the prominent needs of the
typical urban family.--54 This point of view suggests that urban families
should seldom be involved with extended kin -- at least not regularly. And
there should be a substantial difference between rural and urban kinship
interaction. Until recently little empirical work had been done'to sub-
stantiate or refute this point of view. Since the early 1950's, however,
research has revealed that the extended family still exists in urban areas
and performs a heterogeneous variety of services for the urban nuclear family,
whether it be working-class or middle-class. Sussman and Burchinal have
summarized the existing literature as follows:

(1) Disintegration of the extended family in urban areas because of
lack of contact is unsupported and often the contrary situation is
found.... (2) Extended family get - togethers and joint recreational
activities with kin dominate the leisure time pursuits of ,urban
working-class members. (3) Kinship visiting is a primary activity
of urban dwelling and outranks visitation patterns found for friends,
neighbors, and co-workers. (4) Among urban middle %lasses there is an
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almost universal desire to haveinteraction with extended kin..... (5) The
family network extends between generational ties of conjugal units.
Some structures are identified as sibling bonds,'"occasional kin groups,"
family circles and cousin clubs. These structured perform important'
recreational, ceremc4nial, mutual. aid, and often economic functions.35

The Bell and-Boat study and the Axelrod study (Areviously cited) both point
up the continuing significance of these urban kipAhip ties. The differentiated
(by economic status) samples of Bell and Boat do not differ substantially
from Axelrod's general Detroit sample in extent of kinship interaction. From
427. to 49% of each of the three samples met with relatives weekly, if not more
frequently. ,,From two-thirds to three-quarters saw relatives once.a month or
more often. In a study of four differing Los Angeles samples Greer found
that from 49% to 55%-of his female subjects had interpersonal contacts with
kin at least yeekly; corresponding figures for once a month or more were
from 65% to 8370.36 All of his samples were relatively high income; and
the areas with larger families and fewer working womenhad the larger amount
of kin contact. In a study in Wilmington, Delaware Charles Tilly.found
comparable figures: 477. 'of his white-collar respOndents and 54% of hi,
blue - collar respondents reported one or more visits per week with kin." Thus,

the Detroit, Los Angeles, San, Francisco and Wilmington studies have visiting
figures of roughly the same magnitude, with lower-status respondents tending
to have somewhat greater kin contact. More generally, Sus4man arid Slater
report findings on a random sample in the Cleveland SMSA; about 81% of their
families were found to be socially integrated with some kin in the Cleveland
area. No more than 25% of the families were isolated from kin with regard
to any 4imension of interactiRn: telephone communications, visits, letters,
help received or help given.'8 .

Studies of blue-collar and working-class families have emphasized
the overwhelming importance of kin to such families. A graphic picture
of a kin-do 141\inated society can be seen in Gans' The Urban Villagers, Kerr's
The Eeople o hip Street, Berger's Working-Class Suburb, or Dotson's New
Haven study.39 For example, Dotson found that 307. of his working-class .

families spent all of their spare time with kin; over hal,f regularly visited
with some of their,relatives.4° Berger's extensive study of a working-class
suburban area revealed that kin contacts comprised the bulk of sociability
activities; about half of his sample vksited with their kin "very often."
In fact, he quOtes'one.blue-collar respondent who said: "I don't think it
pays to have a lot of friends -- maybe because we have so many relatives."41
Moreover, studies of urban areas in Europe have also found extensive kin
_relations persisting among urban working classes.42 Two studies of English
working-class families have indicated that 70% to 100 have regular or
occasio al meetings with their kindred. Mogey fpund that regular kinship
contac wasimost extensive in the inner city of Oxford.43 In a study of an
EastL ndon,working-class borough researchers found very extensive partici.-
patio in kin groups. Vr example, 317. of the men in their sample and 557°
of th women had seen.their mother in the last twegyz.14ur hours. Contact
with fathers and siblings was almost as extensive.

But what of research on kinship ties of black families? Blumberg and
Bell report A-study of 133 recent bla5k migrants (females) to Philadelphia.45
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About 88% of the respondents, had relatives in the Philadelphia area; in
,fact, nearly two-thirds said they migrated there because of friends and
relatives. Nearly half of these recent migrants reported that they visited
with close relatives at, least ohce a week, sltghly less than two - thirds said
they saw them at least once a month or more often. Relatives were very
important in their move; 37% named relatives as first sources of information
about housing. 46 Likeidse Kiser found that relatives and friends were impor-
tant sponsors of migration for blacks from St. Helena.47 Tilly and Brown
found that nearly half of their nonwhite respondents had migrated under the
auspices of friends and relatives; approximately one-third mentioned relatives
as very important reasons for their migration to Wilmington, Delaware."

One Detroit study, previously noted, explicitly examined the extent .

of kinship contacts for urban-Negro respondents. In Detroit 89% of the black
sample had relatives living there, and about 65% of the total sample saw
them weekly. Proximity was also found to be related to contact; "of the
respondents with relatives living in Highland

49
Park85 percent of whites and

Negroes see relatives at least once a week."
Essentially similar to the Detroit findings, 84.2% of the Roxbury area

sample has relatives in the,Boston area (Table 3:10). Somewhat-less than
two-thirds had from one to three relalives in the area, mhile nearhy a
quarter had four or more here. While 16%.of the Boston Negro sample had no
relatives in the Boston area, 11% of the Detroit Negro. sample and 127 of
the Philadelphia Negro sample reported no relatives in their respective
areas.5° These figures show a remarkable similarity.

'

TABLE 3:10

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RELATIVES
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

Number of Relatives in Boston Percentage of Respondents

0 15.8%
1-3 61.7
4-5 8.3
6 or more 14.2

Total 100.0%

The mean number of relatives in the Boston area was 2.6 This is.quite
surprising in view of the fact that, of all urban ethnic families, blacks in
northern areas tend to be recent arrival's. Approximately half of the sample
have migrated to the Roxbury area since 1950; theee-qUarters have come since
the beginning of World War II. If any families could be expected to be isolated
from their kin, these predominantly southern and relatively recent migrants
would be the ones. The data do not support this expectation; in fact,
4ey seem to refute the contention that the typical black (nuclear) family is
olated from its kin..

The intensity of these.kinship ties is of utmost importance. The weaker
the bonds are, the more weighty the social change argument about "the weakening
of the bonds of kinship."51 OfscoUrse, a better way to examine change would be
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a before-and-after (inter-city) migration study of kinship contacts, but
this has.so far proved impracticable. Table 3:11 indicates the intensity of
kinship contacts cross-tabulated by proximity for the BOston respondents. The
coding for contact'with each relative listed by the tespondent was similar
.to that for friends, running from 0 ("never see") to 6 ("three times a week
or more often"). The codes for each relative.were summed'to get total
bracket,scores (such as all kin within 500 feet) and to get an overall
intensity score.

.

TABLE 3 :11

PERCENTAGE OF BOSTON RESPONDENTS AT SEVERAL LEVELS OF
INTERACTION WITH KIN: BY DISTANCE OF KIN FROM RESPONDENT

, (N =120)

Intensity Score

None 5.or
Less

6-15 16 or

More
Total

,

Kin Living
Within

i

500' radius 90.87 0.0 8.3 .8 99.9%
2000' radius 80.0% 9.2 10.0 .8 100.0%,

1 mile radius 01.7% 10.8 22.5 5.0 100.0%
2 mile ratrius . - 58.3% 19.2 19.2 3.3 100.0%

In Boston SMSA 80.8% 10.0 6.7 2.5 100.0%
Outside Boston SMSA 0.0% 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0%

Total Area (All
Brackets) 18.3% 17.5 38.3 25.8 99.9%,

The overall mean contact was 11.17; in the case of a typical respondent this
usually means more than weekly contact with one relative and weekly or
monthly contact with several other relatives.52 About a quarter of the sample
are involved in extensive kinship networks, a few with as many as ten
relatives seen quite often. The bulk of the sample falls into the 6-15
intensity of interaction level, and about one-fifth are truly, isolated from
kin. Only one family actually had kin in the area with whom they did not
interact at all.

It is rather difficult to compare these data in,any detail with the
findings of.Blumberg and Bell or Meadow. The only way to compare these
black Bostonians is to use the comparable intensity score for one weekly
contact or more with one relative; this would be a score of 5 or 6. Since

a 5 or 6 score could be gained by seeing two (or more) relatives less often
than weekly, perhaps it would be best just to compare those who had a score of
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6 or greater. The number of those with a 6 which means less than weekly
contact with two or more relatives is likely to be offset by the number with
a 5 score who should be counted as seeing kin weekly. any event, 64%.of
the sample had an intensity score of 6 or greater. This figure is roughly
the same percentage as Meadow found in Detroit.' In both cases,'nearly
two-thirds saw relatives once a week or more often; about 19% of the Boston
sample and 147. of the Detroit sample seldom, or never, met With their relatives.53
The latter figures include those Who have no relatives in either area.

Research by Meadow and Suss:Ilan, among others, indicates that the closer
the relatives live, the,more intensive the interaction; or, perhaps, the more
intensive, the greater the ropinquity.54 In any event, the proximity corre-
lation does seem to be borne out for the Boston sample. Table 3:12 indicates
that the average intensity of contact is greatest for those relatives in the
one-block bracket. Mean intensity declines somewhat beyond that point., The
proximity phenomenon becOmes a bit clearer when the number of relatives is
percentaged cumulatively across the spatial categories. 2.4

TABLE 3:12

PROXIMITY'AND NUMBER OF KIN
BOSTON BLACK SAMPLE (N=12p)

Number Cumulative Mean Intensity of
of Kin Percentage Contact

Per Relatiire

Kin Living
Within

.

500' radius 14 4.8% 6.0
2000'.radius 37 17.5 4.9
1 mile radius 102 52.5 4.4
2 mile radius 90 83.3 4.2

In Boston SMSA 49 100.0 3.9
Outside Boston ASA. 0 100.0% 0.0

A majority of all kin living in Boston live within a one-mile radius of the
respqndent; only 177. of the relatives live beyond the two-mile limit. Plotting
the addresses of the 292 relatives listed by these Roxbury area respondents
revealed that only ten live outside the Roxbury-Dorchester-South End area;
thus, about 97% of the kin of these Boston Negro families live within the
ghetto and its iftlediate fringe.

It has been found that the giving and receiving of aid between relatives
is very important. Important types of aid given and received have included
baby-sitting,help during illness, financial aid, help with housewqrk, and
business advice. One Detroit study reported that 3Q% of their female re-
spondents had given financial aid to a relative; 1270 had received bubiness
advice.55 The time period within which this aid was exchanged was left
unspecified for this,, predominantly-, hite/sample.
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TABLE 3 ':13

RELATIVES AND MUTUAL AID
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

9,

Number of Times

Question Aa Question Bb -N.

Number of
Respondents Percentage

Number of
Respondents Percentage

None
Once
Two or more times

Total

94

6

20

78.370

5.0

16.7

91

9

20

75.87.

7.5

16.7

120 106.0% 120 100.0%

Question A; "How many times in the last year have you given money
to a relative who was in financial trouble?"-

b
Question B: "How many times in the last year have you gotten personal

or bUsipess advice from a reltive?

s.

Thu Roxbury area subjects were asked how many times they had given financial
aid and received personal or business adVice from a relative; "in the last
year" was the time span specified. Twenty-two percent reported having given
aid at least once to a relative in financial trouble; 247. reported having
received personal or business advice. The figure for financial aid does
not appear to be greatly different from that of Sharp and Axelrod. The
lower percentage. having given financial aid may be a function of the shorter
time period specified for the Roxbury area sample; the difference on giving
advice between the Boston sample and the Detroit sample may be.due to the
inatOon of personal advice in the question. In regard to these two rather
specific -- by no means exhaustive -- types of interpersonal aid tFe Roxbury
area sample seems to be almost as involved with their kin as the general
Detroit sample. One additional piece of infOrmation also suggests that
relatives are ithportant in times of a minor crisis, such as a move: about
48% of the Roxbury area respondents received aid from their kin in moving into
their present home or apartment. %

That ethnic slum, or ghetto, dwellers are enmeshed in "peet group"
sociability is the suggestion of Herbert Gans from his research in Boston's

West End. By "peer group" he means a group based primarily on ties of
kinship and composed of relatives of roughly the same age and life cycle.56
Siblings and cousin of the bisic married couple,Aogether with their husbands
and wives, are the central nucleus of the.peer grdUp. Godparents and friends'

are members, but participate less, frequently. Gans' illuminating account of
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the peer group gives no indication of either the percentage of West End kin
groups which were predominantly compo4ed of "peer" relatives'or the extent
of participation in such groups by th,Italian population.

A relevant tabulation drawn from the Roxbury area data on kinship'
can be seen in Table 3:14. . \

TABLE 3:14

"NONPEER" VERSUS "PEER" RELATIVES
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

...

ti

Number Seen Number Seen Once
Once a Month Percent a Week or More Percent

Peer Relativei 163 64% 114
Nonpeer Relatives 91 36 70

Total, 254 200% 184

62%,'

38

100%

f t

These black respondents listed 254 relatiyes as being seen once a month or
'more; 184 were listed as being seen once a week or more. In each case
nearly two-thirds,of those relatives listed were "peer" relatives in Gans
sense of the term, that is, of roughly the sameage and generation as the
respondent., In addition, individual tabulations indicated that a majority
of the Boston respondents were involved in a kinship network composed of.
60% or more peer relatives; over one-third of the respondents were involved
in a group which was 75% to 100% "peer" group in charaCter. These data on
black (primarily working-class) respondents would seem to'bear out Gans'
contention that kincentered peer group society is a reflection of working"-
class orientation rather than just an Italian value system.

Conclusion

Four important research questions, noted at the beginnning of this
chapter, can nowhe re-examined: (1) What is the extent of intimate
social interaction for black residents? (2) What-is the intensity (frequency)
of this interaction? (3) How does this extensiveness and intensity of parti-
cipation compare with,other relevant studiels of white and black samples? and
(4) To what degree is this intimtate social interaction restricted to the
black ghetto and its fringes? These are very important empirical questions,
since various theorists of the city and of its black subcommunities have
spoken of both in berme of their anonymity, impersonality, and social dis-
organization. The data on the Boston sample; composed of relatively large,
low- and middle-income black,fathilies, clearly argue against this contention.
Whether one examines friendshiftrneighboring, or kinship patterns, it must
be admitted that these urban respondents are generally not isolated from
intimate social ties. They average about three friends apiece; and they
typically see two of these three several times a week, if not daily. In fact,
several have a very large number of friendship ties, a few with as many as
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ten br eleven friends. These data compare quite favorably with studies of whites.
In addition to this friendship interaction, these same black respondents also
maintain regular ties with, on the,average, 2.6 relatives beyond their immediate
family; they usually see these relatives rather frequently, one or two typically
being visited at least weekly. Surprisingly enough, in light of what is often
said about isolation from kin oftofitemporary urbanitis, well over three-quarters
of these black families &lave relatives in the Boston area; and nearly half of
them received aid from these relirives in moving into their current apartments.
The data on kinship ties present'a picture broadly similar tathat of studies
of working-Class whites. Nor is eighboringrionexistent for these female re-
spondents.Two-thirds of them,hav= done some visiting in their neighbors' homes,
and they appear to be even less isolated from their neighbors than whites in
certain higher-income areas have 'een found to be. Three-quarters consider their
area a neighborhood and tend to s e it in personal terms, while nine-tenths
of them believe it to be their du y to come to the aid of a nigh-dweller when he or
she .is incapacitated by illness.

The fourth question, "To wha extent is this informal interaction restricted
to the ghetto area and its fringe: ? ", ,pises the basic issue of the effeceof a
ghetto area upon its inhabitants, In,Aistonts West End, Gans found that his
Italian working-class respondents were-intimately involved in informal social
relationships, centered around k -baseid peer group societies. But these were
whites who are not as likely to hemmed,in by discrimination as black families.
In addition to toeing working-clas , the Roxbury area sample is Negro, AlthOugh
Gans gives little indication of e existence of friendship and kinship ties
beyond .the West End, itis likel that they did exist to a greater extent than
they do for Negro respondents, are more severely -red hy their calor
It is plausible, then, to see th= black ghetto as g those sociability
characteristics of working-class life which Gans, and others, have discovered.
This is borne out by two importa t statistics from the Roxbury area sample.
Approximately 95% of the 350-pl friends of these black respondents reside
within the Roxbury-Dorchester-So th End area, an area with a core of extremely
segregated census tracts surroun ed by somewhat less segregated, but still
concentrated, tracts. And appro imately 97% of the3007plus relatives of,these
Negro families' also live within e general ghetto area.

Both of these figures stton ly suggest the effect Of segregation and
concurrent proximity factors upoy the social ties of black families. Their
friendship and kinship ties are argely encapsulated, --hub ghetto restriction
shoUld not be construed to Mean solation, imperson lity, or disorganization(.
Intimate personal ties are main ained even within the ethnic slum. The failure
to see these positive aspects o ghetto social life, Particularly friendship and
kinship interlinkage, can serio ly bias the attitudes of those who dial at a
policy le'vel with what is usually termed "slum disorganization." For example,
in a Puerto Rican slug:the activities of social workers, insensitive ts) slVm
social organization, ectuatIXincreased the distress and social disorganization
of the families involved.58 Thus, policy based on the 'slum as disgrganization"
pictures of Knupfer, Myrdal, or Clark can itself act as a self-fulfilling
prophecy. )
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CHAPTER IV

VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS

Ever since Alexis de Tocquevilbe reported on the importance of voluntary
associations in the United Statel in the 1830'8, social historians and social,
°gists have devoted important time to studying 'the proliferation of such'
aisociations. One of the significant issues with` which sociologists interested
A secondary organizations have been concerned is the argument that secondary
ties, including voluntary associational ties, have replaced primary social relation-
ships for the typical urban dweller.1 As noted previously, Wirth's contention
that the urban social'way of life'is characterized by the "substitution of secon-
dary for primary contacts" has been echoed by various writers on community life
and urban society.2 Many such writers see contemporary urbanites as caught up
In a complex world of secondary ties, including participation in a plethora of
voluntary associations. However, national sample surveys-have presented evidence
which seriously challenges this point of view, generally suggesting the direct
opposite: that a majority of contemp4y urbanites do not maintain extensive
associational ties.

Hausknecht has reported in great
His figures indicate that the often c

ship in this country' cannot, on' the w
Only 36% of the national sample belon
including ancillary church organizati

iHowever, it should be noted that this

detail the results of a 1955 NORC poll.
ted extensiveness of associational.member-
ole, be substantiated with survey data.
ed to one or more voluntary associations,

ns; only 16% belonged to two or more.
poll excluded formal church memberships

and labor union memberships in its tablulationsk An AIPO poll conducted a year
earlier turned up similar results.3 The foregoing data are based upon a national
sample of respondents from all types of reral,and urban aread!, Hausknecht has
also analyzed the,AIPO poll data by size of community. Contrary to what one
might predict from the Wirth position about the increasing extensiveness of
voluntary association membership as the character of an area becomes increasingly
urban-,.the ATP°, data indicate that as the ,size and urbanism of a community

aIncrease, the percentage of residents involved in associations actually decreases.
Of metropolitan dwellers 53% belong to no associations'; but-only 32% of small
town citizens are not So inclined.4 At this point the relatively'low degree of
urbanite contact with voluntary aesociationa is evident; integration, into the
social grid through this type of secondary contact does not exist for a majority
of metropolitan residents.

For our purposes here two furthei reclassifications 9f the poll data 'are
important: (1) What. do the poll data indicate about the associational ties of
low - income metropolitan residents? (2) What do the Poll data show about black
contacts with volUntSry associations? Fortunately both classifications have been
made by Hausknecht.) Hausknecht's data indicate clearlythat the pocket of

k
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least interest in voluntary' associations is to be found.in the lower income sections
of urban areas. Of metropolitan residents (those in cities with populations of
50,000 or more) making less than $3,000, some 637. of low-income persons do not
belong to voluntary associations. The figure is 42% for smaller urban areas.
Since ghetto areas, such as the Roxbury area, include a predominance of low-
income families, one would predict from these poll data that associational linkb
of Roxbury area residents would be lesi than foi'more affluent Americans, 50-70%
of lakom.Hausknecht found involved in voluntary associations.

It is also instructive to examine national poll data by race and..tommunity
size, as well as by income and community size, However, cross- classifications
of this type have not been done: The only cross-tabulation which exists is a
breakdown by race,of respopdent. Table 4:1 indicates the findings of a 1955
NORC survey of individual

TABLE 4:1

VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP
(NORC 1955) a

Percent BeOnging to

None One or More Total

For Individuals (NORC, 1955)
Black 73% 27 100%
White 63%. 37 1007.

aCondensed and adapted from Hausknecht, op. cit., p. 62.

It can be seen from these,national data that in the mid-1950.'e 10%
more black individuals than whites belong tano associations at all. The
percentage of black individuals who belong to no associations is very high
(737.). Data from a comparable AIPO poll also indicate this same direction of.

' difference, although the magnitude of the difference is less.6 If the data were
available for black respondents, one would also expect to find membership to vary
with community size and income, effects noted previously for the general Sample.

Several studies of black communities, such as Black Metropolis, Deep South,
and Blackways of Kent, have touched on the question of voluntary association
memberships of Negroes. In Deep South Davis and the Gardners virtually

neglect social organization beyond classes and cliques, except fOr an occasional
reference to the existence of fraternal clubs and churches.7 No data are provided
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on either the intensity or the extensiveness of these memberships. Blackways
of Kent is a study of a small black community in the South. There some general
observations bn the extent of voluntary association are made: more than two-
thirds of the black adults'had no organizational ties-other than the church;
those really active in associations were even fewer. Abut 60% held acte
church memberships.8

Black Metropolis, a study of Chicagoq black community, allocates somewhat
more space to an impressionistic discussion of voluntary associations within .
the black community. The predominant concern there is with the "black bour-
geoisie," the rather small middle class:

Middle-class individuals are-great "joiner's" and "belongers," and these
organizations assume a special importance in a community where family
background is not too important. They are organs by which aggressive
individuals rise intheorld and confirm their status.9.

The authors dismiss the proliferation of middle-class clubs and the extensiveness
of lower-class sect-churches in Chicago's Bronzeville, as well as upper-class
domination of the NAACP and the Urban League. However, the extent of associational
membership in the community is difficult to assess on the basis of their un-
focussed analysis. On the order of 30% of lower -class adults in Bronzeville seem

", to be affiliated with churches. Otherwise, the lower class belongs to very few
formal orgahizations.10 No estimate is made for the extent of middle-class parti-
cipation in social clubs, but the impression is that the majority of middle-class
blacks are affiliated with such social clubs; no data are provided for other
types of associational ties.11 The data for the upper class are even more-hazy;

,most of them seem to belong to upper-class Clubs, fraternities, sororities, and
he NAACP.12 On the whole, the organizational picture of the lowest-income
g roups in Kent and Bronzeville does appear to agree with the poll data for
Negroes in the 195,3 and 1955 national samples (NORC).

Only two studies, to my knowledge,.have attempted to syStematically in-,

vestigate voluntary association memberships for black Americans and provide'
some statistical detail. One of these two studies was devoted to the questions
of (1). the extent' to which blacks affiliate with formal voluntary associations
and (2) the variations in patterns of membership by social categories.13 Using
a sample randomly chosen from the Negro ghetto, Babchuk and Thompson found that
three out of every four blacks interviewed were affiliated with at least one
voluntary association, even excluding church and union membership. Only 20% of
black skilled Workers and 35% of unskilled workers were non-members, as compared
with the NORC poll's 73% figure for black respondents (excluding church and union
membership) ,14 Babchuk and Thompson suggest, that the striking differences
between their results and the NORC poll may be due to the inclusion of rural
respondents in the national sample. They conclude that their findings strongly
support Myrdal's point that Negroes belong to more voluntary associations than
whites.15 'A second study Of associational memberships was done in the Highland
Park area of Detroit, Michigan. Again emphasizing black-white comparisons,
Meadow found that her small sample of predominantly female heads of household
distributed their memberships (including church and union memberships) as follows:
(1) no memberships, 31.6%; (2) one m&mbership, 34.2%; (3) two memberships,
23.77.; and (4) three or more, 10.5% She found that church or church-related
organization memberships accounted for 60% of the memberships of the blacks in
the Detroit sample.16
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The questionnaireS given to black respondents in Boston included questions
on both wife's and husband's organizations. Babchuk and Thompson report number
of memberships by sex, but they do not report on the intensity of-the member-
ships or in any detail on the types of orgarOations; and,Meadow does not report
on sek differentiation or intensity, although `she does report a breakdown on
the types of organizational memberships.

Tble 4:2 summarizes the findings of fiv,e studies which included black
respondents: The two AIPO and NORC national samples include both urban and
rural blacks, while the other three samples included only urban residenti.
It should be noted that the definition of "voluntary Association membership"
varies from sample to sample. Table 4:4 is arranged in order of inclusiventss,
the studies with the .east inclUsive definitions at the bottom. The NORC poll
and the Lincoln, Nebraska study did npt include church'or union affiliations
as constituting memberships. The AIPO poll included union memberships but
excluded church affiliation. The Detroit, AtudY and our Boston study included
yth church and union memberships as types of associational membership..

An additional complication in interpreting Table 4:2 is the varying sexual
Aaracter of the samples. The national polls and the Lincoln study included
males and females in the sample,,while the Detroit sample included a few males.
Only female respondents were interviewed in the-Boston study. However, even
with this complication four of the samples seem to have roughly the same order
or magnitude of non-membership, The Boston and Detroit samples are the closest
in character and in distribution of memberships, with 72% of the former and 68%
of the latter maintaining associational ties. The AIPO poll Ras a somewhat
larger figure for non-membership. The inclusion of church membership in its
survey probably would haVe brought its non - membership percentage down around
the level of that for the Boston and Detroit samples. Had the NORC poll included
church and union membership, its large percentage of non-membership would
also have been reduced, perhaps dqwn to the same order as that for the AIPO,
Boston and Detroit samples.
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TABLE 4:2

VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIPS OF BLACK INDIVIDUALS:
EVIDENCE FROM FIVE SAMPLES

Percent Belongin to

None One Two qr Total
More

NORC National'Polla 73% 18 9 100%
Lincoln, Nebraska Studyb 25% --- 75--- 100%
AIPO National Pollc a 46% 36 18 100%'
Detroit, Michigan Study

d
32% 34 34 100%

Boston Studye ' 28% 46 26 100%

aHausknecht, op. cit., p. 62. Excludes church and union
memberships.

b
Babchuk and Thompson, op. cit,, p. 650t Excludes church and

union memberships.

-Hausknecht, op. cit., y. 62. Excludes church memberships.`

dMeadow, op. cit., p. 326. Includes Church and union member-
ships.

elncludes church and union memberships.

Taking these various factors into consideration, it appears that the same .

-rough order of magnitude for non-membership characterizes these four samplds.
.The one notable exception to this pattern is the Lincoln, Nebraska sample.
The figure of 25% non-membership in the Table is the lowest for all five
samples. Even this percentage is misleading, since it excludes church and,
Union membership. According to Babchuk and Thompson on 12.57 of the Lincoln
sample were not members of a church organiratl- his finding does not
jibe very well with any of the other findings on associational membership;
it maybe that.the black community of .Lincoln is unique in its organizational
structure. It is, at the very least, substantially smelkr (c. 3,000), than
the Negro populations of Detroit and Boston (c. 60,000).,°

The Lincoln study, however unique it may be, did examine sexual differences
in associational membership. Males were more likely than females to belong to
one or more associations.17 In the Boston sample, by contrast, the males were
somewhat less likely, than females to have one or more associational member-
ships: males, 56.8%; females, 71.7%. However, the Boston data on male
participation comes from the wife's report on her husband's organizations;
wives may have underestimated the estent of their husbands' participation,
perhaps through ignorance.
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Most of research on voluntary associations has dealt primarily with
the number or extensity of memberships. The crucial relationship of extensity
to intensity has only occasionally been measured even for whites; a few studies
of white samples give some clues to the intensity of organizational ties for
urtanites. For example, Scott found in his Vermont sample that the frequency
of attendance for each associational membership held was about one time per
month. Other measures of intensity indicated an associational "elite": the
holding of officerships and committeeships was the work of only a few in the
community; and 6% of the members paid about 49% of the total expenditures of their
organizations.20 The Detroit Area Study also found that 24% of their associa-
tional memberi did not even attend meetings; and 72% had not given any time
to their organizations within the last, Bthree months.21 The Boston Study seems
to be the first research attempt to investigate intensity of activity in
organizations for an adult sample of black respondents. As noted previously,
over two-thirds of these female respondents belonged to one or more organiza-
tions. However, the impact of organizational participation upon opinions,
norms, and behavior of the individual probably varies directly with the amount
of time which he or she spends in the organization. In coding the Boston
study data each organization listed by the respondent was scored one point for
membership, two points for attendance, three points for monetary contribution,
and four points for holding some associational office.22 Thus the maximum intensity
score for any one organization would be ten.

Perhaps a comparison with a study using a similar measure of parti-
cipation is in order. A recent study of Wilmington, Delaware gives i rough
idea of the average intensity of organizational contact for an urban sample
which included whites and nonwhites; the median participation score was 10.9
for the whole Wilmington sample, 6.5 for the blue-collar respondents and
21.4 for white-collar respondents.23 For the predominantly blue-collar
Bostdri sample the mean organizational participation score for individual female
respondents was 6.4, and for families (including husband's intensity scores)
it was 9.1. Thus, the magnitude of these participation scores is roughly
similar to that which Tilly sound for his sample of blue-collar workers in
Wilmington, only 507. of whom were black. An intensity level of 6.4 typically
would,mean,that the respondent was a member of one organization, attended its
meetings fairly regularly, and regularly made some monetary contribution to
it., Generally she Wald not b e an officer in that organization. The mean exten-
sity score for the sample of black Bostonians was 1.09-organizations per
respondent; an "average" female respondent in the Roxbury area sample would
belong to only one organization. The type of organization which receives the
greater proportion of participation time is religious; activitylin the church
and its ancillary organizations consumes the overwhelming proportion of time
these Roxbury blacks'have available for formal associations. This can be seen
in Table 4:3, which indicates the types of organizations in which the Boston
saMple were active.
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TABLE 413-

TYPES OF VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIPS
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120) .

Type of Organization Mean Intensity Mean Extensity
Score Score

Religious 4.0 0.68
Civic 1.1 0.21
Business, Union

Professional 0,3 0.06
Social, Recreational 0.9 0.13

The mean number of membership in church and related ,organizations is .68 member-
ships; the means for civic, business and social organizations are much smaller,
indicating their lesser significance in the social lives of these black re-
spondents. This point is further substantiated by data from another question
which asked for the extent of their contact with certain specified associa-
tional settings within the local community. Of the 120 respondents 94%
reported that they had not gone to a local tavern in the last two months; and
97% of them had not visited an important local "jazz joint ".in the last two
months. In reply to 'a queStion concerning participation in civil rights .

meetings, 84% reported no participation at all. These percentages, indicating
a high degree of non-participation in certain types of, secondary settings,
corroborate the data on participation in Civic, business and social organi-
zations.

The previously mentioned Detroit study also examined types of organi-
zations for blacks urbanites. Using the Boston study categories, 60.5%
of Detroit memberships were religious, 16.2% were civic, 0% were business,
and 21% were "social."24 The Roxbury area sample was broadly similar, with
63.2% religious, 19.3% civic, 5.4% business, and 12.3% "social" affiliations.25
Significant differences between the two appear in the business and social
categories, the Boston blacks having somewhat more business memberships and
somewhat fewer "social" affiliations. "Business" memberships include a few
Boston wives who are members of a union.

These findings on the types of organizations to which blacks in Detroit
and Boston belong suggest that,one contention made by B-bchuk and Thompson
in regard to associational memberships may be in error. On the basis of
their Nebraska data they have argued, following Myrdal,'

1

that blacks are more
active in associations, particularly "expressive" associations, than whites
because they are restricted from participation Cn the rest of society. 26
The data on associational ties in the Detroit and Boston studies give partial
support to this point. The Detroit sample figure for one-plus associational
membp:ships (including church and union) for blacks was 68%, and for whites,
59%.47 The Boston figures were similar: 72% for black , and for eighteen
comparable whites interviewed in connection with the ho'sing st?dy, 56%.
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It does seem for these three studies that blacks tend to belong to associations
somewhat more often than do whites. But Babchuk and Thompson, as well as Myrdal,
also contend that blacks are involved, beyond the church, almost exclusively
in expressive organizations, such as social -set clubs and recreational assoc-
iations. Neither Babchuk nor Myrdal gives' more than impressionistic data
to support this position.28 The Boston data suggest that a majority of
associational ties are not to expressive organizations. In addition to
church memberships there were 48 other associational memberships listed by
members of the Roxbury housing sample. About two- thirds of these member-
ships were in instrumental associations, such as the PTA, Marksdale Tenants'
Association, and the Boardman parents' group, while one-third (excluding
church ties) were in associations which were pridarily expressive, such as
social clubs and recreational leagues. Thus, memberships were two-to-one
in favor of instrumental associations. In addition, a reading of about fifty
weeks' issues (August, 1964 to August, 1965) of the Roxbury City-News, now
called the Boston City-News, revealed the following breakdown of voluntary
associations in the Roxbury area: (1) 30 Churches and 4 church-related
organizations; (2) 45 civic and welfare organizations, including 11 civil
rights organizations; (3) 20 "social"*.and recreational organizations, including

4\ 6 fraternities and sororities; and (4) 2 union or business organizations.
Altogether approximately 100 voluntary associations were mentioned, most
only two or three times over the whole year, although a few civil rights
organizations such as the NAACP and CORE were mentioned quite often. About one-
third of these associations were churches; 45% were welfare or civic organi-
zations, such as the South End Federation of Citizens' Organizations,
or civil rights organizations. Only 20% had a strictly "social" or recreational
cast. Again "instrumental" associations significantly outnumbered "expresSive"
associations, if church memberships are excluded.

The argument in reference to'membership in a church is more,difficiat
to assess. Presumably church organizations are both instrumental and expres:-
sive; the main-line Protestant and Catholic churches are certal1nly interested
in changing the outside world, as well as their own members. In addiltion,-
they provide an opportunity for their members to expresPtNeir religibus
emotions and gratify their own interests. Babchuk and Thompson assert that
rank-and-file blacks are more active in churches than whites; this they suggest
is due to the restrictive social environment.29 That black Americans are more
active is borne out by the studies cited above. In addition: they and others .

have argued that church attachments are made largely for expressive reasons;
often the extreme emotional self-expression indulged in by certain sect members
is taken to be characteristic of the religious life of black Americans.30
However, the types of churches to which these urbanites belong have not been
systematically investigated. Impressionistic accouner-been written
bonberning the proliferation of sects within minority communities, but little
systematic data are'available on the extent of participation on a community-
wide basis. Only 35% of chutch members in the Boston sample belong to the

1Y
more expressive sect , while 50% belong to the more traditional Catholic and
and Protestant churc es. The sect members comprise a substantial proportion of
all church members, but they are not a majority, even of this, predominantly
low-income sample. Be that as it may, the queition of the function of any
church membership, whether in a.sect or an orthodox church for black Americans
is still open. Church services may or may not serve a more expressive or
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cathartic function for blacks than they do for, comparable whites. This remains
to be investigated.

Conclusion

.-
The discussion. in this chapter has come to grips with one very important

secondary link.into the Urbansocial life:, voluntary association membeiship:
Such membership, or the lack of it, has been a point of controversy, both
for studefts of urban life in general and for students of black communities.
The general problem can be stated as follows: Is the typical urbanite caught
up in a complex worldof associational ties? The general. vidence indicates:
that a majority Of urbanites are not members of voluntary associations, with
the possible exception of a church., Associations may abound in the city, but
their members are usually a minority of agiven urban population. In addition
toithe general issue; other researchers, such as Babchuk and Myrdal, have'
argued that black Americans are the greatest "joiners" of all urbanites.

The Boston data do offer some support for the argument that black
urbanites'.belong tO'somewhat more associations than wilite urbanites; but the
differential is not striking, nor is At in the few other studies of black '

and,White urbanites. Otherwise the overall picture of associational activity ,

for these black respondents is comparable with the one cqnveyed by Komarovsky's
and Hausknecht's, data on urban whites -- general non-participation. Excluding
church membership, a majority do not berong to voluntary associations. In ,

fact 28% belong to no associations^whateVer;, and theemberships_of the
remaining 72%are predominantly church affiliations, a fact supportingthe gen-
eral.argument about the significance of the church"for black respondents. Ex-
cept for the church, voluntary Associations seem,to-play a much less important
role in the lived of a majority of dye bla4 "respondents that the primary social
ties discussed in the previous chapter; this points up the greater communica-
tive significance of those primary ties. '

Myrdal and Babchnk, among others, have also argued'that the characteristic-
type of association to which black joiners belionglis "expressive," a term
almost equivalent to "pathological6'in their'discussions,.. Some impressionistic
data have been presented in suppdrt of this argument, but'theaignificance

.

of expresaiVe organizations in the overall associational life of the whole
black community is still a.moot,question. At lessefor the Boston sample,
representative as it is of relatively large families in the low, and low-

'

middle income brackets, data on non=church affiliations indicate a two-to-one
ratio in favor of memberships' whiCh are primrily instrumental. ,In contrast
to the arguments of Myrdal and Babohuk, it appears more probable that the
characteristic associational, membership in,a. black community, bracketing,the
question of church membership, is primarily instrumental. the argument in
regard to expressive significance of,church memberships is more difficult to
assess. Admittedly, a majority of the church members in the Boston sample
do not belong to the extremely expressive sects but to main-line Protestant
and Catholic churches. This fact At least points up the need to reexamine
the usual image of black American religious life in urban areas.

An additional issue, also raised in the preceding chapter, relates to
the degree of encapsulation of the social ties of blacks within a g*etto'
community. Plotting the addresses of those organizations listed by the
respondents insofar as ,their ,preciseness allows it to be done indicates that.
almost all associational memberships are limited to the Roxbury-Dorchester-
South End area. Although the data on this point are'not complete, they do
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convey the image ofjAack houseWives limiting their associational memberships.to

the ghetto area. None are members.of city-wide Democratic political commi-
ttees or civic assotatios. Their associational ties appear to'be encap,-
sulated and outside city-wide centers of decision-making. Additional, and

usually more tenuous contacts with secondary organlzations, including more
impersonal settings than the typical voluntary association meeting,
be examined in the nett chapter; the data there corroborate this phenomenon
of the general restriction of activities to the black community. There is 'a

great need for further research on the extensiveness of Negro associational
t.es and particularly on the,sihtficance which these ties have in the lives
of.black respondents and in the associational life of the city as a whole.

4,
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FOOTNOTES

(Chapter IV)

11t should be noted that voluntary as'Sociational membeeship.represents
only one important type of secondary contact. A list of other types would
include participation in a work setting, participation in government, contact
with social agencies, and contact with such organizations as libraries and
museums. Neveptheless, voluntary association ties do seem to be one of the most
important types of secondary contact for female respondents id that such contact
often provides an environment for the making (and sustaining) of styong inter-
personal ties in this sense associations can occasionally be a bridge to
primary social ties. (Vide Bell and Boat, op, cit.) An additional justi-
ficationfor focussing upon this type of seconds tie is the growing body
of literature available for comparative purpose . , Chapter-V will examine
certain other types of secondary contact for ich data are available.. .

d

' 2Wirth, "Urbanrm as a Way of Life," loc. cit., pp.20-21;,Stein, op. cit.,;
Nisbet, op. cit:; a Marcuse, op. cit.

3Hausknecht, op. cit., p. 23.
-

p. 26. Komarovsky's data for New York City are similar. Vide
Mirra Komarovsky, "The Voluntary Associations of.brban Dwellers," American
Sociological Review, 11 (1946), 686-698.

_,
5
Hausknecht, 9R. cit.

6lbid., p. 62.

7
Davia, Gardner, and.Gardner,,op. cit., pp.'249ff.

8
Lewis, op. cit., pp. 285ff.

9
Drake and Cayton, op. cit., IL, 669.

10Ibid.: pp. .612ff.

11Ibid., pp. 688ff.

12Ibid., pp. 533ff%

13
Babchuk and Thompson, op. cit.

14
Ibid., p. 650.

15Ibid.,' pp. 652ff.

11
Meadow.op. cit., p. 326.

1 7 pabciluk and Thompson, op. cit., p. 651.
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19
Ibid., p. 652. .

20
John Scott; Jr., "Membership andTarticipation in Voluntary Associations,"

American Sociological Review,_22. (1957), 324f.

21D
etroit Area Study, A Social Profile of Detroit (Ann Arbor: 'yniversity

of Michigan Press, 1952), cited in Babchuk and Thompson, op. cit., p. .649.

4.22
The organizational scale used in the follow -up interviews is a revised,

version,of Chapin's original social participation'scale; P. Stuart Chapin,
"Social Participation and Social Intelligence," American Sociological Review,
4 (1989), 157-168.

23
Tilly, M4ration to a American City,. lod. cit., p. 33. Tilly's scoring

of this scale allowed a few extra points for committee memhers who were also
officers; otherwise the scoring was the same. This method of scoring would
give higher scores for only efew Boston respondents and consequently would
not significantly affect the mean.

'24Meadow, op. cit., p. 327.

25The figure for church membership, as well as for non-participation,
which Rubin reports for a mixed (white-Negro) Roxbury sample appears to be
roughly equivalent tn. ours. Morton Rubin; "Negro Migration and Adjustment
it Boston" (unpublished manuscript, Northeastern University, 1963), pp. 4-3
and 4-5.

26
Babchuk and

defined by Babchuk
in some segment of

Thompson, op. pp. 652ff. The term "instrumental" is
to refer to groups which are formed to achieve "a change
society"; "expressive" groups are organized to "express

or satisfy the interests of their members."

27
Meadow, op. cit., p.326.

28Babchuk and Thompson, op. cit., pp. 652ff; and Myrdal, op. cit.,
II, 953ff.

29=A pp. 654f.

"Cf. Clark, op. cit., pp. 174f; to a certain extent Myrdal (loc. cit.)
shares this position.
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CHAPTER V

TERTIARY PARTICIPATION

t

t
t .

N

The sociaL contacts of urbanites range from intimately personal ties
with friends and relatives, through 'voluntary association links, to a variety,
of less intimate contacts with other people in relatively ephemeral and
impersonal situations. "Tertiary participation" will hereafter be used to

% .

refer to two basic types of urban participation involving such tenuous social
contacts: (1) commercial trips and recreational ventures, including such
things as shopping and visiting miliseums;1' and (2) pare-social contact with
the mass media. The term "tertiary," admittedly covering a potpourri of
social contacts, is.used here primarily as an organizing device, although it

.
does have some theoretipal justif

cation.

Stein and other contemporagy neo-
Wirthians have been preoccupied h an image of the.impersonai city.' As
they have viewed it, impersonal and ephemeral social contacts are the lot of
the typical urban resident; for them such contacts are of central, not ter-,

tiary significance.:

However, recent rejections of the Wirthian view, citing extensive research
evidence, have pointed up.the predominant significance of intimate personal
relationships for urban dwellers.3 These. social contacts involve strong bonds
of mutual interdependence and mutual obligations, such as the sharing of aid
and advice. Voluntary apsociational ties tend to be of secondary importance
to these same urbanites, althOugh they too provide the milieu in which mutual
obligations develop between individuals and persist over time. The suggestion
-here is.that tertiary ties are, as their name suggests, of third importance
in the social lives of urbanites. They usu lly provide weak and ephemeral con-
tacts between individuals; they seldom all w individuals to develop continuing
strong mutual obligations to one-another as individuals. One example of the
lesser significance of these ties would be the ephemeral reaction,of an individ-
ual to a message of approval (or disapproval) from someone in these impeiSonal
situations, such aa a museum visitor or TV personality, as compared,with his
more profound reaction to a similar message from a close friend or relative.
Certainly some communication occurs in these tertiary situations; and the

%active individual does at least becOme familiar with the sights and geography ,

of his community and city. This being the case, such activity can be seen
as an additional bond tying the urbanite into the broader urban social fabric.
A'survey of these contacts, for the Boston sample is in order, both to indicate

. their degree of contact with less personal social situations and to give a
fuller overall picture of their integration into the urban social fabric.

One way that the individual urbanite is integrated into this socialr
fabric is through his or her regularVentures into the larger city area.
These ventures and activities undoubtedly have some information-gathering
and status- conferral 'function. They may also be very important al(ernative
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sources of interpersonal contact, however tenuous, for those few who are com-
pletely isolated f m primary contacts and voluntary associations. Certainly
a strong,argument f i this point of view has been made in regard to the mass
media; but it is al o possible that'trips into the city-may have a similar
function for thoSe therwise socially insulated. , . - .

Foley has sugg sted that the classical view of urban dwellers inclUded an
implication that,ur an residents make little use of local ,facilities. Urbanites
were seen as "ress ocally self-sufficient in their use of facilities." This
w4e usually coupled with the idea that city dwellers went beyond the local
area for facilitie , such-as stores, doctors' offices, and recreation, parti-
cularly since they become'so very interdependent and unable to be self-supporting.
Foley's data, takes from interviews with both sexes, indicated that the use
of local facilitie in St. Louis was quite substantial for-most,types of
activities, but th t different types of activities varied in the degree of
encapiulation with n the immediate locality. For example, 96% pf food
shopping was done 'n the local vicinity, although only 38% of doctor visits
and 25% of shoppi for clothes and'furniture was doile within the local
vicinitY.5 The me ian distance for facility Use was 1.2 miles, and 47%
of facility uses w re within one mile of the respondent's home:6 Riemer and
McNamara found tha this figure was somewhat larger for housewives in Los
Angeles; the mean 'istance for all social and commercia' contacts there,was
2.8 miles.? .

The significa e of the local community might conceivably be more important
for black residents In addition to the pull of the locality on the average
urbanite, a force d scovered'in the studies reported by Foley and others,
the strong primary t es of the black Bostonians, on,the positive side, and
subtle discriminatio by whites, on the negative side, might encourage these
black families to confine their commercial and recreational ventures to
the local community area. The Roxbury area study went beyond the few other
studies on locality use to include a number of qUestions on local and city-wide
ventures beyOnd the household. t'

Table 5:1 reflects the distribution of responses on a battery of questions
about recreational ventures into the broader urban area beyond the local
black community. These women were asked how many times in the last two months
they had done certain activities. With two exceptions at least eight out of

'-- ten replied that,they had not done the mentioned activity.
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TABLE 5:1

VENTURES INTO THE CITY
BOSTON SAMPLE (T=120)

Not at Once or Total .

All . N Mote N Percentage

Broader Urban Participation
Gone downtown to movie . 67% ( 80)
Gone-dowhtown.to public

library - . 88% (106)
Gone to Fine Arts
N museum . 917'. (109)
Gone to Museum of

Science , 91% (109)
Gone to racetrack 93% (112)"

Very LimitEd Contact
Gone riding around in

car for, pleasure 42% ( 50)

33,, (40) 100%

-,12 (14) 100%

10 (11)
1 101%

10 (11) 101%
7 ( 8) 100%

58. (70) 100%

Whether it was a trip to the racetrack or a trip'to ttie 'Fide Arts Museum, the
overwhelming majority had not made such a venture'at all. Two of the more
important activities for them include going downtown td the movies and-riding
around in,the car for pleasure.. Generally these activities involve Xhe least
'interpersonal contact of all, at least beyond the kin_and'friends.who occasion-
ally accompany respondents in these activities. Undoubtedly"the 8%.who had gone
tiding around for pleasure once and the 50% mho 'had dohe so twice or more do.
their "joy'riding" with friends or,relatives..-Idith regard to the movies a
full two-thirds had not gone to the downtown area in are previous. two months.
These activity data suggest, on the whole, that these black respondents make
very few ventures into the,broader urban community. Moreover, the previously
cited data on participation in local community associations, with the excep-,
tion orchuioh contacts, confirm this picture of :general non- contact with a
variety osecondaky organizations.

.The data on metropolitan ventures= indicate that these black respondents
seldom venture beyond the household for the types of recreational activiti,s
indicated. Many factors undoubtedlyanter into this phenomenon, including
their relatively low incomes, their:typically large families, their locality
orientation, and-fear of discrimination. Be that as it may, further light,
is, shed 'on this restriction of travel to the Roxbury area by related data
on commercial trip§ (Table 5:2). The data indiCate that a substantial majority
'of these housewives have not gone on a business or medical trip in the lat
two to"four weeks. Nearly one-tenth have not even gotten out for grocery
shopping, and one-fifth have not ventutedhut for other types of shopping.
Those who do go out seem to-confine their shopping predominantly to the
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' black ghetto, i. e., their local community. About 40% of all respondents making
medical trips liMit them to the Roxbury area ghetto. Approximately two - thirds
of.all respondents making business trips made them within the Roxbury area.
Only in regard to other shopping, such as shopping for clothing or furniture,
,do,Roxbury area residents seem to travel beyond the local ghetto area very
often. Moreover, the overwhelming majority of respondents (77%) confine their
grocery shopping to the local area., These figures are roughly comparable to
the ones presented by Foley,8 except that grocery shopping is not quiteas
confined for the Boston respondents:

,

TABLE 5:2

etKCE&TAGE OF RESPONDENTS TAKING CgRTAIN TYPES
OF TRIPS TO DESIGNATED AREAS OF BOSTON ,

BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

Pgrt of oston Grocery
Shoppinga

Other
b

Shopping
Business
Tripsb

Medical
Trips °

No Trips .

Trips to

9.27 20.87. 79.1% 65.8%

Roxbury Only 60.8 22.5 14.2 9.2
Roxbury and Contiguous

Area Only (South
End, Jamaica Plgin, . )

Dorchester) 15.8 3.3 0.0 6.7
Downtown Only 0.0 35.0 3.3 4.2
Suburbs Only 6.7 , 5.8 0.0 5.0
Combinations of Above.
Areas and/or Other
Plac0 es '7.5 12.6 - .3.4 9.1

Total 00.0%. 100.0% 100.0% ,100.0%

.,The time period specified was "in the' last two weeks."

b
The time period specified was "in the last month."

The data,'at least for these black women, refute the argument that the local
`area is'of little importance to urban dwellers. Of course, these respondents
are, also discriminated against; but the pull af the local community even on
white residents is testified to by the Foley study. There is no reason to suppose
that black Americans are unlike other urbanites in this respect. And, in general,
the restriction of most recreational and commercial tripe' to the locality
jibes with the encapsulation of friendship, kinship, and associational ties,
indicated in previous chapters.
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Little data specifically on the habits of black families vis-a-vis any
of the mass media seem to be available as of the mid-1960s. Newspaper reading
on the part of urbanites, largely white urbanites, has been a subject for in-
vestigation by numerous researchers. Such studies can provide a few points
of reference for analyzing the Roxbury area findings. Bogart reports one study
which showed that daily newspaper reading is extensive among U.S. citizens,
regardless of their education. Daily reading was the rule for 53% of grade school
graduates, 65% of high school graduates, and 77% of the college educated,9
Another investigator collected extensive data on local1newspapers and readers
in Chkago. Indicating by their mere existence the vitality of local communi-
ties in a sprawlip metropolis, such local papers numbered eighty-two in
Chicago in 1950. Janowitz argues persuasively that these papers, and
other urban mass' media as well, have contributed substantially to what concensus
and social integration do exist in urban areas. "Mass media contributed to
the growth of urban centers by providing the channels of integration and
symbolism required for the integration and social solidarity of vast aggregates

. of the population."11 Locally speaking, Chicago community papers provide one
of the mechanisms for community integation. Only 16% of his subjects were non-
readers; ktinority (11%) were heavily comrhitted fans. Community press reader-
ship corr?lated positively with high Levels of exposure to city-wide mass media,
including the metropolitan newspapers. 5:3 and 5:4 give, for the
whole Roxbury area sample, the percent reading a metropolitan newspaper and the
percent reading the local ghetto tabloid.

TABLE. 5:3

,CONTACT WITH MASS MEDIA: CITY-WIDE NEWSPAPERS (DAILIES)
BOSTON SAMPLE

Frequency of Reading

(N=120)

Percentage of Respondents

Every day 64.2%
Several times a week 14.2 .

Once a week or less often
1. 15.8

Not at all 5.0
Other answer/No answer .8

Topal 100.0%

The percentage of the black respondents who read the Boston papers daily is
similar to the figure which Bogart found for a general sample of high school
graduates .(65%); indeed, they do not appear to differ gre4xly from other urbanites
of roughly their same educational level. A comparison of Table 5:3 with Table ,

:4 reveals that'in regard to regularity of newspaper reading the sample is
substantially more cosmopolitan-oriented than locally-oriented. Nearly two-
thirds are regular readers of the metropolitan dailes, while only a quarter
are regular readers of the two local weeklies. In fact, hlthoUgh only six
respondents never read the metropolitan papers, forty-six do not read the,
local tabloids.
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TABLE 5:4

CONTACT WITH MASS MEDIA: LOCAL ROXBURY NEWSPAPERS (WEEKLIES)
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

Frequency of Reading\ Percentage of Respondents

Once a week or more often 25.8%
Every few weeks or less often 35.0
Not at all 38.3
Other answer/No answer .8

Total 99.9%

Every week the.Roxbury City-News devotes its fifteen to twenty pages to
news_of the local ghetto. Organizational and social life reports often dominate,
Particularly on the activities of local civil rights and church-related-
organizations. The newspaper is middle-class in oriedtation and has been
relatively militant in the local controversy against the Boston School Commit-
tee. Still, our findings suggest that it does not: reach nearly as large a
proportion of the local community as do the white-controlled and white-oriented
metropblitan newspapers. Janowitz's finding that losarpuper readership tends
to vary'directly with attention to broader community media is corroborated by
the Roxbury area data. The proportion of respondents who read the Boston paper
daily rises as one goes flmm the group which does not read the local paper at
all to the group which reads it weekly. This seems to support a cumulative
hypothesis: as contact increases in;one sphere, it also tends to increase in
another. This general hypothesis will be examined in some detail in the next
chapter.

TABLE 5:5

LOCAL PAPER READERSHIP BY CITY PAPER READERSHIPa.
BOSTON SAMPLE (N,118)

Boston Paper

Local Roxbury Paper

. Never geed Read Occasionally Read Weekly

Percent N Percent N Percent

Read Occasionally
of Less Often 46.7% (21) 35.7% '(15)- 16.1% ( 5)

Read Daily 53.3 (24) 64.3 (27) 83.9 (26)

Total 100.0% (45 100.0% (42) 100.0% (31)

x2 = 7.58 p <.05.
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TABLE 51(cont.)

a
For this and all subsequent tables which relate to questions of association

between two variables the chi-square statistic has been calculated and appended.
"No response" codes have usually been omitted.

What about the salience of newspaper reading? One section of ,the interview
recorded the amount of time which respondents spent reading newspapers and
magazines. When looked at this way, 797. of the sample did.not read long
enough for it to register hen they were asked.to give a time budget account
of their day in fifteen-mirute intervals. In this regard newspaper reading -

is apparently less significant than TV'watching.
The importance of television viewing and radio listening for most Americans

has been documented in numerous studies, although the former has been increasing
at the expense of the latter. De Grazia, Meyersohn, Graham; and Komarovsky
have reported that TV is the leisure-time activity in which Americans most
frequently indulge.13 Sweetser's study of TV watching for a general sample
of Bostonians (usually'mothers) revealed that nine-tenths of his respondents
reduced the time devoted to radio listening when they bought a TV set; a
substantial proportion also cuic daWn on time spent at the movies, time with
friends, and/or time reading.14 The varying impact of television on indivi-
dual opinions and behavior has also been testified to'in several studies.15
Most important to this thetis is the contention of Horton and Wohl that tele-
vision gives the illusion of face-to-face social relationships with the
performer(s): 4.

The media present opportunities-for the playing of roles to which the
spectator has or feels he has -- a legitimate claim, but for which

. he findi no opportunity in his social environmeht, This function of
pare-social then Can properly be called compensatory, inasmuch is it
provides the socially and psychologically isolated with a chance to
enjoy the elixir of sociability. 16

Commenting on the media and'nOrmal individuals, Horton and Wohl emphapize the,
significance of the mass media for the exploration of new roles. For most
people the para-social complements normal social interactions; it reaffirms
the assumptions and norms of everyday primary 6ontacts. Yet for those deprived
of primary contacts the media may have a vicariops function. The extent of
'this covariation will be eamined in the next chapter.

FOr'a general sample Of the U. S. population Meyersohn reports that the
average time watching TV p r day, per person, is onehour and forty-five
Minptes.17 This was arso she figure for persons aged eighteen to fifty, the
approximate range of ages in' he Roxbury'area sample'.' A:paper by Sweetser,
analyzing data collected i the Boston.SMSA, reports a somewhat higher figure
than this. For respondent' aged twenty-one and over he found, on the average,
two hours and thirty-one ,m uteg of television watching daily. The blue-collar
mothers in his' sample repor ed an average of twd hours and forty-seven minutes
a day, a figure somewhat hi:her than for the sample as a whole.18 LT his
book\ The People Look at Television, Steiner reports that education correlated
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negatively, with television vie0ing. He found that those with zero to eight years
of education spent an average of 4.3 hours a day before "the tube"; the comparable
figure for high school graduates was 4.2 hours. For those with some college
education the figure was 2.9 hours daily.19 The discrepancies between these
three studies are quite substantial and may be due to the fact that Steiner's
sample excludes non - viewers. However, two points do seem to be clear. First,
the'less well educated and blue-collar respondents spend the most time watching
television; and second, the amount of time spent by the Bostonians and Steiner's
sample in all categories averaged more than two and one-half hours a day.

Included among the diverse questions asked of the black women in our
Boston sample was a time budget schedule. This required the respondent to
detail her dominant activities for each of seventy-two fifteen-minute time segments
from 6 A.M. until midnight; the day asked for was "yesterday" (or the last
ueek day). In addition, she was asked "from when to when" she did any subsidiary
activities. This question wAs particularly important in regard to the mass
media, since most occasionally carry out multiple activities, such as "eat
and watch TV,." "sew and watch TV," etc. This method of detailing one's time
seems to be more reliable than asking "how much time do you spend daily," as
several studies have done. The data for the Roxbury area sample are quite
striking (Table 5:6). About 687. of these respondents had spent one and one-
quarter hours or more before the TV set on the last weekday preceding the
interview. A full 42.57. had thus spent three and one-quarter hours or more.
Fora majority of the respondents this time spent watching TV was a major
activity at the time of viewing, that is, no other activities were listed
as going on at the same time. The mean amount of time watching TV for these
women was about two hours and fifty-four minutes; this figure is very close to
that which Sweetser found for his blue-collar whites in Boston. It is sub-
stantially greater than the figure which Meyersohn quotes for a national survey
completed several years ago, and a bit less than that which Steiner reports for
his grade school and high school graduates.

TABLE 5:6

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS SPENDING TIME WITH MASS MEDIA
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

Mass Media Contact

Quarter Hours Spent in Contact
(Time'Budget Day)

it

0-4 5 -12 13 or Total
More

Watching TV 32.5%' 25.0' .42.5\ 1,00.0%
Listening to Radio 76.7% 12.5 10.8 100.07.
Reading Newspaper

or Magazine 95.0% 5.0 0.0 100.0%
Total Contact with
Mass Media 18.37 25.0 66.7 100.0%
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The lesser significance of radio listening for typical respondents, noted
by Bogart and Graham, also seems to be borne out by the Roxbury area data.20
The mean amount of time spent listening to the radio was about fifty-four
minutes daily. For the weekday specified by the interviewer, nearly 70% of the
sample'reported that they had not listened to the radio at ally.

The summary data indicate that two-thirds of these black respondents spent
three and one-quarter (or more) hours in contact with the four types of mass
media (radio, TV, magazines, newspapers). Of this time TV watching was by far
the largest consumer. Needless to say, the mass media are important in the
lives of black. women. , I

However, the degree of significance, particularly in the para-social sphere
suggested by Horton and Wohl, of the media for these respOndents is unknown.
The impression one gets from reading our detailed interview schedules is that
ttie TV (or radio) is, on occasion, only a backdrop for other household acti-
vities. And it may also be the case that TV watching is often a sociability
arena for black Americans, just as it was in a study of Italians in the West
End section of Boston.21 Gans found that primary groups ("peer groups")
composed mainly of relatives often congregated around the 'Pi set, selectively
admiring and ridiculing what was going on. Fdr black Americans this important
'issue has yet to be investigated.

[

,

Another type of contact with the mass media takes the form of reading books.
De Grazia found that 18% of his sample had done some book reading "yesterday,"
devoting on the average some forty-two minutes to this activity and to the
reading of magazines.12 Meyersohn reports that from 27% td 31% (depending on
age) of the high school graduates in one sample had read a book in the last
month.23 In striking contrast, nearly two-thirds of the bl ck,respondents
in the Roxbury area,sample had done some, reading, in a book t least once in
the last two months. Replying to a question "How many times have you read a.
book in the last two months?" nearly one-third said "once or twice.," Another
one-third had read a book from three to twenty-one times in the lapt two months.
The data on ac'tivities,noted in the first part of this chap er, indicate the
importance of movies, another type of mass media, in the li es of the black
respondents. Several studies have indicated that movies ar now the least
important of the mass media for the average adult; for exam le, Berger
found that only 15% of his working-class sample attended movies very often.24
At least in regard to downtown movies two-thirds of the kox ury area sample had
not been out to see a movie in the ladt two months. If this were also true for
the local theaters:it would be clear that' the TV, the radio, the newspaper,,and
even books are ihuch more important in the lives of these rel tively low-income
black Americans than Hollywood's films.

Conclusion

Several issues Concerning more tenuous forms of integr
the urban social fabric have been considered in this chipte
social significance of the local community within urban are
by some students of urban life. In general, Foley's resear
argument and bespeaks an alternative position: that for ce
of tertiary participation, such as commercial and recreatio
use of local facilities is quite'predominant. This substantiated contention makes
even more sense when applied to a black community which is concentrated in one

Rion into
. The declining
s has been posited
h contradicts this
tain given types
al excursions, the
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area of an urban complex, since'residents of that sub-community are also
hemmed in by discrimination.

'Looking at the Boston data on black urbanites, the general tendency to
use local facilities was found in the data indicating few recreational and

,commercial trips beyond the general Roxbury area. These findings tend to
confirm a picture of social encapsulation, although one must not exaggerate
this generalization. The overall impreSsion is one of few trips at all,
beyond grocery and other shopping excursions. On the whole, this type of
social activity does indeed seem to be of lesser significance than other types
of social activity, at least for these women in relatively large, blue-collar
families.

The mass media provide tenuous links between persons in urban areas, at
least in the sense of para-social ties and subliminal interaction. That the
mass media have become a habit for most urbanites is borne out in several
research studies. Comparisons with data on other black samples .ve generally
not possible in this.area of mass media contact, as well as in the'ara of
empirical studies of local facility use. In comparison with some findings on
white samples, however, the Boston women do not appear to be greatly different.
They tend to read newspapers, watch TV, and see movies about as often as whites
do -- particularly those whites who are most comparable in occupational status.
The previous data indicating relatively strong primary ties, together with
these findings of normal media contact,.also argue against a contention that
some studentp of ghettos and slums might well make: that being isolated from
primary contacts would force them into spending an unusual amount of time
absorbed in the mass media.

II
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FOOTNOTES

(Chapter V).

'Technically speaking, these trips are often made to "secondary" organizations,
such as businesses and libraries. The point in .calling them "tertiary" is to
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life as the type of "secondary" tie examined in the last chapter, i.e., parti-
cipatiOn in voluntary organizations.
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,CHAPTER VI

THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SOCIAL INTEGRATION INDICES
t

Up to thiA point three'major areas of social integration have been
examined. Looking at primary, secondary,'and tertiary social ties, I nave'

,,, . detailed'ihe extent to which these black Hostonians,are integrated intojhe .

',social phenomenon which is the city. In the area of primary ties the ex sity
and-intensity Of friendship, neighboring, and kintshili have been investigatd;'
the area of'secondary participation was examined in termsof ties to voluntary

.--
.

%-..1ssociations. The tertiary area, admittedly a potpourri, was delideated in \..,
.

_

terMisof .such measures as excursions into the city and contact with the masa'
pedia. This chapter will condentrate on'certain important types of covartation . ,

between indices from eacfi of these threeoparticipatiod areas.
Why is the examination of covariation important? 'Basic to,the ssdes.

here are several hypotheses' about the whole area of social contact whiCh have-..

been hinted at by several authors cited in earlier chapters. For example,f 4t'
Lundberg and his associates have argued for a "4124p_of sociability" hypothesis:

If%we assume that there is a limit to emotional, or social expan-
N....N

'siveness, it'is to be expected that as the nuMOtt of contacts in-
4

i_

..4.w.'

crease at least be ond a certain point, their intensity decreaseb.1
-'

. ,
, Y P , Y.

1
.

. t

I

. This suggests the,hypothesis that extensity,and intensity sheuld vary inversely:
, .,that is,:the more individuals contacted in one's social rounds; the weaker

the intensity of the socio-emotional bond with each individual.. Lundberg .."extends this conception from the number of individualsand mean intensity
per indiVichial to fife idea of covariation between different areas of socia-
bility. On.the one hand( it may be that th- diffusion of oneTs energies
4mong'primary attachments decreases the possi 'lity of (and/or weakens the

)intensity-of) One's bonds with secondary groups, uch AS voluntary associa- .-
..tions. Or on the other hand, a person, active in -uch voluntary associations .

is illat likely to "culti'vate as intense, self-suffi ient and narrow friendships
as the,person who devotes 'all his emotional and social energies to primary

g,groupAinteractiontI f
,
2

. .

.

Caplow, Stryker, and WalLacehave suggested a different hypothesis
about neighboring intensity and extensity, one which is incompatible with .the "lump of sociability" view. This is what they call the "Rotarian"
hypothesis; which can be'generalied beyond neighboring,as 'follows; there
will be a positive correlation between activity in one area of sociali
interaction and activity in another.3 A persdn who is' very-active, for example,
in voluntary' associations is likely to have more,cliise friends "(or more
primary rel;ttonships) than someone who is not so active Several studies
of rural areas suggest that there is justuch a relationship; between associa-
tional membership and neighborhood activity,4 as do a few studies of middld-class' 4
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suburbs.5, Moreover, such a hypothesis points to another: a person who is
active in secondary associations and has numerous,primary contacts also will have
more tertiary (tenuous social or parasocial) contacts, such as excursions into
the city, book and newspaper reading, and even TV watching. And according to
the "Rotat,ian" hypothesis those less active in one area of participation tend
to be less, active in othgr areas.

4

*In part, the following discussion will examine the applicability of these
two contrasting hypotheses to several types of covariation, some of which
have arisen as side-issues in previous chapters. Data from several sources
will be compared with the Boston findings.°

Extensity and Intensity: Primary Contacts

In a San Juan study Caplow, Stryker, and Wallace found that families
who had a high intensity of neighboring interaction were likely to associate
with few neighbors; and,,in general, the mean interaction intensity declined
as the number of relati2pahips increased.7 This lends support for one versiop.
of the "lump of sociability" hypothesis. Further e*amination indicated another
striking phenomenon: "A family which widens its'fCyrcle of acquaintances may

,hope to increase the number of friends, but the intrement of friendship, So-
to speak, ig less than proportioftate to each-added increment of acquein- 1.-1

tanceship." Thus, as the number of neighbors visited increases, the decline
in mean intensity occurs because of a decline in theaproportion of higher
intensity relationships, not because of 'the decreasing numbei of intimate
ties.

Since our neighboring data are not of a kind which can 'be used.to.test,
the Caplow finding in regard to neighboring, it is best to look at our data
on other kinds of informal association, i.e., interaction with,friends and
kin. -The table'for kin revealed, that respondents with many relatives were just
as likely as respondents with few relatives' to Ewe a high mean intensity of
contact per relative; this similarity also held up at low and mediumiriaean in-
tensity of contact. On the one hand, the number of relatives seen seems to
have little effect on the mean intensity o contact for the Boston respondents.
On the other hand, Table 6:1 conveys the i pression that there is some.
coincident variation between the number of friends a respondent, has and her
mean frequency of interacting With those friends.

.-
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, TABLE 6:1

NUMBER OF FRIENDS SEEN BY MEAN INTENSITY OF CONTACT
BOSTONSAMPLE (N=116)

,*.c

.

Mean Intensity Score
Per Friend

Number of Friends

Few (0-2) Many (5,-14) Total

PerceRt N Percent N Percent

),r,t

',La Wa (0-4.0) . 37.7% (20) 31.7% (20) 34.5% (40)

Medium (4.1-5.0) 32.1% (17) 50.8 (32) 42:2% (49)

High (5.1-6.0)

Tote).

30.1% (16) .17..5 , (11) 23.3% (.27)

99.970 (53) 100.0% (63), 100.0% (116)

x2 -_ 4.691. p<.10.

antow" "medium" and "high" breaks in thid and subsequent tables were'
made at the"(possible) points on the 'variable which best divided the set,
of scores into thirds. The bunching of respondents at some,ploints allowlr
only' an approximation of thirds.

About 30% of those with zero to two friends fall'into the highest mean intensity
level (upper.third), as compared-with 17..57,of those who have three to fourteen
friends. At the other end of the spectrum, however, there is a 6% difference
between those with few and those with many, friends, but'the difference is in
the same direqtion; that is: the lowest level of intensity diaws a greater
percentage of those with feW friends than of those with many friends. There
is a somewhat greater tendency for those with laiger numbers of friends to -
fall into the medium range of average contact than those with few friends.
Thus the "lump of sociability" hypothesis is given a little support byithe
finding that a larger proportion of those with few friends than those with
ninny friends, had a high mean interaction sore. It may well be that the
percehtage4distribution for those,with,dany friends hides a phenomenon similar
to that which Caplow et al. found in z'egard to neighboring: a decline in mean
intensl.ty becadse.of a decline Cn the proportion (not the number) of more

1Aintimate ties.

1
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Primary Covariation

Investigating neighboring patterns, researchers have found that neighbors
on occasion become close friends. Approximately one-third of phe friendships
of urbanites saem tio be dueito mere propinquity.? This certainly suggests that
there eikuld be some positive assOciation*between neighboring in general and
friendship contacts. Data from a study by Smith,. Form, and Stone indicdte that
respondents ip areas of more intensive neighboring are more likely to draw
friends from that area than those who live in area with less local intimacy,
of this type. 10 This finding also suggests that the "Rotarian",h pothesis holds
for friendship'and neighbbring, i.e., that there should,be a'posi ive correla-
tion between neighboring andlriendship% To my knowledge, no one as yet:
examined this question for black respondents. The working-class ss atus,of
the Boston sample might lead one'b expect lower levels of neighboring thin
have been fodnd in middle=class areas; however, in a previous chapter it was
found that*they do a fair amount of,neighboring, roughly comparable to that
found for white samples. Thus, there seems to be little reason not to:predict
a positive association of neighboring and friendship contact for the Boston
sample. This expectation is confirmed by the dat,i(Table 6:2). On the one
hand, 60% of the respondents who interact most extensively with friends also have
a high level of neighboring, while only 10% of these same subjects have a
quife low'ievel of neighboring.

,

TABLE 6:2

FRIENDSHIP 'cciNTACD BY NEIGHBORING
BOSTON, SAMPLE (N=119)

.t

Top41 ,

Neighboring' .

Score

Friendship Contact (Total Itensity,Soore) .

. , .

Medium 'Ugh ,Total:

Percent 11 Percent N percent N Percent N

-Low 51.9% (22) 46.37 (19) 10.0%1 ( 4) 37.8% (45)

Medium 26.3%, (10) 22.0 ( 9) 30.0 (12) 26.1% (31)

High 15.8% ( 6) 31.7 (13) 60.0 .(24) 36.r% ,(43)
. .

Total 100.0% (38) 100.0% (41) 100.0% (40) 100..07.4 (119)

2
= -x 24.41. p <.001.

Na

0
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There-is,a very strong tendency for blacks with a high level of friendship
contact to have a high:level of neighboring contact. On the other hand,
about 58% of those with &relatively low level of friendship interaction also
fall into the lowest third in degree.df neighboring, while only 16% of these
same subjects fall into the highest level'ol neighboring. This positive
relationship between friendship and neighboring holds at about the same level,
when-visiting with neighbors is plotted, against the friendship intensity
stores., In, general, these results strongly support the cumulative or "Rotarian"`
hypothesis.

In regard to primary covariation another issue has been.raised directly
or indirectly by several researchers: the relationship of kin contact to
fiend contact. A logical hypothesis. suggested by the zero -sum point of view would
be: individuals with a lot of intimate friends will have less contact`with
relativeg than people with'few friends. Commenting on his kin-oriented working-
class respondents, Berger has argued that friends can serve as the functional
equivalent of kin particularly for upwardly mobile (middle-class) nuclear

0 families.11, He provides no data for this contention. Conversely,'this general
point of view might lead one to expect that individuals with a lot of kin
contact Will interact with fewer friends than those with little kif contact.
Onlya few studies shed much light on this particular.relationship, and apparently
only one specifically deals with these.hypotheses. ,Bott's intensive case
studies of twenty Brit ph families do lurnish some hints that families with
less intimate (or no)ltin contacts makeup for them by,intimate friendship,ties.12
However, an East London study suggests .that, at the other end of the sPectrum,
those with:extensive kinship ties do not decrea.sethe.extent of their friend-
shiB,interacd,ionin fqt 4thos?m6st sociableinsiderthe family were also the
mdtesociabIe outside."0 Yet two- thirds, of their respondents did' not exchange
visits with any' friends.

Babchuk has specifically investigated the aforementioned hypotheses, one
of Which he states as follrOws: "Couples who haVe more extensive aqdfrequent
,contact with kin will visit with primary ,friends less frequently."4. His
statistical data-4, tot,rever, give no Opport to this hypothesis. In general,
the pattern, is one of 'no" correlation; those with no, few, or many kin contacts
were equally likely to have extensive Contacts with friends.15 Although none
of-these"stUdies have been done on Negro families in a ghetto area, there,
keeMg. little 'reason not to predict, following Babchukrs empirical study, a
random relationship between kin contact and friend contact for the Roxbury
area sample. Looking at the data in Table 6:3 reveals little or no'associa-'
tion between the two variables!, Those'bousewives,with high levels of fries-
ship contact are no-more likely than-thosewith low levels of friendship contact ,

to have a high degree of contact with relatives. In feat, the table essentially
supports a random distribution hypothesis of no, linear or curvilinear relation-
ship between these two measures Of primary group participation. Knowing the
extent of kinship contact for an ,individual black adult tells usnothing about
friendship contacts. This finding corresponds 65 that which Babchuk found for
his white cquples.

ti
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TABLE 6:3

FRIENDSHIP CONTACT BY CONTACT WITH RELATIVES
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

Contact
With ,

Relat ves

. v,

Contact With Friends

Low Medium High . Total

. Percent Percent N Percent N Percent

Lbw

Medium

High

Total

42.17,

26.3%

31.6%

(16)

(10)

(12)

31.8%

.34.1

34.1

(13)

(14)

(14)

34.1%

31.8

,34.t?

(14)

(13)

(L4)

35.8%

30.87.

MA,

(43)

(37)

11-0

100.0% (38) 100.0% (41) 100.0% '(41) 99.97. (120)

x2 = 1.10. ms.

Primary and Tertiary Covariation ,
a

o

Turning from an internal analysis of primary integration into urban social
life, we can move into the area of covariation between the different types of
'social integration: prthary to seco ary, secondary to tertiary, and primary
to tertiary. First; the' question of e relationship between a main type of
trtiaryinteraction, mass media contact, and primary interaction will be ex-
amined. ,Various studies of radio and TV have pointed out the para-social
functfon(s) which the mass media can have in the.lives of those weakly in-
tegrated into social 'groups. Tb Rileys have engaged inaesearch upon the
social integratipt of children. Some children were found ,to have weak
primary ties with others; in a compensatory reaction they came to the radio
and other mass media looking for f tasy and escape, while children who were
better integrated.jddged the mediaair terms of its contributions to group
life.` This is essentially the argume t of Horton and Wohl in their stimulating
article on "Mass Communication and Para-social Interaftion."17 They point out
,that the mass media, particularly TV, can provide compensatory social relation-
ships for the socially isolated, the socially inept; the timid, or the aged: -'
Many mass media personalities and their directors are quite aware of this
compensatory relationship and intentionally play the "persona" for the isolated.
"Most characteristic is the attempt of the persona to duplicate the gestures,
conversational style, and milieu of an informal face-to-face gathering .1118
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This suggests the following hypothesis: respondents who are isolated from
,friendship and kinship networks will rely more extensively upon the mass media
for communication and socio-emotional reasons than those who are not isolated.
Sweetser suggests, on the basis of his research, that this hypothesis holds
up in reverse fashion, i.e., some,of those who watch the TV a lot (for
whatever reason), inevitably have to cut down on visiting friends.19 Such a
position is essentially proposing a variation of the general "lump of socia-
bility" hypothesis: people have so much time for sociability and time spent
in para-social interaction cuts down on time available for social interaction.
Combining friendship and kinship interaction scores to get a general primary
interaction measure, I plotted these new scores against the measure of mass
media interaction (radio, newspaper, TV, and magazines) gleaned from the Rox-
bury area respondents' "yesterday" time budgets. The figures in Table 6:4
do not offer support for the hypothesis. There is no significant tendency for
those who are more isolated from primary social contacts to spend more time
with the mass media. The compensatory theory is not borne out. In fact, those
in the lowest primary contact group also had the largest percentage at the low
mass media contact level (41%). In addition, separate tables for friendship-
mass media, and kinship-mass media were also tabulated. In neither case does
significant association occur. Thus, there is evidence neither for a "lump

of sociability" hypothesis nor for a "Rotarian" hypothesis in regard to this
particular type of primary-tertiary covariation.

For the great majority of the mass media audience, Horton and Wohl have
anphasized, the para-social is complementary to normal social interaction.
"It provides the social milieu in Which the every day assumptions and\under-
standings of uimary group interaction and sociability are demonstrated and
re-affirmed."" A more adequate statement of the situation might be the
reverse.

TABLE 6:4

INFORMAL SOCIAL PARTICIPATION (FRIEND-KIN) BY MASS MEDIA CONTACT
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

Mass
Media

Contact
(One Day)

Informal SoCial Parttesipation (Primary)

Low Medium High Total

Percent N Percent N Percent N Percent

Low .

(0-2 hours) 41!090 (16) 30.0% (12) 26.8% (171) 32.5% (39)

Medium
(23/4-43/4

hours)' '25.6% (10). 37.5 (15) 39.Q (16) 34.2% (41)

(Table 6:4 continued on next page),
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Table 6:4, Informal Social Participation (Friend-Kin) by Mass Media Contact (Cont.)

Percent N -Percent N Perdent N Percent N

High
(4 3/4,-153/4

hours) 33.3%. (13) 32.5 (13) 34.1 (14) 33.37. (40)

a

Total 99.97. (39) 100.0% (40) 99.9% (41) 100.0% (120)

x
2
= 2.61. n.s.

'

That is/ primary groups provide the social milieu within which the majority of
Americans receive the messages of the media. This feet has been testified to
by a few studies. Notable is the finding that Italians in t e West End of
Boston enjoyed the media, but largely within kin-based peer roups which
filtered out whatever was alien to the values of the group.2 Katz and

22Lazarsfeld also testify to this point in their study of personal influence.
The evidence from the Roxbury area study does not, at least, contradict
these contentions about the relationship between primary groups and the mass
media. Table 6:4 indicates that, regardless of the level of primary inte-
gration, approximately/one-third of the subjects spend a quite substantial
amount of time.-- over four and three-quarters hours -- with the mass media.
Another two-thirds at each level of informal integration spend a more moderate
amount of time in contact with the media; and theoverwhelming majority of the
osample spend some time in contact with the various media. ,The question which
is crucial here is the function which the TV, radio, newspaper, or magazine
plays in the liVes of those who are (or are not) social isolates. ,This question
cannot be answered from the Roxbury area data, although further analysis of the
time budget schedules may reveal the social setting(s) in which respondents
had contact with the mass media.

Secondary and Primary Covariation 4
-

So far I have raised several questions abodt primary and tertiary contacts.
What about the relation of secondary'affiliation and primary interaction? Or
secondary association and mass media contact? The first question is one which *
has been intimated by numerous observers and has been'openly asked by a"few
researchers. Axelrod's,important 'study of urban social structure in Detroit ,

indicated that the number of primary contacts were associated positively with,
membership in formal associations. Cumul ag contacts with friends, relatives,
and neighbors for a two-month period he f that those with thirteen or more
such contacts were more likely to hold membership in formal associations than
those with twelve or fewer such contacts.23 Over two-thirds of those in'the,
"13 contacts or more" bracket, as opposed to 44% of those in the "0-4 contacts"
bracket belonged to at least one voluntary association. No breakdown is

.90
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indicated bYextentof formal association, beyond this-yes -no dichotomy, nor
is any evidence presented on the issue of neighboring and associational member-
ship or friendship and membership.

Bell and Boat present some brief 'evidence on this question of friendship and
associational membership; they suggest that attendance at associational meetings
in the area brings men together in inter-personal contacts which can be, primary
in nature. Over 51% of associational members in each of their low- status and
high-status neighborhoods reporte that they had several friends who were also
members of the same asSoeiations.4C4 "Thus-most individuals find the formal
association by np means as impersonal as is often assumed."25 Similarly,
Hay found, for aisample of 138 rural households, that the extent of formal'
association membership correlated +.52 with the number of family friendships.26
Citing evidence from their Lincoln, Nebraska study, Babchuk and Thompson have
presented some of the relatively little available data on the covariation of
social participatioh for black adults. In their sample of 120 adult males and
females a strong positive correlation between associational membership and the
number of intimate friends turned up.27 About 40% of those who held four or
more memberships in associations reported six or more friends, as compared with
17% of those with one to three memberships and 13% of those with zero member-

, ships. All of the foregoing studies therefore support a "Rotarian" hypothesis:
friendship interaction will vary directly with associational activity for both
black and white adults.

Table 6:5 shows the cross-tabulation of associational participation with
levels of friendship interaction for the Roxbury area sample. Theidata corro-
borate.the aforementioned studip of whites. The hypothesis of a positive
correlation between friendship, ogle major type of primary social integration,
and associational, us.activity is borne o. About 58% of'those women with a high
degree of associational participation also had a high level of friendship,
pnteractionf while only one-fifth of those witiClittle or no associational
contact had a high level of friend 'hip contact. The other end of the spectrum
appears as expected: 11% of thae who have high,associational participation
andi43% of those who have low associational participation fall into the lowest
third on the distribution of friendship contact'intensity.

Several rural'studies have turned up evidence that neighboring activity
is positively correlated with participation in voluntary associations.
.

/3

o
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TABLE 6:5

ASSOCIATIONAL PARTICIPATION BY.TRIENDSHIP CONTACT
BOSTON SAMPLE (14.120)

Associational Participation

Friendship
Contact Low Medium High Total

Intensity

Percent 'N Percent N Percent N Percent N

Low 42.5% (17) 40.5% (17) 10.5% ( 4) 31.7% (38)

41
. Medium 37.5% (15) 33.3 (14) 31:6 (12) 34.2% (41)

High 20.07. ( 8) 26.2 .-(11) 57.9 (22) 34.2% (41)

Total 100.0% (40) 100.0% (42) 100.0% (38) 100.174 (120)

2
x = 17.48. p <.01.

For example, in an article entitled "The Behavioral Correlates of Membership
Rural Neighborhoods" Christiansen ,reports that neighboring correlates

positively with extent of participation in a variety of types of rural
associations.28 This points to a "Rotarian'; or cumulative hypothesis, similar
to the one which holds between friendship and associational activities. Table

s. 6:6 indicates the degree of relationship bAtween neighborly interaction and
associational participation for the Boston respondents.rThe evidence Indicates
a curvilinear relationship. It is the case that those with the highest associa-
tion scores have the. largest percentage in the upper third of the neighboring
scores and the smallest percentage in the lower third. This would support
the cumulative hypothesis. However, those with the largest percentage in the
lower third of neighboring score's and the smallest percentage in the upper
third are not the most infrequent associational participators. It is those
at the medium level of associational participatioh who seem to do the least
neighboring,:,whife the least frequent participators fall in between the
medium and high level participators on th pectrum of neighboring.

t
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TABLE 6:6

NEIGHBORING BY'ASSOCIATIONAL PARTICIPATION
BOSTON SAMPLE (N419)

Total
Neighboring

Score
(3-12)"

Associational Participation

Low Medium High Total

Percent N 'Percent N Percent N Percent N

Low

Medium

, High

Total

.40.0%

25.0%

35.0%

(16)

(10')

(14)

48.8%

24.4

26:8

(20)

*(10)

1(11)

23.7%

28.9

47.4

( 9)

(11)

(1E0

37.8%

26.1%

36.1%

(45)

(31).

(43) a

100. (40) 100.0% (41) 100.0% (38) 100.0% (119)

N

x2 = 5.87. n.s.

Secondary-and Tertiary Covariatiov
The cumulative or "Rotarian" hypothesis seems to be supported by the

Roxbury area,data'on friendship interaction and partially by the data,on
neighboring. But what about the relationship between activity in voluntary
associations and para-social participation in the mass media? The compensatory
theory of the function of the s 'media implies that there would'be a nega-
tiveassociation between partici a ion in secondary groups and tertiary
participation; this is another ve on of e "lump of sociability" hypothesis..
Queen found this to be.the case, in his stu44 these two measures of social
participationwere negatiVely correlated.29
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TABLE 6:7

ASSOcIATIONAL PARTICIATION BY MASS MEDIA CONTACT
BO ste0 SAMPLE (N =120)

Associational Participation

Mass Media
Contact Low Medium High 'Total
(One Day)

,

Percent N Percent N Percent N

Low 32.5% (13)

Medium 22.5% ( 9)

High 45.0% (18)

Total 100.0% -(40)

35.77° (15)

26.2 11(11)

38.1 (16)

28.9°h (11)

1)

15.8 ( 6)

100.0% (42) 100.070 (38)

.

Percent N
4

32.57. (39)

34.27 (41)"

33.37° (40)

100.07° (120)

x
2 = 13.0. p<.02.

Although no research has ygt been reported for a black sample, there
seems to be little reason not to expect some negative association between
the two for the Roxbury area sample, Observing the data, one readily sees ;

that the relationshiR,is'a compAek one. It is true that there is some evidence
for the "lump of sociability" hypothesis. The high associational contact '

group does have the smallest percentage.of the three associational groups
falling into this high level, while the lowest associational group has a full
4570'of its members falling into this high mass media bracket. This suggests
that for some of the isolates from voluntary association activity the TV set,
tire radio, and/or the newspaper may be' fulfilling a para-social function.

HOWever, those in the highest associational groUp also have the smallest
pekceptage falling at the "little or no" mass media contact level; and compared
to le other ,associational groups. they have the largest percentage falling into
the'medium level of mass media contaet. It seems that these respoftdents are
more tikely.to watch TV or have contact with the mass media than the other
msociapional levels, but are the least likely, to spend a lot of time with
the media. This suggests that there is some negative-association between media
contact and associational activit , particularly when a minimal level of
contact is surpassed. 4 also le ds support to the view, mentioned earlier,
that the media are important in t e lives of most normal people,'operating
in a complementary fashion and w a.cOncrete social milieu.
V

1
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Conclusion

In this relatively complex chapter I have analyzed certain hypotheses
which have come up in regard to the relationship betty n Atm several types of
social participation. These hypotheses have arisen n earlier discussions,
hereand elsewhere, of inditii4ual variables; and it Seemed appropriate to
combine they systematically chapter. Having summary measures from

fln11>at.
each of the three areas of p tic ion on' the same respondents, white or
black, is a rarity in the literature, ExaMination of these relationships for
the blank sample in Boston!s ghetto has revealed sane interesting types of
cOvariation and has shed, some light on the social integration of these
respondents. In summary: ,

1. Some-evidence for each of the-following "Rotarian" hypotheses
(suggested. in the literature) Ls provided by the data on the oston
Sample:
a) Friendship contact will correlate positively with neighborin:

.,b)., Frienship contact will correlate positively with associational
participation.

c) Associational participation will vary directly with Neighboring
(partially upported).

2. The following qump of sociability" hypotheses .(suggested by the
literature) are generalAy not supported by the Boston findings:
a) Informal interaction will correlate negatively with mass media

Contact.
b) Friendship contact will correlate negatively with kin contact.,/

3: Evidence from the Bostoh data is Provided for two qualified "lump
of sociability" hypotheses (suggested by the literature):

Associational participation will vary inversely with mass media.,
contact, once a .certain threshold level. of Media contact is
exceeded.

b) Mean in-tens ty of friendship contact will correlate negatively
with the number of friends a respondent has; once a certain
threshold of interaction is surpassed.

;.The substantiZEed hypOtheses in'section one and the unsubstantiated
'hypotheses in sections two argue against the general "lump,of,sociabi ty"
point of view, the view that respondents who participate a ively i one
area are forced to cut back on. their activities in ano' er area least
this is not the case far these black women in-ielativel lar e low-income
and law-middle-income families. In general, there 1.9 some tendency for those
who are more'aCtive in voluntary' associations to maintain more active frien'
ship and neighboring links; and it.also seems t9be the case that those who
maintain very active friendship and neighboringf ties are just as likely as .

others to haye,.,4 certain minimal level of'contact with the mass media and to
-maintain ties with their relatives. Those women who are not as active in .

associations tend to participate somewhat ,lbss widely in'friendship.and neighbOr-
ing behavior, and'at the lowestleverof associational contact,-to have
greater than average contact with the mass media. The.partial confirmation of
,hypothesis 3 -b indicates 'that they may make up for this relative lack of
extensive intormal Contacts by somewhat more intensive.interaction with the
friends and kin they do have
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?Roxbury area data. Those with a low el of friendship contact were just as
One further point is in order. Hypothesis 2-b is not supported by the

likely as those with a high level of g/endship contact to sustain'regular

interaction with their kin. This agrees with the general picture of non-

isolation presented in Chapter III. Either kin or friends or both are imports
links into the social fabric of the city; and 97% of the respondents are

. integrated through these ties, either singly or in combinatiod.

4
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CHAPTER VII

INCOME, STATUS, AND SOCIAL PARTICIPATION

As indicated'in Chapter II, the general sample upon which this analysis has
so far been based comprises three different housing and two different income
groups. It 'includes a low- income sample from publ4c housing and two similar sam-
ples from the private market (movers and non-,movers), a middle-income sample from
22114)3 housing in the Roxbury urban renewal area2'and a sample of low-income
rent supplementation fairriliev also living in the same 221 (d)3 housing.l This
chapter and the one following will examine'differences in social participation
among these samples, as well as analyze the effectsof the move on each of the
four mobility samples. This chapter will focus specifically upon the social in-
tegration of these black families as it is influenced by their somewhat differing
socioeconomic status.

"Poverty" is an ambiguous term; different researchers and policy makers use
different definitions. Of particular importance is the breaking point on the in-
come scale which one chooses. The Lampman report, a study' paper of the Joint
Economic Committee of Congress, uses a poverty line of $2,500 (for a family of
four).2 Keyserling and others have used a $4,000 level, sometimes relating this

0 to a family of four and sometimes not specifying family size.3

TABLE

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICSON LOW- INCOME AND MIDDLErINCOME ADULT FEMALESa.
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

Low-Income
,Group

Middle-Income
Group

V 1

1. Number 91 29
v

2. Mean income $3900 $5300
3. Mean age of wife 33 33
4. Mgan number of children . 4.7 4.0
5.' Percentage of female-headed

faMilies ' 50% 59%
6. Percentage on welfare 33% 7%
7. Mean education . .

Husband 9.7' 11.2
Wife . 10.3 Ir.'

8. Percentage of husbands in blue- )
collar positions 947 80%

Table 7:1 Continued on next page
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TABLE 7:1 CONTINUED

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS ON LOW -INCOME AND MIDDLE- INCOME ADULT FEMALES
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)".

Low-Income Middle-Income
Group Group'

9. Percentage of,wives considering
themselves ,'

Lower class 20% 4%,
Working class 53% 78%

aWith one exception the data in this table are taken from the "after-move"
interviews; income figures are from administrative records. Since we were un-
able to get_income figures on six of the low-income respondents, the figure
given is based on an.N of 85.

ti

Whatever the defintion of poverty, the families in. four of the Roxbury area sub-
samples are definitely at the lower end of the economic spectrum. For the pri-
vate movers and the rent supplementation sample the mean incomes are approximate-
ly $4,500 and $4,100; the other two low-income samples, Private non-movers and
public housing, have:mean incomes of'$4,000 and $3,100. The mean income, for the
four combined, samples is $3,900 per family; and the mean number of children per
family is 4.1. In subsequent comparisons these subsamples combined will be con-
sidered as one large-family, low-income saMple representing threOlifferent hous-
ing groups in the Boston Negro community. If -the$4,000 for a fAM117 of four
guideline is used, these families are well down into, the Povqty,JeVel.

Composed of twenty -nine economically better-off familie4;,die non-subsidized
tenants in the "middle-income" 221(d)3 projects will be '4Was a middle-in-
coMe comparison group. Their mean income was substantially- higher than for the
low-income grOup. Yet it is lower than the national-averaik( for all families.4
The exact figure, rounded to hundred's as in all the above, igures, is $5,300.

Their mean family size, mean age of housewifF,'ant/Percentage of female-
headed families are roughly the same as for the ,low - income group', since the sev-
eral housing groups were originally matched on ,those variables, Thin :;:they are

a group of low-middle-income to middle-income famine& of,*latively:large size.
Source of income is also an important variable; almost aabf the middle-income
families, 93% of them, are not receiving any publiCajd. Most do not receive
aid, often considered non-respectable in the higher-status segments of the black
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community, from the federal and state welfare programs. One-third of the low-
income families aie at leatt partially dependent on public aid. f

The two groups'lliffer in regard to the education. received by both husbands
and wives. The lower-income housewives average arly one grade lower in educa-
tional attainment than the middle-income roup. e mean educational attainment
for low-income wives is 10.3, while for middle-income respondents it is ILI.
For, husbands the difference isa bit more, The mean educational attainment for
middle-income husbands is 11.2, while for the low- income groups it is 1.5 grades'
less. One-fifth of the low-income wives reported that their husbands did not
finish the eight grade; none of the middle.Iincome husbadds had less than an
eighth srade education.

.

*In addition to income and education, it is impoitant to examine occupational
differences between the two income groups. Unfortunately, no data on spouse's
occupation are available 'or some of the female - based' families; data on husband's
occupation were secured from only 71 of the 120 familie. One-fifth of the low-
income husbands ate employed in service or unskilled labor jobs, as compared with
one-seventh of the middle-income sathple. One-fifth of the middle-income husbands
are employed in white-collar job"s, compared With 67 of those in the low-income
sample. While none of the middle-incode males are currently unemployed, ond-
seventh of the low- income. husbands are out of work. However, the bulk (60-677)
of both samples ace currently employed in stable blue-Collar positiOns, as .

craftsmen, foremen, or operatives.-

The law-income sample is,composed of a larger number of, poor families who.
face irregular econimic circumstances. Although the employed husbands in both
samples are predominantly blue-collar by occupatiodaf status; the middle-income
families haVe somewhat higher and more stable incomes. This is becAise of their
better paid blue-collar jobs and their wives, many of whom are employed part -
time.

In regard tp working wives theAmiddle-income sample has larger number em-
ployed

,.

than the low-income group. Only'ten of the ninety-one low-income wives,
as compared with sixteen of the twenty-nine middle-incOme wives, are 'currently
qmpToyed. Undoubtedly, the fact that 55% of the middle-incoine wives are in the
Tabor force accounts in part for their higher family incomes. Their ability to
save, usually considered a characteristic of the ml.ddle classes, is illustrated
by responses to the following question: "Are you saving any money right now?"
This was followed by'a question asking for what they were saving. Twenty-six of
the 120,black wives indicated that they are saving for a house, their children's
education, or emergencies. Of"these twenty-six thirteen are in the non-subsidized
middle-incode housing group. About 18% of the law-income sample are saving
'for the future, as compared with 457. of the middle-income sample. Doubtless, this
is a function of their higher incomes. Moreover, these law-middle-income women
consider themselves to be working class. On a self-placement question 827 bf
these women placed themselves as lower class or working class, as compared with
74% of the low- income wives. Thus, the two subsamples are similar in terms of
occupational level. however, the middle-income group is largely composed of
the higher-status members of the working clas§ Their husbands occupations are
of somewhat higher status, although generally lue-collar; their.incomes are
higher'and more stable, probably because more wives are working -; their education
is somewhat greater; and their orientation to the 'ure seems more optimistic. $
In addition, they are residing in better housing ttn the low-income subsample,
taken as a whole, since all of them live in a 221(d)3 project-type development
deigned for moderate-income families.
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Some Comparisons,.' It is the intent of this chapter to examine variation in
primary, secondary, and tertiary participation.by statuS;-this will be accom-
plishedipy comparing the low- income group with the middle-income group in the
Boston , .

'What do we know about status differences in primary group interaction,
such as friendship, neighboring, and kinship contact? The Available data, on
status differen4es in the extent of friendship are almpst.exclusively based
on whites and involve a variety of definitions of states. Hay found for a rural
sample that friendship participation correlated positively with socioeconomic
status: higher-status families congregated with friends more often.5 This
finding has, been replicated by the Lynds,in Middletown, by Williams for Routh
Carolina housewives, by Axelrod for his urban Detroit sample, and by Belrand
Boat for a San Francisco sampl,e.0 In all cases the higher status groups had
somewhat more contact with 'friends or more friends on the average than lower
status groups. Dotson's finding That 40% of his workingyclass families had no
intimate friends (outside of relatives) fits well with ..these findings, as do
the Suggestions of Mogey, Berger, and Willmott that most of their
working -class families had few social contacts outside of kin ties.7
Only one study seems to contradict these findings. Reiss' careful time budget
'*.anaiysis revealed that high-status urban men had slightly less frienship
contact, measured in terms of per diem minutes spent with "close intimate"
aad."good" friends, than did lowet-status urban men.8.

Few studies have carefully examined internal differences within the lower
or working class. Axelrod's three Rawest status levels, and the percentage
of respondents at eaclit level seeing friends (excluding co-workers) at least a

. few times a month, can be paralleled with the findings of Williams in South
Carolina.9 These data suggest that the positive correlation between socioeconomic
status and friendship, contact holds up to some extent even for the three lowest
status levels in a set of six status levels. Unfortunately, no data seem to
be available for black respondents. Yet it does seem plausible, on the basis of
the general picture presented by these studies of whites, to posit the
following: lower-income (or lower-blue-collar) blacks will have less contact

with friends than middle-income (or upper-blue-collar) blacks.
The,tabulations in Table 7:2 suggest that this is the case for the

Roxbury area sample. Over six-tenths of the middle-income respondents had a
high level of,contact with friends as compared with one-quarter of the low-
income respondents. Only 14% of the middle-income wives fall into the lowest
level of friendship contact, while 37% of the low-income respondents are quite
law in terms o friendship interaction. In addition the amount of phone contact

with friends d the extent of friend help inmoving correlates positively with
economic statu . Thus, integration into city life by means of friendship is,

to some degree more substantial for the somewhat higher-status respondents in
the Boston sam le. Friends are seen somwhat more often, called somewhat

more often, an depended upon for help a bit more often.
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TABLE 7:2

FRIENDSHIP CONTACT1BY STATUS
BOSTON SAMPLE' (N=120)

ft

Loth- Income Group Middle-Inpme Group/ Total
Contact With

Friends

r

4

Percent N Percent N Percent N

Low .37.4% (34) 13.8% ( 4) 31.7% (38)

Mgdium 37.4% (34) 24.1 ( .7) 34.2% (41)

High 25.3% "(23) 62.1 (18) 34.2% (41)

100.1% (91) 100.07. (29) 100.1%. (120)
Total

x2 = 13.40% p <.01.

Since friendship interaction has been found to go hand-in-hand with
neighboring, one might well predict that the higher-status wives would neighborthe most. The hypothesis is warranted on the basis of some previous data.
The aforementioned San Juan study, which included a number of non-white
families, found that higher-status families were Aubstantially more intimate
with their neighbors than lower-status familie.1' Tilly found that white-
collar respondents, native or recent migrants, neighbored more than blue-collar
respondents.11 Likewise, the research of Fava, Whyte, and Smith, Form and
Stone also suggests that neighboring should be widespread for higher-status
respondents.14

However, others have reported divergent findings. Cohen and Hodges
report that the lower -lower -class subjects made more visits for borrowing and ex-.
change to their neighbors than did members of the upper-lower class and the
lower middle class.° In his Detroit study Axelrod found that the lowest
status group neighbored more than some higher status groups, but substantially
less than the status group just above it; and Bell and Boat found that res-
pondents from a large-family, low-economic-status area actually got together
with their neighbors significantly more ten than did respondents from a
large - family, high economic-status area. Such conflicting findings suggest
that neighboring is not a unified phenomenon. Cohen and Hodges' findings
propose a possible explanation. They found that lower-status respondents made
more visits to their neighbors for borrowing than did higher-status respondents,
but, fewer visits for "pure" socializing; that is, they did less entertaining and
had fewer parties than did higher-status families.1

The data in Table 7:3 indicate that the higher-status Roxbury area
respondents do neighbor somewhat more than the rest, although the relationship
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is not statistically significant.

91

TABLE 7:3

NEIGHBORING BY STATUS
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=119)a,

Low-Indome Group Middle-Income Group Total

Neighboring
Percent, N

' Percent N Percent

Low -

Medivm

High ,

40.07.

27:87.'

32.27.

(36)

(25)

(29)

31;07.

20.7

48.3

( 9)

( 6)

(141

37.87.

26.1%

36.17.

(45)

(31)

."(43)

Total 100.07. (90) 100.9% (29) 100.0% (119)

x2= 2.45 n.e.

aAn N in this table (or elsewhere) not equal to 120 indicates that
respondents were omitted because of incomplete answers to the question(s)
at issue.

About 487. of the low-middle-income group had a high level of neighboring as
compared with one-third of the low-income group. Correspondingly, .31% of the
low - middle- income group and 40% of the low-income group-fell in the lowest

.third of neighboring scale scores. To some extent these findings suggest
that -- even for ghetto residents -- neighboring is more extensive for the
higher-status members of the blue - collar class. It should be kept in mind

' that all of the low-middle-income sample are now living in 221(d)3 housing,
a physical, setting which may encourage neighboring. Only about two-thirds of
the low-income families are currently residing in a comparable project or
quasi-project milieu; ,

A third type ofprimary integration into urban social life is through
kinship networks. The evidence on status differences in kin contact is
-aonflicding. Several studies have found greater contact for blue-collar,
versus white-collar, respondents. Blue-collar respondents in Wilmington,
Delware reported more contiguous kin and more frequent kin contactthan
white-collar respondentS.16 Moreover, blue-collar respondents were more
likely to have migrated exclusively under the auspices of kin than white-
collar respondents.17 Certainly one gets an impression of a kin-dominated
working class society in the various case studies, including those of Willmott,
Youpg, Mogey and Berger.18 In addition to Tilly's study, cited above, the
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detailed findings of Reiss give some support to such status differences in kin
contact.19 A caution is, however, in order. j.,itwak's several articles have
demonttrated that the extended family is still important even for the more mo-
bile members of the middle class.20 In one study he reports that extended
family orientation'increases as one moves up the status scale, although he
does not have evidence indicating a concomitant increase in kin contact.- Other
researchers have found kin contact to be quite similar at almost all status
levels. Axelrod found that, except for one `of his middle classes which was
somewhat more kin-oriented, about 607. of each status level associated with rela-
tives at least a few times a month.21 Based on a survey of social areas in

' San Francisco, Bell and Boat found that the intensity of interaction with rela-
tives was roughly the same for respondents in a high familism, low economic
area and in a high familism, high economic area.22 For these several white
samples the data indicate no consistent pattern; and no data appear to be
available on black families.

What was the finding for the sample of black Bostonians. 'Table 7:4 pre-
sents the evidence. A somewhat greater proportion of the low-middle-income
group than of the low-income group fall at the highest level of kin contact.
About 41% of the higher-status housewives had a high intensity of kin contact,
while 31% of the,lower-status group had a high level of contact. Approximate-
ly 247° of the higher-status respondents fell into the lower third of intensity
scores; 157. more of the lower- status respondents fell into this lower level of.
kin contact. It can be seen, however, that the relationship between status and
kin contact is rather weak. An overall impression of differences between the
higher-status group and the lower-status group is seined from looking at the
three types of primary interaction. In all three imary areas the higher-
status group seems to be a little more active in fhe\social life_ of the black
ghetto community. Especially in the area of friendshipdo they appear to have
an advantage. In the case of kinship and neighboring the postive relationship
between status and contact is rather weak. Yet this conclusion shouldno t be
misconstrued, for'most of the low-income respondents fell at moderate ta high
levels of social interaction.

TABLE 7:4

KINSHIP CONTACT'BY STATUS
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

Kin Contact

Law-Income Group Middle-IncoMe Group- Total

Percent N Percent N Percent

Low. 39.6% (36) 24.1%5 ( 7) 35.8% (43)

Medium 29.77. (27) 34.57. (10) C10.8% (37)

High 30.8% (28) 41.4% (12) 33.3% (40)

Total 100.1% (91) 100.0% (29) 99.9% (l20)

1,2=2.37. n.s.
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Does this advantage for the'low-middle-income respondents extend to(,the
sphere of secondary associations? In an analysis of the NORC poll data for
urban areas Hausknecht found that voluntary association membership varied di-
rectly with socioeconomic indices.23 Using three major status variables, in-
come, occupation, and education, he found that -the better paid and better ed-
ucated respondents tended to belong to moresecondary organizations than their
less well-off counterparts. Professionals and skilled workers belonged to

=More org izations than semi-skilled and unskilled workers. .

TMany other such as Zimmer, Axelrod, Chapin, Hay, Scott; and
Tilly have also discovered a positive correlation between association member-
ship and socioeconomic status.24 Focussing specifilct4ly on a blue-collar sample,
Cohen and Hodges found a substantial difference in associational participation
(including churches and unions) between a lower-blue-collar group and
an upper-blue-collar group, the latter being far more assOciationally ante -

. grated than the former.25 They argue that the lower status group lacks the
skills and resources for extensive associational activity. The data analyzed
by Hamilton reveal a similar difference in associational part0ipation between
the higher and lower status members of the blue-collar class. Although he
discovered a differential in favor of the upper-blue-collar class, he found
that this sub-class was closer to the lower-blue-collar class in association
participation than to a white-collar comparison group.

Again, little systematic information is available for black communities.
A study qE a Lincoln, Nebraska community found that home-owning blacks partici-
pate more actively in secondary associations than those who are renters; other
status variations were not explored.27 One does get the impr.ession from cer-
tain case studies, such as Black Metropolis and Blackways of Kent, that higher-
status families are more active in secondary associations than lower-status
ones.28 However, this Impression is fogged by the accompanying reports of ex-
tensive religious participation, albeit sect participation, of the lower
classes. t

TheBoston data seem to confirm, to some extent, the previous findings on
whites, as well as the. data of Babchuk, Drake, and Lewis on black respondents
(Table 7:5). About 48% of the higher status group had a high level of organi-
zational participation; about one-quarter of the lower status. group had a cor-
respondingly high level of association. Likewise, the lower-income group had
a substantially greater percentage (37.47) than the higher-income group f all -

ing at the lowest participation level. Even for this black sample it seems
clear that the economically better-off respondents tend to be better integrated.
into the local urban subcommunity through secondary or associational ties than
their lmilincome counterparts. Cohen and Hodges' explanation of this differen-
tiation seems plausible for this Boston sample. They argue that people join
organizations (1) because they have a stake in its goals and 42) because
of social relationships.29 Since the goals of most community and city-wide
organizations are oriented to the status levels above the poverty line, it is
reasonable to expect low-income respondents to avoid such organizations, with
the exception of churches. It is also important to consider the possibility
that the low- middle- income respondents may have more time for such putsuits.

io6
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TABLE 7:5

ORGANIZATIONAL PARTICIPATION BY STATUS
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

Organizational
Participation

Low-Income Group Middle-Income Group Total

Percent N Percent N Percent

Low 37.4% .(34) 20.7% ( 6) 33.3% (40)

Hugh 36.3 (33) 31.0 ( 9) 35.0 (42)

Medium 26.4 ,(24) 48.3 (14) 31.7 (3a)

Total 100.1% (91) 100.0% (29) 100.0% (120)

x2 = 5.34. p <AO.

Should one also expect status differences in the area of tertiary partici tion?
The lack of previous data makes predictions difficult. Using the measure of
activities described in an earlier chapter, Roxbury area interviewersluizzed
each respondent on the frequency of her trips into the local community as well
as into downtown and the greater Boston area. It should be remembered that 80%
to 90% of the whole sample had never done any of the activities listed except
"going riding around in the car for pleasure" and "gone downtown to a movie."
The two status groups are quite similar on all activities except for going
downtown to a movie and for attendance at a civil rights meeting. Although,
only 24% of the total sample, the middle - income respondents were about 37%
of those who had gone downtown to a movie or to a civil rights meeting '

in the last two months. Their likelihood of venturing out to a downtown
movie is greater probably because they are more likely to have the requ4ite
financial resources. This figure on movie-going and civil rights meeting
attendance jibes with the small difference in,favor of the higher status group
found in regard to associational activity. Comparisons of the two groups on
the number of and destination of shopping, business, and medical trips, revealed
no surprises. Comparing the percent who made no trips, the percentage differences
were 10% or less in all cases, favoring the low-income group in regard to shopping
trips. With regard to the geographical range of shopping the two groups are

,

similar in their dependence on the ghetto area.
1

Newspaper reading has been found to vary directly with status measured
.

in terms of education. Bogart reports several studies hich indicate that
newspaper reading is greatest for those with a college X ducation and goes
down as education decreases: 53% of grade school graduates were found to read
a newspaper daily,As compared with 657 of'high school graduates and 77% of
college graduates." An occupational breakdown did not turn up any significant

1
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differences between semi-skilled, skilled, or professional workers in the,
extent of newspaper readership; the unskilled were only a little less likely

to read a newspaper on an average weekday.

TABLE 7:6

BOSTON PAPER READERSHIP BY STATUS,
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=119)

A

Frequency' of

Newspaper
Reading

'LoW-Income Group Middle-Income Group Total].

Percent N Percent N Percent

Less than
daily 37.8% (34) 27.6% ( 8) 35.37. (42)

Daily 62.2 (56) 72.4 (21) 64.7 (77)'

Total 100.0% (90) 100.0% (29) 100.0% (1193°

x2 = .998. n.s.

The data for the Boston sample reveal that the middle-income respondents are
'a bit more likely to read a metropolitan paper daily than their lower-income
counterparts, although the overwhelming majority of both groups are daily

readers. About 727. of the higher status group and 62% of the lower status

group read one of the Boston papers daily. This agrees with the minor

difference in,readerShip which Bogart reports. With regard to local community

newspapers Janowitz iworted that 847. of his Chicago respondents were readers

of their local paper. Bogart reports a study showing that grade and high
school, graduates are much more interested in city news than in international

news as contrasted with the more internationalist minded college graduates.32

Consideration4of this finding and the fact that the Roxbury area respondents

have a mean level of education of 10.Po 11.1 suggests that both status

;groups, if-blacks parallel whites, should havpia large number of local news-

paper fans. The findings tab lated in Table 7:7 do not support this expecta-

tion. The majority of both s samples do not regularly read either of the 10;p1

papers.- The di-Her ces betw en the two sbci6economic groups are not strikk6g;

and they actually w 4uld offer adittle s pport to the hypothesis that middle-

income, families are more interested in r news than their low-income

counterparts.
As noted in an earlier chapter,.the importantce of television viewing

-and radio listening fbr Americans -- at least white Americans -- has bedn

documented in severalistudies. With regard to status differences in mass

medikcontac Bogart xeports s ata indicating that operatives and laborers

A
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tend to report higher leve4s of exposure to television than other occupational
gloups.'P Clarke ,ind,Komarovsky report that. lower- status (or blue-collar)
respondents prefer TV witching to other forms of leiSure.34 In the afore-
mentioned,study of Bottan whites, Sweetser found that his white-collar
respondents spent an average of 2,.16 hours a weekday watching TV and his
blue-collar'respondents had a weekday average of 2.52 hours.35

TABLE 717

ROXBURY PAPER READERSHIP BY STATUS
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=119)

Frequency of
Newspaper
'Reading

Low-Income Group
,

Middle-Income Group
......

-

Total

Percent N Percent N
, I

,Percent ' N,

Not at all

Occasionally

'Weekly

Total

40.0%

35.6

24.4

(36)

(32)

(22)

34.5%

34.5

'31.0

(10)

(10)

( 9)

38.77

. 35.3

,26".0

(46)

(42)

(31)

100.0% (90) 100.07 (29)' 100:07 , (119)

x2 = .546. n.s.

I

These findings certainly suggegt that d blue-collar sample would spend more
time before the television set than white-collar families. However, only
one study seems to have examined internal variations within the lower
-- and working -- classes. Using the ISC index, White found that females
in the upper lower class spent 9mewhat more time watching television
than lower-lower-class females. t°

The following hypothesis would follow,
from this: the higher-status blue-collar group'in the general Roxbury
area sample should be more oriented to the TV than their lower-,status
counterparts. FOr the type of status division used in analysing the
Roxbury area.findings there is no support for this hypothesis (Table 7:8).

109
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TABLE7:8

TV WATCHING BY STATUS
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

Time Spent'
.Watching TV ,

*Low-Income Group Middle-Income Group Total

Percent N Percent N Percent

Low 410

(0-13/4 hours) 33.0% (30) 34.5%' (10) 33:3% (40)

Medium
)9.2(1k-3k hours) 29.7 (27) 27.6 ( 8) (35)

High
(3k hours or
more) 37.4 (34) 37.9 (11) 7..5 (45)

Total 100.1% (91) 100.0% (29) ;100.0% (120)

2
x - .05: n.s.

The distributions for.the two incdme groups are virtually identical:
When the amount of time allocated in the time budget question to all

types of mass media Contact (TV, radio, newspaper, magazines) is computed,
small' differences between the two groups do appear. Table 7:9 indicates that
low-income respondents are more likely than middle-income respondents to
maintain a high level of media contact. 'About 36% of the low-income group
sustained a high level of contact with the radio and TV; white less\than a
warter of the middle-income wives reported contact of a comparable,level.
however, the middle-income wives also had the smallest percentage in the
''lows- contact third. The obvious reason for this is that nearly half>of them
'fell into the middle range, from two and one-quarter hours to four and one-

. ,half hours, of TV and radio contact. The overall differentes appear to be
accounted for by the greater amount of radio listening of the lower-blue-
collar housewives.
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TABLE' 7:9

OA :

. -MASS MEDIA CONTACT-BY STATUS
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

Mass Media
Contact

Low-lIncome Group Middle-Income Group Total\

Percent N Percent N Percent

Love

(0;2-hours), 34.1 (31) 27.6% ( 8) 32.57.
. (39)

Medium
(23/4-4k hours) 29.7 (27) 48.3 ,(14) .34.2 (41)

High
(4-15k hours) 36.3 (33) ( 7) .33.3 (40

-,
Total. 100.1% (91). 100.0% (29) 100.0% , (120),

x2 = 3.48. n.s.

-Conclusion

The status differential between the low-income group, bomposfd of families
in public, private, and Z21(d)3 housing, and the low-middle-income group,'
composed only of families in 221(d)3 housing, seems to be primarily one of
income. Each of the subsamples is predominantly blue-collar, both in terms
of husbands' occupation and subjective class, placement. -

Participation differences have previously been found between lower-blue-
r

collar respondents and upper-blue-collar respondents, usually favoring the
latter. On the whole, the data on the Boston sample suggest, paralleling
most of these studies, that upper-blue-collar respOndents are somewhat better
integrated into the urban social fabric than the lower -blue- collar respondents.
A summary`o.(th4 data indicating the direction of difference substantiates this
point. However, it should be noted that only one of the chi-squares for the
differentials was significant at the .05 level. In the area of primary contacts
the low- piddle-income groups is, to some degree, _better integrated than the
low-income subjects, whither the.comparison be neighboring,friendship contact,

0 or lcjn contacts Likewise they are better' integrated in terms of the extent
of their participation in voluntary associations. Even in the area of
tertiary partikipation the.middle-income'group has somewhat greater contact
with the metropolitan arid local newspapers, and about th' same degree of
contact with the TV.

However, the differences are not very great; and the low-income group
did make a few mare trips into the city and have somewhat greater contact

4
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with all the mass, media taken together than did the middle-income respondents.
Thus one must not press these small differentials very hard': More evidence
is needed. Thus Table 7:10 gives some confirmation of,the expectations,
suggested by previous studies, of status differences in sotial participation.
Additional variation in participation will be examined in the next chapter;
there the focus 4111 be on the effects of a short-range move.

TABLE 7:10

SUMMARY OF DATA TABLES
BOSTON SAMPLE (N=120)

Number of Times

Direction of Difference
Ptimary
Contact

Secopdary
,Contact

Tertia y
Conta t

A

Middle-income group
Somewhat better integrated
than low-income group

Low-income group
-...

Somewhat better integrated
than middle-income group

Neither better integrated than
the others'

.3

0

0

1

.

0

. 0

t

2

1

1

4

4
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CHAPTER, VIII

MOBILITY AND SOCIAL PARTICIPATION

Short-range geographical mobility has generally been neglected by students
of migration; the predominant concern has been with inter-country or rural-urbah
migration. In addition, few studies dealing with intra-urban mobility have
been longitudinal, examining the effects of a move with "before" and "after"
interviews. Housing researchers have conducted longitudinal investigations
of intra-urban moves, but even they have not examined the effect of the move
p se, as distinguished from the effect of the housing environment.

What is the general view of the effects of intra-city migration on the
social ties of urban families? Two basic questions seem to be suggested
by available data: one view is that geographical mobility is essentially a
process characterized by social disorder and disorganization, severance of
important interpersonal ties, and grief. This has been the view presented
by,several studies done in Lagop, Nigeria, Oxford, England, and London, England.
The net effect of changing neighborhoods was a general decline in inter-
personal contacts. Marris' study of housing estate families who moved out
of central"Lagos revealed a low degree of contact with relatives compared
to families still in the central area) Willmott and Young investigated a
housing estate in East London and found a similar phenomenon id regard not
only to relatives_ but also to other social eontacts.2 Mogey's data on Oxford
(England) housing estate families also support this same argument for the
disruptive effects of ngighborhood change, at least in regard to the severance
of ties with relatives. But he did find more extensive friendship activity
in the estate than in his comparable central city sample. Some published
data are also available on American respondents. Fried's study of Italian- .

Americansdisplaced by urban renewal from Boston's West End revealed that
many were overcome with grief as a result of the disruptive effects of a move
out of an area charact,eized by intimate social, ties.4 Fried implies that such
an involuntary move meant, for the average respondent, a net loss of inter-
personal interaction, It least in the short run.

By contrast, mobility has been seen by others as basically an orderly
process in which centripetal social forces predominate. For example, residen-
tial mobility is viewed by Gans, at least the voluntary move of an middle - class,
family, as an orderly process foreseen and specifically chosen by the family.5,/ .

Gans argues that middle-class movers to suburbs are usually looking for and
generally find increased sociability. Thus, changing neighborhoods is not,

only not disruptive but pften means a net gain in interpersonal contacts.
Similarly, research on public housing (working-class) families in Baltimore
and Minneapolis found that a move from a deteriorated neighborhood to a etter

quality housing environment.stimulated an increase in sociability as me sured
by questions on neighboring patterns and associational ties.6
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None of the aforementioned studies differentiates between the short -term
and the long-term effects of short-tange residential mobility. It max be
that the disruptive effects of intra-urban mobility are initial and that
most families reestablish social ties in a relatively short time in the
new environment. If they move into a substantially improved socio-physical
environment they may even surpass their previous level of social interaction.
The basic model might be as follows:. Mobility is a two-step process which
involves traversing physical distance and breaking or temporarily severing
current social ties. The short-term impac't of the move may be to sever (or
at least to stretch) established social ties. Depending on the type of
tie and the distance moved, the first few weeks after the move will generally
show a net decrease in social interaction. .In the same first few weeks new
social ties also begin to form, and the long-term effect of the new housing
environment is either a regaining of the previous level of social interaction
or a net increase in social interaction if the new housing environment is
one which promotes interaction. Such a model combines insights from the
two general views ofmobility and partially reduces the apparent conflict
between them.

The Boston Samples

In earlier chapters I have focussed upon the social participation patterns
of the sample of black Bostonians, paralleling their profile with that of
other samples on which comparable research has been done. An original
purpose of study was an interest in the effects which geographical mobility
would have upon these links into urban social, life. As noted in Chapter II,
the overall Roxbury area sample actually includes four groups of movers,
families who moved generally within the ghetto area of Boston. Although
the original matched set design had to be given up, the four samples are
roughly matched in regard to race, age of wife, number of children, family
type, and income (except for the low- middle- income group). The initial pools
were not large enough to pick thirty-five matched sets of four; and some of
those originally in the successfully matched sets die not move. These factors
affect the overall matching, although the sample afe still roughly similar
as can be seen in Table 8:1. There are three significant differences which
should be noted. Although all four samples are composed of large families,
the rent supplementation sample has the largest mean number of children;
and the public housing sample is different'in two respects. It has fewer
male-headed families and a lower mean income. Of course, the middle- ,

income sample does havd the highest mean income, as expected. All of
these famijieewere administered an "after-move" questionnaire which in-

' ciluded a proad range of social participation questions; but the "before-
maven interview incl'ided fewer participation items. However, ktleast one
index in each of the general areas of primary, secondary, and tertiary
participation is available from both interviews and will be usel in the
following analysis.

Before looking at the data on social participation, it is necessary
to examine three preliminary questions which bear upon the social inte-
gration of families on the/move: (1) How far were the moves? (2) Were
the moves involuntary? (3) Is the new housing environment really an
improved one?
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2 TABLE 8:1

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS ON FOUR MOBILITY SAMPLES
'(N=104)

Age of Number Percentage
Number,, ,Wife of Income Male-headed

(Mean) Children (Mean) Families
(Mean)

Private housing
sample 16 32 3.9 $4500 50%

Public housing
.

sample 24 30 3:.8, $3100 38%
Rent supplementation
, sample ., 35 30 5.6 $4100 59%
Middle-income sample 29 33 4.7 $5300 "' 60%

How far were the moves? Table 8:2 indicates the distances moved by
respondents in each of the four Roxbury area housing samples. On the average,
the rent supplementation sample, all of whom were forced to move because of
urban renewal, moved the shortest distance: approximately_sil city blocks.

TABLE. 8:2

MEAN DISTANCE MOVED'
BOSTON SAMPLES

Number Mean (in Miles)

Rent supplementation sample
Middle-income sample
Public housing sample
Private housing sample .

All samples

',.i- 4,1

35

29

24
16
r

.57

.86

2.05
1.01

.

104 1.01

The low- middle - ineome sample moved about nine city blocks on the: average,
while the private housing group averaged approximately one mile. The public
housing group traversed the greatest distance by far of all the housing groups:
a mean of about two miles. Thus, on the average, th-sc Roxbury area respondents
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moved only a moderate distance away from their old neighborhoods. Such a
distance is substantially shorter than that travelled by the housing estate
respondents in the British and African studies, some of which found the move
disruptive for their kinship ties.8 It probably approximates th relatively

i
shorter distances moved by the low-income families whom Wilner d Chapin
studied; these two studies found an increase in social particip ion with
a move into an improved housing environment.9 The relatively moderate
distances travelled by the Boston movers would incline one to accept the order
view of geographical mobility for predictive purposes.

Table 8:3 reports information obtained from the respondents in reply to
questions concerning why they had moved; in cases where direct replies were
inadequate, data from other questions bearing on housing experiences pr from
housing agency records were used to fill in the gaps. All of the subsidy
tenants, most of the private tenants, and a majority of the middle-income sampl
were more or less forced to move, either by the Boston Redevelopment Authority's
site clearance procedures or by deteriorating housing often on the fringe of
renewal areas. Only 38% of the public sample were forced to move in this sense.
These data emphasize the difference between these black samples and certain other
white (and usually white-collar) samples which haye been studied.

TABLE 8:3

REASONS FOR MOBILITY

Reasons

Number Because of Because of
Urban Deteriorated Other Total
Renewal Housing

Rent supplementation
sample 35 100% 0 0 100%

Middle-income sample 29 28% 31 41 100%
Public housing

sample 24 17% 21 62 100%
Private housing

sample 16 75% 12 13 100%

For such a sample, Rossi argues that the life cycle is the important generator
of housing complaints, mobility desires, and actual mobility. Under pressure
'from a growing family, young families move toward increased space and a house
of their own. When space is no longer needed, older couples tend to move away
from such residences.° Cans has noted that certain (white) middle-class
families voluntarily move out to suburbs for the additional purpose of
increasing their social interaction;11 this selectivity phenomenon, he avers,
partially accounts for the higher degree of sociability in the suburbs.
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However, most of the Boston sample can under no circumstances be
considered voluntary movers seeking to follow the family cycle or to satisfy
their longings for increased sociability. About 57% were forced to move by
urban renewal and an additional 15% because of deteriorated or dilapidated
housing. Thus, at least 72% were forced to enter the housing market whether
or not they actually wanted to do so; the comparable figure for mobile
families in general is 2% to 3%. Selectivity may still have played a part
in whether they chose to apply to a projectIor to move win in the private
houging market. But the supply of proximatei private housing had been sub-
stantially,decreased by discrimination and by urban renewal, and many of the
families undoubtedly had no choice but to apply to public housing, or, if
they could afford it, to the 221(d)3 projects. Thus, selectivity -- in the'
sense of a person choosing a project solely in order to increase social
interaction -- does not seem to be an important factor in the hysing choices
of most of these Negro families.

1

TABLE 8:4

HOUSING IMPROVEMENT (BUILDING CONDITION)a
BOSTON SAMPLE

Number
Mean Mean Net
Before After Change

Rent supplementation sample 35 1.54 4.57 +3.03
Middle- income sample 29 : 1.85 4.65 +2.70
Public housing sample 24 1.25 3.17 +1.92
Private housing sample 16 1.31 2.37 +1.06

a
Respondents' housing structures were classified by the interviewers into

five ranked categories from +1=very poor housing (three or more basic structural
items needing repair) to +5=excellent (high quality construction, well cared
for). Note that the "mean before" for all groups is very law., indicating that
the bulk of the respondents lived in deteriorating housing before the move.

Table 8:4 indicates the significant housing improvement which the three
project groups experienced and the slight improvement which the private housing
group experienced. The amelioration is most substantial in regard to the
rent supplementation group, followed in order by the middle-income, public
housing, and private housing groups. The improvement of the private housing
group is not as significant as the others; it should be noted that they are
still residing in housing which is somewhat dilapidated, needing one or two
structural repairs on the average. The aforementioned studies of families
moving out of dilapidated slum housing -- those studies lending weight to
the non-disruptive model of mobility -- argue strongly for the positive
effects that a substantially meliorated housing environment can have upon the
social lives of families. Following their line of argument, one would predict

that the Boston families, especially those in the three project groups,
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should become increasingly enmeshed in intimate social ties as a result of a
change in housing from slum residences to better quality housing.

Social Participation Variables

Because of the difficulties mentioned in Chapter II the Boston respon-
dents were interviewed at varying intervals after their moves from one
neighborhood to another. As a result "after-move" interviews were\ completed
from one week to one year after the move. This, of course, poses a problem
in any direct comparisods of the several housing groups. However, this diffi-
'culty can be made a virtue; within each of thelhousing groups respohdents have
been in their new housing environments for varying lengths of.time. A change
score ("after" score less the "before" score) was computed for'each of these
respondents. The figures on subsequent pages plot mean change scores for
each of the several housing groups at four different points in time after
the move-in. This was done to get around the problem of selectivity involved
in the arbitrary dividing of each housing group into foue subdivisions.

These figures were set up as follows: The three samples of project
movers, were combined, and the combined group was divided into approximate
quartiles according to the number of weeks which had elapsed between the
date of "Move-in" and the date of the follow-up interview. Then the members
of each -of the three project samples which fell within each quartile were
-treated as a distinct group for the purposes of ,the graphs. Fortunately the
several project samples were crudely matched for date of move. Each time
point has, on the average, a quarter of each of the subsamples within its
,limits, although the range is from 17% td1633%. There are several points which
should be'kept in mind when reflecting on the graphs. The number of respon-
dents in each of the "time-in" groups is rather small, ranging from five to
twelve depending on the size of that particular, subsample. Because of the
difficulty of selecting a control group of priv4te movers, the matching on
"time-in" was generally not possible; the total group of private movers
available was only sixteen. This group could not, therefore, be divided
into groups comparable to those for the project samples; the private sample
was split into two subgroups, approximately at the median time elapsed
since the move. These two groups (two time points) are plotted on the graphs
for comparison purposes. On the whole, this procedure seemed to be the only
way to diff ntiate, howevef tentatively, between the effects of the move
itself and socio-physical housing environment. At best this kind of
'analysis'is suggestive, and the gra should be interpreted with caution..
Yet they are inherently interesti g.

Thus, the change scores rep esent net increases and decreases in social
participation. What the figure present, beyond the (lodgitudinal) before-
after time compapson involved in the change scoes themselves, is a diachronic
simulation usinwss-sectional data. Preceding each of the figures will be
a brief table indiOting the absolute mean scores on each of the housing
sample6 before and after the move. .

The first type of primary participation to be examined will be'
neighboring. On the basis of previous resear4 what did we expect? The
findingS of a longitudinal study of Baltimore respondents moving into public
housing units suggested the forecast that the Roxbury area respondents
moving into project' housing would gain in neighboring.' However, the gain for
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. the black families in Baltimore was measured at the end of a three-year
.

period; no evidence was presented on the short-run effect of the move
per se. What were the BOstocilhdings? s

Before looking at the neighborhood curves in Figure 8:1 it is worth
examining the absolute mean scores in Table 8:5. Simple comparisons of
"before "' and "after" means (or percentages) is the usual analytical
procedure in the few extant longitudinal studiesof.housing and mobility.

d TABLE '8:5

MEAN NEIGHBORING SCORES

Rent Middle Public Private
Supplemen- Income Housing Housing

tation Sample Sample Sample Sample

Score N 'score N Score N Score

"Before mean ,, 7.0 (35) 7.9 (28() 7.6 23) 7.4 (15)

"After" mean '1.9 (35) 7.6 (29) .6.1 (24) 5.8 (15) ,

Using this ty pe of comp4ison, inspection of the data in Table 8:5 reveals
a decrease in mean neighipring scores with the move for each of the sub,
samples. However, this simple comparison may well be hiding a decrease with
the.move and an increase with "time-in,".as would be Predicted.on the basis
of the model suggested earlier. For this reason the neighboring curve over
time must be examined.12

Plotting the neighboring curves for the three project samples and the
smaller sample of private movers reveals the most consistent phenomenon
in all of the figures for the social participation variable. (Figure 8:1).
For each of the samples we find a sharp drop-off in neighboring during the
first one to three weeks of residence. Neighboring, of the several types of
social participation examined in this chapter, seems to be the most closely
tied to, and affected by, the locality. Obviously one's relations with
neighbors, Rua neighbors,tin the sending neighborhood are usually seyered
even by a rather short -range move. The data in figure 8:1 strongly support
this interpretation.13 Respondents in all four of the housing groups. experienced
a net lqss in neighboring as a consequence of shifting from,one locale to
another. After all, neighbors in the new neighborhood generally are social
strangers; and there seems to be some,reticence on the part of recent
migrants toward neighboring in a new environment during the first few
weeks, the "settling-in" period. In fact, several of the Boston houswives
expressed a desire to put their house in order before they did much neighboring.
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Gradually, however, proximity comes into play, and chats occur between
neighbors. As familiarity grows, the casual interaction graduates to reciprocal
visiting and exchange of favors. This neighboring phenomenon eventually,
for the,221(d)3 residents at later points in time, increases significantly
beyond the level sustained in the sending neighborho It should be noted
that there is a real difficulty in differentiating th ect of the physical
environment (space, proximity, etc.) and the effect of social environ-
ment. In the case of these samples the new housing environment combines
social and physical aspects which tend to defy attempts to separate them.
A combination of such social and spatial factors may help to account for
the net increase in neighboring for 221(d)3 families:

1. The relative homogeneity of the tenant population;
2: The greater probability of contact with residents in

projects of relatively high density and/or of an architecture
'(courts, etc.) which fosters neighboring;

3. The increase in space and facilities for entertaining;
4. The common experience of adjusting to quite a new and substantially

improved housing environment.
All, of these bear in one way or another upon the impact which the socio-
physical locale has upon the social liyes of urban families and their,
neighboring patterns.

The public housing and private housing movers, by.contrast, also
experienced aminitial decrease in neighboring just after the move. How-
ever, with time their level of neighboring, although rising above the nadir,
does not at any point come up to their original level of neighboring. The
initial drop-off in'neighboring for the private movers is explicable in terms
of the locale-based character of neighboring. The failure of the curve to
rise as rapidly as that of the 221(d)3 families.may be due to the absence of
some of the social and/or spatial factors noted above. Certainly they'dia not
experience as radical an improvement in housing as the 221(d)3 groups.

In any event, the last time point includes families who have been in their
new residences'at most forty, weeks. With additional time their level of
neighboring may approximate or even exceed the "before-move" level. The
movement of the curve for the public housing families, beyond the initial
decrease, is unexpected. It'directly contradicts the findings of the
Baltimore study. One possible ex post facto explanation for this may be in
the fact that the public housing environment for many of these Boston
respondents, although spatially somewhat of an improvement may be socially
distressing and may foster distrust of some neighbors for some respondents.
Plotting the change scores for a housing preference question (size, rent,
schools, etc.) included in both the "beforeh and "after" interviews does
reveal a gradual decrease in housing satisfaction, over time, for the public
housing tenants as compared with a gradual increase in satisfaction for
comparable respondents in the rent supplementation sample. In any case,
the patterns for the two 221(d)3 groups at all,stages and the pattern of
the private and public housing groups in the first nine weeks support the
contention that neighboring is the social participation phenomenon most
affected by the very move itself, the change of locale, as distinguished
from the particular type of housing environment; and the movement of the
curves for the two 221(d)3 samples from the tenth week onward lends support
to the argument that substantial improvements in the socio-physical environ-

.

ment can accelerate neighboring.
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The effect of intra-city mobility on friendship contacts has not been
systematically investigated. Mogey!s data do indicate that former central
city residents now residing out in housing projects ("housing estates")
have more contact with friends than comparable families still residing in
the central city. 14 In a study of working-class families Berger found a
small increase in friendship interaction with the move to a suburb.lS
These studies indicate that the order model of mobility holds true over
time -and in improved housing environments in regard to friendship ties; but
they offer no suggestions for the short-term effects of the move. However;
it was expected for moves of a moderate distance, such as the one mile
averaged by the Roxbury area respondents, that friendship interaction would
not be affected as systematically as ties with neighbors were.

Table 8:6 presents the mean absolute scores fox friendship contact
before and after the move.

TABLE 8:6

MEAN CONTACT WITH FRIENDS

Rent fiddle- Public Private
Supplemen- come Housing Housing
tation Sample ample Sample' Sample

Score Score N Score N Score N

"Before" mean 8.1 (35) . 12.0 (29) 12.1 (24) 9.6 (16)

"After" mean 11.9 (35) 17.0 (29) 13.0 (24) 11.7 (16)

As noted previously, several longitudinal studies do comparisons of b fore
and after indices. These "before" and "after" mean scores indicate a net
increase in friendship contact fOr all housing groups in the Boston sample.
Nevertheless, examination of the neighboring data has suggested that making
simple comparisons may lead to overloOking'inta'raal variatiqns due to varying
lengths of time in the new residence. Such would appear to be'the case in
regard to friendship contact, as can be seen in Figure 8:2. 'Figure 8:2
presents the graph of friendship contact for each of several housing
groups, again at different intervals from the date of the "move -in." The
pattern, although Somewhat more erratic than, that of neighboring, is one
of general increases. But this is reasonable., Unlike ties to neighbors,
friendship ties are not necessarily locale-based. Geographical mobility,
even the one -mile moves of the Boston respondents, undoubtedly increases
the physical distance between the respondents and some of their friends.
Increased distance, particularly if there are no convenient transportation
links,.does make interaction with some friends (especially those in old
neighborhoods).more difficult and, at the least, more erratic. Since the
transportatioh facilities in the areas in which the Boston respondents live
are usually quite good, it is unlikely that transportation is an insuperable
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problem for most friends now living a somewhat greater distance apart. In
other cases the move diminishes physical distance between friends and en-
courages increased contact.

The middle-income group shaWs a slight drop-off in contact in the first
few weeks after the move and an uneven but predictable rise in friendship
contact above the level sustained prior to the move. The decline is
not as significant for friendship as it was for neighboring, perhaps
because friendship is not tied as closely to the locale as neighboring.
HoweVer, the fact that there was some decrease offers a little support for
the contention that a move can be disruptive; in other words, friendship is
partly affected by physical distance and physicak containment, but is also
capable of transcending physical barriers. The graph for the subsidy sample
presents a somewhat similar pattern, except for the fact that the initial
drop-off occurs in the second time period after a slight rise in the first
time period.

At both time points the private housing movers show some net gain
in friendship contact, when compared with the level of friendship interaction
sustained before the move. This suggests that a move into a new housing
environment, even if not a greatly improved one, has an initial and generally
positive effect upon friendship interaction. Old friends carry over; and
new ones are being made locally. It should also be noted that their increase
in friendship interaction is not as great, on the average, as it is for
those respondents moving into 221(d)3 housing.

The curve for the public housing movers is quite erratic, a gain re-
flecting the instability of figures for small subsamples. They experienced
a small increase in the first three weeks and then a decrease in the next
six, while those who had been in for ten to thirty weeks showed a sizeable
average decrease. This uneven development seems to defy explanation; the
small N in the subdivisions used in this type of analysis may well account
for this unevenness. In any event, the public housing sample moved, on
the average, twice as far from their sending neighborhoods as the private
families and three to four times as far as the 221(d)3 families moved. This
fact suggests that their interpersonal contacts, particularly those in the
sending,neighborhoods, might be sustained in a more unsystematic fashion
than for families moving a shorter distance. In general, with a few excep-
tions Figure 8:2 reinforces the impression gained from a simple comparison
of the mean absolute scores -- a significant net gain in friendship contact
in 1the new housing environment. The net gain appears to be the greatest for
the rent supplementation and middle-income respondents, that is, those living
in 221(d)3 developments the architecture of which fosters tenant contacts.

The third type of primary tie examined in earlier Chapters was contact
with relatives. This type of contact seems logically to be one step farther
than neighboring or friendship links away from being strictly locale -based --
at least for the distances under consideration here. Previous studies of
intra-urban mobility and its effect upon kin ties have been done, using a
cross-sectional design in which working-class respondents in "before" and
"after" areas were interviewed. For the rather long distances involved these
studies have found a consistent decrease in kin contact with a move from the
central area out to housing estates.1.6 One piece of longitudinal evidence
also suggests that the families moving out to the estates sharply curtail their
relationships with relatives in the central city.17 Contacts, primarily
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because of substantially increased distance (four to twenty miles), become
fewer and less regular. On the basis of these findings, it is difficult to
predict the effect of the move on families moving, on the average, one '

mile from their previous neighborhoods. Some may move closer to their rela-
tives and some farther away.

The mean absolute scores for kin contact are tabulated in Table 8:7.
Again, it is useful to make simple comparisons ofthese mean scores prior
to examining the change scores for each of the subdivisions at the four
points in time after the 'move.

TABLE 8:7

MEAN CONTACT WITH RELATIVES

Rent Middle- Public Private

Supplemen- Income Housing Housing
tatiOnSample Sample Sample Sample

Score N Score N Score N Score N

"Before" mean. 10.3 (35) 14.7 (29) 12.3 (24) 9.4 (16)

"After" mean 9.7 (35) 14.8 (29) 9.7 (24) 11.0 (16)

4

The general impression which one gets from Table 8:7 is that the net change,
whether it be a decrease or an increase, is not as great as it was for
friendship contact; nor is it consistently an increase as it was for friend-
ship oontact. Figure 8:3 enables one to examine the distribution of these
increases and decreases over time.

The picture of phanges in kin contact is rather different from that '

of friendship ties. In Figure 8:2 there was an overall increase in friend-
ship interaction and only a few decreases, generally in the first jeriods
after "move-in." In the kinship chart a pattern of initial decrease
followed by a rise or a decline predominates. The subsidy groups in the
first two quartiles experienced a significant drop-off in kin contact,
while the groups who had been in the new housing for a longer time reported
a net increase. The two private subdivisions, show a slight decrease at the
first time point and a substantial increase by the second period. This
information does suggest an initial dip in kin contact during the settling-in
period followed by a net gain in subsequent weeks. The public housing group
interviewed shortly after the move also experienced a decrease in kin contact;
however, this decrease is not regained for those who have resided in the
housing for a longer time. The initial drop-off parallels that of the sub-
sidy and private housing movers; but the failure of later groups to fully
reestablish their prior contacts jibes with the prior findings on their
friend and neighbor contacts and their general dissatisfaction with current'
housing. Except for the public housing movers, no sample shows a systematic,
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lasting lecrease in interaction with kin, as was predicted on the.basis of the
British studies. The middle-income groups present a difficult-to-interpret
alternating pattern; again this points up the difficulty of doing cross-
sectional comparisons of small subsamples The relatively small number in
each group leaves room for idiosyncratic variations in the contacts of a
few indi*iduals to significantly affect the mean; in fact, the kin ties of
individuals are not entirely voluntary and can easily be altered by the coming
and going of relatives in the Boston area.

Some additional data suggest the relative importance of these three
types of primary ties during the move itself. Each respondent was asked
three questions about the number of neighbors, friends, and relatives who
helped her move into her new apartment (or house). The results of the questions
can be Ipen ift e 8:8.

TABLE 8:8

t PERCENT OF BOSTON SAMPLES RECEIVING AID FROM PRIMARY GROUPS

Percent of Respondents Receiving Aid
in the "Move-in"

Number
From New
Neighbors

From
Friends

From
Relatives

Rent supplementation
sample 35 11.4% -42.97. 54.37.

Middle-income sample 29 13.8% 58.6% 58.67.
Public housing

sample 24 25.0% 41.7% 50.0%
Private housing

sample 16 37.5% 68.2% 18.87.

Taking all the movers together, it is evident that these Negro respondents
relied much-more heavily on previous friendships and on kin ties during the
move-in period than they did on their new neighbors; this fits in well with
the systematic decrease in neighboring which all four groups experienced
during the first nine weeks after moving into their new residences. Although
there was also some decrease in overall kin contact during the first few weeks
after the move-in for most of the housing groups, this should not be inter-
preted as a loss of contact with all relUtives. Some relatives were very
important sources of aid in the "settling-in" process. A majority of the
respondents in each of the three project groups received aid from one or
more relatives. Except for the private movers no groups had a larger per-
centage of respondents depending on friends than depending on relatives. This
importance of relatives Cn the process of moving corroborates a statement
made in an earlier chapter about the importance of kin contacts even for this
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sample of relatively recent-migrants to the Boston area.' At least for the
majority of these working-class blacks, kinship networks do as a matter of
fact mobilize to help with relatively short- range' geographical mobility.

As can be seen in Table 8:8, friendship ties were likewise'important in
easiftg the transition from one neighborhood to another. From 427. to 687.
of each group etceived aid from friends in the transitional period. This
too fits in well with the previously noted importance of friendship to these
black Bostonians. It also corroborates the longitudinal evidence which
generally indicated. the strength and persistence of friendshiplinks during
the "move-in" period (Figure 8:2). Primary ties, particularly thosetof
kinship and friendship, are probably the most important mechanisms for inte-
grating working-class families, including Negro families, into an urban
area. Their importance is tested in practice when a minor household crisis,
such as a move, occurs.

The effect of a move on associational affiliations has been studied by
few researchers. Two British cross-sectional studies conflict with one
another. Marris' research revealed that Afridans relocated in a new housing
estate belonggd to fewer clubs and associations than their central city
counterparts. 8 Mogey found the opposite for his white working-class families
in an Oxford housing estate, as compared with a central city sample.19 One
longitudinal study, conducted in 1939-1940 in Minneapolis, found that res-
pondents who moved into an improved housing environment gained iii associar
tional participation asmeasured by the Chapin participation scale." This led
me to predict the following long-term effect in regard to the Boston samples:
there will be a positive increase in secondary participation with a relatively
short-range move into an improved housing environment. None of the previous
studies suggest what the initial effect of the move would be.' It seems
reasonable, nevertheless, to expect little initial change in secondary ties,
since such ties are less locale-based than primary ties.

TABLE 8:9

MEAN ASSOCIATIONAL PARTICIPATION SCOREa

Rent Middle- Public Private
Supplemen- Income Housing Housing
tation Sample Sample Sample Sample

Score N Score N Score N Score N

"Before" mean 2.1 (35) 3.7 (29) 2.9 .(24) 0.8 (16)

"After" mean 1.4 (35) 5.0 (29) 1.7 (24) 1.3 (16)

aBecause of omissions in "before-move" data, church participation has been
excluded from "before" and "after" scores in this table and in Figure 8:4.
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Simple comparisons of "before" and "after" means.for-the Boston sample
can be made using the data.in Table 8:9. The rent supplementation and

.public housing samples experienced a net decrease 'in voluntary association
participation; the middle-income and private housing groups, a det increase.
However, inspection of the change scores in Figure 8:4 reveals a more
complex phenomenon. During the first three weeks the public housing and
the middle-income respondents gained somewhat in secondary participation.
Subsequently, however, both groups experienced a decrease in the four-to-

t thirty-week period, with the last public housing subdivision showing-a size-
able net decrease in the last time period and the middle-income groups _ -
showing almost as large an increase in,that time period. By contrast, the
subsidy sample first lost somewhat in associational participation and then
gradually gained until the last subdivision shows a significant net increase;
the pattern for the private groups is similar, although the overall increaseis not as great.

On the whole, Figure 8:4 does not support the prior prediction of an
overall positive increase in participation across all of the project housinggroups. All of the groups, at one of the time points, decrease to some
extent in secondary or associational participation, but there is no systematic
increase or decrease immediately after the move. Some support for the
prediction of increased organizational

participation (long-term) is given bythe graphs for the two 221(d)3groups. At the last tithe period both posted
a significant net increase in secondary participation. Thismay be a
relection of the new Tenants' AssOciations which have been established by
social workers inthe project areas. In addition, the general declinefor the public housing subdivisions over time, as compared 'ifli a general
rise for the two 221(d)3 groups, fits well with the previously noted drop-
off in primary ties and housing satisfaction for this same public housing
group.

It might also be argued that Figure 8:4 presents,a picture of less
variation from no change (zero) than any of the other participation figures.Together with the relatively modest decreases and increases in the period

Leshortly after the move, this suggests tha or nizational affiliations arenot.as locale -based as other social ties, a thus are not as affected byshort-range geographical mobility; that is, associational ties are accustomedto a greater burden of physical distance than primary ties and are rather
easily carried over into a not too distant new neighborhood.

The effect of geographical mobility on attachment to the mass mediahas, to my knowledge, never been studied. One might predict that mass media`contact would increase during the first few weeks of the move and then goback to previous levels, the initial increase compensating for possible
losses in friendship and neighboring interaction. Certainly the mean
absolute scores, presented in Table 8:10, offer no consistent evidence for
an overall loss or gain. Two groups declined slightly; the other two
increased in mass media contact, although only modestly. Examination ofFigure 8:5, which presents change scores for each 'housing group's subdivisions,reveals a relatively unsystematic relationship between mass media contact and
time spent in the new housing environment. The middle-income group in the
first quartile gain,ed slightly in media contact, perhaps a partial reaction -to their loss in friendship-and neighboring contacts. At four to nine weeks
a net decrease is indicated; this loss IA recovered at the two subsequent
time,periods. Likewise the private housing subdivisions show a somewhat
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TABLE 8:10

WAN CONTACT WITH,MASS MEDIA (QUARTER HOURS)

Rent Middle- Public Privafe
Supplemen- Income Housing Housing
tation Sample Sample Sample Sample

Score N Score N Score N Score N

"Befoie" mean 15.7 (35) 15.2 (29) 15.0 (24) 15.4

"After" mean 17.8 (35) 15.0 (29) 17.3 (24) 14.9

(16),

016)

similar increase-decrease pattern at their two time periods. The public
housing pattern indicates a substantial loss in the first period and a net,
although curvilinear, gain in the three later periods. The rent supplemen-
tation groups show an inexplicable zig-zag pattern. The prediction of a
substantial increase in tie first few weeks and a leveling off at later
points in time is not consistently borne out. At least for this method of
diachronic analysis, it does not seem that mass media contact is systemati-
cally affected by geographical mobility or by time spenein the'new housing
environment.

Summary. At the beginning of this chapter a two-step model of intra-
urban mobility effects was suggested. The first step was seen as the
"settling-in" period just after he move, during which decreases in social
interaction are generally expected. The second step Vas theperiod of
establishment of new contacts in the nOw housing environment.

Of the severalmeahures of sociallparticipation used in this monograph
neighboring seems to most consistently follow the steps distinguished
in the model. Neighboring for all groups dropped off during the period
subsequent to the move itself. Then the role,of the improved housing

,

environment, at least the greatly improved 221(d)3 environment, appears to
come into play, and an increase in neighboring appears as the tenants
become established in their new environment. Friqnship ties were not as
affected by an improved housing environment, particularly the 221(d)3
environment; the general impression is one of an increase with time in.
The other measures of social participation are less systematically affected
by the move and the new environment than are neighboring and friendship.
Associational participation generally showed the least variation (from zero)
after the move, with the private and 221(d)3 groups suggesting a-dtp-rise
phenomenon and the public housing'sample an erratic decline over time. To
a certain extent kin contacts also show a dip-rise phenomenon for the
subisdy and private samples, while the, public housing subdivisions dipped
and remained below the "before-move" level. Changes in mass media contact
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are perhaps the most erratic and appear to be manifesting enough idiosyncrasies
to suggest that such contact is notsystematically affected by the move or the
new housing milieu.

In addition-to looking at this model across the housing groups it is
well 'to examine what happens to the several participation variables of

any one housing group. A comparison of the figures reveals no completely
systematic changes in, social participation for any of the several housing

groups. However, certain general impressions are,gleaned from scanning the

graphs., For examp1e, the information on the public housing group does suggest
that these respondents experienced increased dissatisfaction with their new

housing environment over time. This dissatisfaction is reflected in (or
perhaps generated by) a general decrease in their info al and formal social

contacts. Neighboring and kin contacts reflect, acrossr(the time-in subdivisions,

a net loss compared to "before-move" levels, as does associational parti-

Cipation. The only contact which showed a general rite over time was mass

media contact. This certainly suggests a picture of respondents disillusiOned

(over time) by their new housing environment.
In striking contrast, the participation indices of the rent supplementa-

tion sample and the middle-income sample, located as they are in a subitantially
improved socio-physical environment, are characterized by a general rise with

time in their new housing environment. The rent supplementation sample's
time-in subdivisions usually re-flect a dip with the move but a rise (above
the "before-move" level) in informal and formal contacts at later points in

time. Although somewhat more erratic, the data on the middle-income re-
spondents present apicture similar to that for the rent supplementation
sample, at least in its broad overall character.' The two private housing
subdivisions also approximate this picture, nsuarly indicating some decrease
with the move and a rise at the later point in time. Sigdificantly, the

rises, although generally to a point above the "before-move" level, tend
to be more moderate than for the groups in.221(d)3 housing, again pointing

up the socially stimulating quality of this latter type of housing.

It should be noted that this overall dip-rise effect of the move and
time-in is only a general impression; almost every housing group, when
examined in detail, reflects some idiosyncratic variation in regard to at
least one of tie participation indices. II is this latter fact which argues
for considering the data only as suggestive of a dip-rise model of short-range
geographical mobility into an improved houding environment; they are
certainly not conclusive. This is in part due to this type of diachronic
analysis. All'of the graphs must be'interipreted with caution, since most
of the analysis of change is grpunded upon comparisons of 'different subdivisions
within each housing group rather than of the same respondents over time.
This hind of analysis is in tilik respect cross-sectional and poses the usual
problghs of using synchronic dlta to do a diachronic analysis. However,dit
is more than cross-sectibnal since the change'scores do incorporate diachronic
("after" minus "before") data and partially correct for individual variation

,before the move and the selectivity involved in aplAting each housing group
into subdivisions by length of time-in. One thing is clear: more research

on these critical issues, is definitely needed.
A

Conclusion
My survey of the effects of short-range geographical mobility upon the

social ties of the Boston sample of black families is cautiously optimistic
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ti
about the value of the two-step (dip-rise) model. Social participation indices
were found to be affected by short-range mobility and by an improved housing'
environment. Additional longitudinal research on this moda is definitely
needed. The foregoing analysis strongly suggests that such research, in
addition:Edstudying traditional variables such as life cycle and social
rank, should also examine the following factors which can affect families in
migration:

1. The voluntary or involuntary character of the move;
2. The distance traversal;
3. The physical character of the new unit in relation to the last

occupied unit;
4. The social character of the receiving unit; and
5. The social networks of the migrating:unit.

Attention should also be paid'to two categories of social effects:
1. Short-term effects: due to the potentially disruptive move

itself; and
2. Long-term effects: due to the social and physical character

of the new housing environment itself.
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CHAPTER IX

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The general neglect of social organization, particularly the more
intimate forms of social contact, within the residential communities of black

'Americans suggested the need for an intensive examination of the various social
ties of a'black sample in Boston. To offset the undue emphasis on social disorgani-
zation, and the general tendency to view the black ghetto as a "jungle," this
monograph has examined the extent to which black urbanites maintain inter-
personal ties even within the ghetto area.

The dominant impression which one gets from examining the Boston data on
primary ties is.that these black respondents definitely do not fit the sterotype
of the isolated ghetto dweller who has no concern for or contact with his Or her
fellow residents. Overall these black women are by no means isolated from those
interpersonal ties which form important communication (construed in the broadest
sense)networks in urban subcommunities. Gemeinschaft is not dead in the Boston
ghetto. Several previously noted studies have revealed the importance of kin
attachments in working -class areas. Certainly the data on relatives for the
Roxbury area sample reveal that kin are,quite important sources of close personal
ties for these black respondents. Significantly, considering that the majority'
of these relatively poor families have come to Bostori in the last two decades,
these respondents have an average of.2.6 relatives beyond their immediate family
in the Boston area. They usually see these relatives frequently, one or two
typically being visited (or visited with) weekly; and nearly half of them received
aid from relatives in moving into their current residences.

At the same time that they have presented far-reaching evidence on the
importance of kinship, these same working-class studies have usually.neglected
other primary ties. Contact with relatives is only one important type of
interpersOnal contact available to working-class families: A careful examination
of the friendship ties of these Boston wives, also piedominantly working-class,
revealed that the great majority are not isolated from this type of intimate
social interitction. They average about three friends apiece, and typically they
visit with two of these friends several times a week. Neighbor relations
also are of some importance. Most of the respondents maintain speaking and
visitinglelationships with a few of their neighbors; two-thirds have done tome
visiting In neighbors' homes. Thus,, friendship and neighboring ties are
significant components of the social lives of these respondents and are major
criteria for designating their local residential area a "neighborhood." In _

addition to emphasizing the importance of interpersonal contacts for working-
class families in a'black community, the above data point to the peed to
systematically study friendship and neighboring ties in other blue-collar areas.
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The integration of these black respondents into the social life
of the urban subcommunity appears to be roughly comparable to that of
working-class whites. Admittedly the variety of indices used in the various
studiep ofsocial participation make it difficult to cumulate research

.

in this area. Nevertheless, these black women have informal ties, apparently
as strong (extensive and intensive) as have betn found for comparable white
samples.' With the exception of church participation their associational ties.
are,geaerally weak and broadly similar to the extent of urban white parti-
cipation; and their contact with mass media roughly approximates that of blue-
collarwhites.

Mans' working-class Italians appear to have limited their social ties
to the local West End area; it is not surprising then, especially considering
omnipresent discrimination, that these black Urbanites generally confine most
of their importantsocial ties to a geographically limited area. Approxi-
mately 95% of their friends and 97% of their relatives live within the
general Roxbury-South End-Dorchester area. The same encapsulation was found
to be true of what associational affiliations these respondents do maintain.
Although the addresses of associations are not always ascertainable, those
which can be plotted indicate that almost all memberships are likewise
limited to the Roxbury-South End-Dorchester area. The findings on forms of
urban participation involving more tenuous intersonal contacts corroborat
this image of encapsulation. These black respondents make relatively few
ventures beyond the ghetto for recreational reasons except for "riding around
in the car for pleasure"; and a very large percentage of their commercial
trips are confined to the ghetto area. In general, this encapsulation of
social ties and associational non:participation jibes with a picture of
',black dependence.

Some variation in socia/ participation was found within the Boston
sample.. Those who are more active in one type of social participation,
associational contacts, also tend to maintain more active friendships,Amd
neighboring.than.those not so active in associations. However, no correla-
tion turned up between informal contacts and mass media contact;. there was some
evidence of a threshold level of mass media ccntact for those who are associa-
tionally active. Participation differences due to social status have previously
been found in regard to white samples. The Boston data support the contention
that upper-blue-collar respondents are, somewhat more active in each of the'
three area of participation than lower-blue-collar respondents. In most
instances the differences are not very, great; one gets the impressipn that
.these two blue-collar groups might appear more similar than different
if.they were compared with higher status growps.

To a variable extent, relatively short-range mobility was found to
effect variations in the participation measures of these black respondents.
Some evidence was presented for a dip-rise model of shOrt-range geographical
mobility. Except for mass media contact there was a general' tendency for
participation 'to decline in the first few weeks after the move and to rise
above Vrevious levels, with time in a new and improved housing"environment.
However, the results for the public housing group indicated a general decline
over time; while the two 221(d)3 groups revealed the most consistent rise
effect after the initial move-in period. Exceptions to the dip -rise prediction
are numerous enough,to make the evidence more-suggestive than conclusive.
In, addition to pointing up the effects of mobility for black Americans, the
evidence has broader implications. The dip-rise model would seem'to be
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applicable to the study of all short-range geographical mobility. I would

advocate further testing of this general hypothesis.
It is worth reemphasizing that the sample of black Bostonians is

representative only of a certain segment of the population of the Roxbury area;
it is most closely representative of the larger low- and middle-income families.

in the area. In addition, its mobility subsamples form between 70% and 90%
of all large law-income and middle-income families in certain Roxbury area
housing markets at the times we selected our samples. They are more representa-
tive of families who have moved relatively recently thanof thoS'e who have not

moved. Although a few families have moved to the fringe of the ghetto,
most families moved even closer to the heart of Roxbury itself, particularly
the sixty-four now residing in the 221(d)3 projects. The net effect of
moVing was to increase the concentration of these black families in the
heart of the ghetto. All of these factors should be taken into consideration
when extrapolating beyond the,sample to the whole Roxbury ghetto area. Yet the
data might well be used as a first approximation of interpersonal life in a
black community. Of the two views of the ghetto this appro4Mation'comes
closer to the "village" view than to the more usual "jungle" picture: ordinary
social life does,go on within the ghetto.

Moreover, the data are representative enough to suggest that public
policy decisions in regard to black area must take into consideration the
ordinary and "normal" social ties which tend to bind people to their community
and which probably provide major communications networks for that area r The
usual reliance on formal associations and the mass media in trying to communi-
cate with the low-income segment of the urban population is inadequate, not
only because of the linguistic barrier but also because it overlooks primary

networks. The explanations of the failure to reach the poor, such as in
.elections of the poor to "war on poverty" committees, are usually given in
_terms of their isolation and anomie; a more.reasonable explanation may well
be the policy makers' and planners' ignorance of social networks in relatively
low-income areas.

This research suggests two logical and important extensions:
1. One important extension of the research on friendship and kinship

interaction would be a study of the social networks moving out beyond the
individual black respondent and her immediate circle of friends and relatives.
Like almost all previous studies, we have investigated only the stub ends

of social networks, that is, the respondent and the !'first remove." The

impression gained from comparing certain of the Boston study interviews is

that many of these networks do spread out beyond the "first remove" into

the broader black community. Whether or not this is actually the case remains

to be seen; further research on urban networks is definitely a necessity.

2. A logical extension of the mobility research would parallel our
original plan of a controlled study of black families in alternative housing

markets with an interview before the move and several additional interviews
-commencing shortly after the move and repeated at regular intervals on the

same respondents. Such an extension would involve the very difficult prob-

lem _of intervention in"real social processes. Longitudinal research of this

type requires careful control of move-in dates and coordination of procedures

of selection; public agencies, at least in the area of housing, are just

beginning to be sensitized'to the complex research proceddres central to

such research. However difficult and expensive it maybe, longitudinal
research is virtual], the only way to correct for our current overdependence

on cross-sectional comparisons for diachronic inferences about the effects of

mobility and housing.
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